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1. Introduction and Overview 

1.1 General overview of data collection activities in ENCHANT 

ENCHANT is a multimethod project where established science-based behavioural 

intervention techniques are implemented to increase energy efficiency behaviour among 

millions of European citizens through a contextual and multi-disciplinary approach. Its key 

methodological strength comes from combining both qualitative and quantitative 

methodologies with a multi-disciplinary theoretical foundation from the perspectives of 

behavioural sciences, sociology, social anthropology, human geography, and economics. 

This excellent theoretical and methodological competence allows not only successful 

design and implementation of the large-scale interventions, but also answering the 

question of which (the combination of) intervention tools are most effective implemented 

by which societal actor in which cultural context. Through a systematic evaluation of data 

gathered from implementing these interventions, in combination with re-analysing 

already existing data, ENCHANT will design an empirically informed, web-based decision 

tool for impactful campaign design targeting energy-efficiency, relevant for a number of 

public and private actors (e.g., policymakers). The work in the project is delivered in 

different work packages, which have their own methodological approaches. 

1.2 Purpose and scope of this document 

This Data Management Plan (DMP) aims to describe the procedure for data collection, 

consent procedure, storage, protection, retention, and destruction of data in ENCHANT, 

and confirmation that they comply with national and EU legislation. It also defines access 

to data within the open data pilot of the EU. The DMP provides an effective framework to 

ensure comprehensive collection and handling of the primary and secondary data used 

in the project. It needs to be noted that a DMP is a dynamic document, which will evolve 

during the lifetime of the project. Changes to the previous version of the DMP are 

indicated in red in this document. In that respect, the DMP describes ENCHANT’s data 

management at the point in time it is delivered to the European Commission. The 

document is written with reference to the Guidelines to FAIR data management in Horizon 

2020 

(http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/oa_pilot/h2

020-hi-oa-data-mgt_en.pdf) and the GDPR (Regulation (EU) 2016/679). The DMP will 

comply with the open access strategy of H2020 while also ensuring the protection of the 

involved households’ and individuals’ data, information, and privacy rights; thereby 

contributing with Open Research Data wherever possible. Furthermore, the project will 

comply with each user partner’s internal data protection strategy. This is the final formal 

revision of the DMP.  

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/oa_pilot/h2020-hi-oa-data-mgt_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/oa_pilot/h2020-hi-oa-data-mgt_en.pdf
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2. Data Collections 

ENCHANT is a mixed-methods project and its methodological strength comes from 

combining qualitative and quantitative techniques with an interdisciplinary approach. 

This allows us to integrate multi-disciplinary knowledge, which is essential for the 

successful design and implementation of the large-scale interventions targeting millions 

of European citizens using a Randomised Control Trial (RCT) approach and for monitoring 

the effects of the interventions on different levels. By a systematic evaluation of the data 

gathered from implementing these interventions, supplemented with re-analysing 

already existing (secondary) data, ENCHANT will test the effects of the intervention tools 

in real-life settings with the objective to unlock an energy efficiency potential among the 

general public through behavioural change. 

The RCT aimed to single out the marginal or joint effects of the selections of independent 

parameters on the dependent parameters. The selection of different choices of 

dependent and independent variables, number of trials, and sample and sample size 

choice are components of the experiment design. Rather than a full-factorial experiment 

design (including all possible combinations of factors), the project constructed and tested 

scenarios, where each test scenario corresponds to the specification of which 

parameter(s) are selected as dependent variable(s) and which parameters are selected as 

the independent variable(s). The scenario approach was chosen for several reasons. First, 

not all combinations of the parameter selections are feasible or applicable, e.g., non-

governmental organisations cannot select bills as the means of communication, since 

they do not issue them. Even considering all feasible combinations of parameters, 

efficient use of resources requires that the most relevant experiments are carried out 

based on the project goals. Moreover, the parameters are not necessarily independent 

and may involve dependencies which are not easy to single out a priori. Second, the 

project results need to be replicable and scalable. Therefore, the RCTs was designed in a 

way to select the intervention packages and other parameters that enhanced higher 

replicability and scalability. This aspect of the experimental design also relates to the 

design of the empirically informed decision support tool for impactful energy efficiency 

campaign design. The design of this tool requires the identification of patterns and rules 

to be used in the underlying algorithm for the decision support tool. The selection of the 

experiments was also geared towards identifying as many generalizable patterns and 

rules as possible. The experiments were designed based on their desired impacts. Hence, 

the experimental design and selection also relied on the intervention packages' assessed 

impacts. 

Results of the intervention packages using RCTs were captured through several 

mechanisms regarding the pre-and post-intervention situation, depending on the 

targeted behavioural change by the intervention package, as well as data availability and 

accessibility. The selection of the data to be collected and the means of data collection 

represents another dimension of the experiment design. The resulting behavioural 
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change may be observed in terms of energy consumption, energy savings, and energy 

conservation behaviour that can be reflected by energy investment behaviours, 

maintenance behaviours, or adjustment of everyday behaviour. The data to be collected 

and analysed in WP5, with close collaboration with WP4, was either measured directly: by 

digital data tracking or by collecting consumption data obtained from utility companies or 

mobility providers; or indirectly: from the consumers self-reporting through mobile or 

web-based apps, from focus groups, from surveys, or through netnography based on 

consumer social media use. In the indirect category, also data on (changes in) well-being 

of the recipients of interventions will be recorded. A fundamental purpose of the project 

is to observe the behavioural change of a large number of people as much as possible 

with the effects of the interventions applied. In order to ensure representativeness, the 

project will employ a diverse large sample. There are multiple challenges in reaching a 

high number of people, including challenges regarding collecting data, implementing pre-

and post-test experiment design on the same groups of people in different countries, and 

measuring the impact of the interventions. Moreover, for the post-test design, reaching 

the same target group contacted in pre-testing constitutes a barrier for the data gathering 

process which also requires implementing careful tracking systems in line with GDPR. 

The ENCHANT project prioritises data gathering methods such as directly or indirectly 

measuring energy consumption or mobility data and digital data tracking but 

supplements these techniques with additional methods to validate and extend the 

findings. Data tracking is mostly associated with digital information that characterizes 

consumer behaviour. In this sense, how many times a link has been clicked, or how many 

times a digital pamphlet has been read, provides insight into the interaction between 

energy information and behavioural change. An important obstacle with consumption 

data and data tracking is that energy consumption data on resolution of hours, weeks or 

even months only provides information about a concrete consumption level without any 

insight into the consumers' level of awareness. Digital real-time tracking provides 

information through smartphones and relevant applications. In this sense, the individuals 

who do not have any access to smart systems and applications will be unable to provide 

sufficient data through this channel. ENCHANT will through method triangulation focus 

on assessing the bias effects each data collection method has. 

As stated above, energy consumption data provides a single-dimensional data flow, which 

means other factors such as the level of awareness and underlying reasons behind such 

a consumption habit are ignored. ENCHANT’s strategy of combining energy consumption 

data with surveys will therefore obtain more insightful results. In a research experiment 

design, it is crucial to reach as many and as diverse respondents and participants as 

possible to ensure and increase representativeness, reliability, and validity. The ENCHANT 

project used a custom-made automated platform providing the interventions in a 

standardized and automated matter following an RCT design so that a larger number of 

individuals can participate in the data collection process. 
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ENCHANT also used self-reporting as a method to get responses from consumers, 

through mobile or web-based apps. The major challenge of this method is the bias in the 

responses, which implies the individuals’ tendency to provide self-assessed measures of 

the relevant phenomenon1. The bias challenge will be overcome by relying on a wide 

range of data collection methods, including focus group interviews, which allows 

triangulating results. Focus groups have a number of qualities, providing elaboration into 

complex situations and behaviours2. ENCHANT used this method to gain deeper insights 

into change processes and the effects of the energy crisis. Further, ENCHANT used 

netnography, which is an online ethnographic method, coined by Kozinets3, focusing on 

social interaction and internet behaviour to collect relevant data. The method analyses 

the digital traces people leave when participating in social activities on the net, such as 

contributions to discussion forums, Facebook or Instagram entries, or tweets. 

Netnography studied how the energy crisis affected the discussion about energy use, and 

what related attitudes and individual behaviours are projected in the social media. To this 

end investigation focused on tracking and analyzing public opinions expressed on various 

social media platforms, as relevant to each national context included in the study. 

ENCHANT includes data collection and handling activities in most of the WPs, which 

strongly depend on each other. This complexity demands strict coordination between the 

different tasks and WPs as they depend on one another, and input from preceding tasks 

is not only required within the same WP but also in other WPs. Furthermore, ENCHANT is 

a project that also depends on already existing (secondary) data provided by the case 

cluster cities partners and other sources. This made it necessary to define procedures for 

how data access rights for secondary data are achieved and how that data is used and 

matched with primary data. 

 

1 Rosenman, R., Tennekoon, V. and Hill, L.G., 2011. Measuring bias in self-reported data. 

International Journal of Behavioural and Healthcare Research, 2(4), pp.320-332. 
2 George, M., 2013. Teaching focus group interviewing: Benefits and challenges. Teaching 

Sociology, 41(3), pp.257-270. 
3 Kozinets, R.V., 2010. Netnography: Doing ethnographic research online. Sage publications. 
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Figure 1 Methodological approach of ENCHANT 

ENCHANT’s methods are organized to most effectively 1) identify and develop, 2) test and 

implement and 3) evaluate the ENCHANT interventions (WPs 2, 4 and 5), as shown in 

Figure 1. The other work packages are designed to provide the right input at the right time 

(WP3), to utilise the results at the right time (WP6 and 7) and finally to provide support 

and to ensure that all activity is carried out effectively in accordance with all relevant 

legislation in addition to the project's own principles (WP1). 

Table 1 presents an overview of the various data collection methods (see the first column) 

used in the different WPs of ENCHANT (see the first column) and indicates which WP(s) 

participate in each data collection or data handling. For example, one of the data 

collection methods is “Document study”, and WP2, WP3 and WP5 utilize this data 

collection activity. 

Table 1 Data collection methods used in different WPs 

Method / WP WP1 WP2 WP3 WP4 WP5 WP6 WP7 

Literature search  ✓ ✓  ✓   

Document study  ✓ ✓  ✓   

Meta-analysis  ✓ ✓     

Re-analysis of existing data   ✓   ✓  

Surveys     ✓ ✓  

Quantitative experiments    ✓  ✓  

Online data tracking     ✓   

Energy use data     ✓   

Interviews     ✓   

Focus group     ✓   

Netnography   ✓     

Workshop  ✓  ✓ ✓   

Decision-making architecture      ✓  
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2.1. Research data and personal information for non-research 

purposes 

We define data as all research data obtained from respondents directly or indirectly, 

through various research methods, for the project research purposes. We distinguish 

data, as defined, from personal information used for external communication and 

dissemination purposes in WP7 (for example quotes from experts or interviewees for 

project videos, blogs, etc. meant for communication). Such personal information will be 

published only after the informed written consent4 of the involved individuals have been 

received. In this latter instance, personal information used for communication will not be 

anonymised, encrypted or pseudonymised. 

2.2. Data types 

Table 2 presents the key characteristics of each data collection in ENCHANT. The first 

column indicates the type of data collection, the second column indicates where the data 

come from for each data collection method, the third column indicates how the data are 

collected, the fourth column indicates whether data, from a given data collection type, will 

be published in an open access mode at the end of the project, the next column lists the 

tasks and/or WPs that contribute to a given data collection type, and finally the last column 

names all partners involved in a given data collection type. Note that the same data 

collection type may be used in several independent data collections in different WPs.  

 

4 Informed consent forms are included as part of Annex II in this DMP 
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Table 2 Details of data collection 

Type of 

data 

collection 

Source of data How data is collected Open access WP/task Partners 

(lead 

partners 

underlined) 

Literature 

search 

Published studies, 

reviews, meta-

analyses from both 

user-partners and 

previous projects 

Relevant bodies of literature were 

identified by conducting a comprehensive 

review of existing behavioural 

interventions through published studies, 

reviews, and meta-analytical syntheses. 

Search engines (e.g., Google Scholar) and 

databases (e.g., the European 

Commission’s document database, Web of 

Science, Scopus) have been used to identify 

the relevant literature. Furthermore, user 

partners were asked for available internal 

reports. 

 

Y 

[if no restrictions 

by the owners of 

the 

document/data 

are made] 

WP2 / 

T2.1 

WP3 / 

T3.1 

WP5 / 

T5.1 

ROMA3, UBB, 

EI-JKU, NTNU, 

IUE, SIN, NSR 

Document 

study 

Documents published 

by relevant 

stakeholders, such as 

policymakers and 

regulators, NGOs, and 

professional 

organizations 

Relevant bodies of documents and data 

from previous studies and research 

projects about interventions, intervention 

evaluations/ assessments, plans of action 

and periodical reports implemented in 

interventions, and other relevant 

documents in previous interventions were 

located through direct contact with the 

user partners and search engines (e.g., 

Google Scholar) and databases (e.g., 

Y 

[if no restrictions 

by the owners of 

the 

document/data 

are made] 

WP2  

WP3 

WP5 

ROMA3, UBB, 

EI-JKU, NTNU, 

IUE, SIN, NSR 
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European Commission’s document 

database, Web of Science, Scopus). 

Meta-

analysis 

Published studies, 

reviews, and meta-

analytical syntheses 

on existing 

behavioural 

interventions. 

Data from both user-

partners and previous 

projects on energy 

efficiency and 

consumer behaviour 

The relevant body of literature on existing 

behavioural interventions were identified 

through a literature search. 

Data on the topic of energy efficiency and 

consumer behaviour from user-partners 

and previous projects were collected 

through a chain referral method, based on 

enquiries of experts at the national and 

European level. 

Input to the meta-analyses was extracted 

from the identified documents or if the 

documentation there was incomplete by an 

inquiry from the authors of the documents. 

Y 

[if no restrictions 

by the owners of 

the 

document/data 

are made; 

ENCHANT accepts 

restrictions by the 

owners] 

WP2 / 

T2.1 

WP3 / 

T3.3 

ROMA3, UBB, 

NTNU, IUE, EI-

JKU, SIN, NSR 

Re-analysis 

of existing 

data 

Existing data sets, and 

studies on the topic of 

energy efficiency and 

consumer behaviour 

The consolidated data 

set of previous 

projects, open-access 

datasets 

An inventory of all relevant data sets was 

made, and a data review was conducted to 

integrate and process the disparate 

empirical sources. Furthermore, selected 

data was used to train the decision-making 

algorithms. 

Y 

[if no restrictions 

by the owners of 

the 

document/data 

are made] 

WP3 / 

T3.1, T3.3, 

T3.4 

WP6 / 

T6.1 

UBB, SIN, 

NTNU, 

ROMA3, IUE, 

EI-JKU, NSR 

Surveys Responses of 

participants in the pre-

post surveys 

Surveys were included in almost all pilots 

to capture the experiences of users while 

going through the interventions. In 

addition, a custom-made intervention and 

survey platform was programmed that was 

Y 

[after   

anonymisation; 

respondents will 

WP5 / 

T5.2 

WP6 / 

T6.4 

EI-JKU, SIN, 

NTNU, 

ROMA3, IUE, 

UBB, NSR 
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used for the RCT-based comparative 

intervention study. Survey panel providers 

were used to supplement participants in 

countries where the response rates were 

low.  

be informed prior 

to data collection] 

Quantitative 

experiments 

Responses of 

experimental 

participants 

ENCHANT tested and experimented with 7 

types of interventions using a Randomised 

Control Trial (RCT) approach and collected 

detailed information on the hypothesized 

personal and contextual moderators in a 

pre-experimental survey (in most pilots). 

Y 

[after   

anonymisation; 

respondents will 

be informed prior 

to data collection] 

WP4 / 

T4.2 

WP6 / 

T6.4 

IUE, SIN, 

NTNU, 

ROMA3, UBB, 

SIN, NSR 

Online data 

tracking 

Digital information 

through smartphones 

and relevant 

applications, which 

shape consumer 

behaviour. 

ENCHANT applied automized digital data-

tracking, where the technical channels 

used to allow for it, as a means of 

verification intervention impact. This was 

done especially in the RCT intervention 

platform to track conversion rates from 

different communication channels into 

participation on the platform. 

This was done by keeping track of the 

overall number of clicks on a specific web 

link, social media, homepages or similar, 

and by tracking the number of unique 

visitors to the intervention platform. 

Y 

[after   

anonymisation; 

only when express 

consent is given 

by the user and 

the owner of the 

digital platform] 

WP5 / 

T5.2 

EI-JKU, NTNU, 

ROMA3, IUE, 

UBB, SIN, NSR 

Energy / 

mobility use 

data 

Energy use estimates 

from energy providers 

Before and after the interventions, energy 

use estimates were obtained with consent 

by the participants or in aggregated form 

from collaborating energy providers in 

some of the pilots and adjusted for 

Y 

[after   

anonymisation; 

only when 

consent is given 

WP5 / 

T5.2 

EI-JKU, NTNU, 

ROMA3, IUE, 

UBB, SIN, NSR 
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seasonal variation. In a similar way, 

mobility data (e.g., bus, tram or ferry use) 

was tracked pre- and post-intervention in 

the mobility-related pilots. 

by the user and 

the owner of the 

energy providers] 

 

Interviews Responses of key 

informants/ citizens in 

individual interviews 

In-depth interviews with the strategically 

selected informants/ citizens, who are 

involved in interventions, will be conducted 

post-intervention as part of WP5. 

Interviewees were selected by taking into 

account the features of each intervention. 

Consent will be obtained before.  

In addition, the interesting experiences 

made in the collaboration between user 

partners and academic partners in 

ENCHANT resulted in setting up an internal 

interview-based study that harvested these 

experiences in a structured way. 

N 

[interview raw 

data cannot be 

published in line 

with GDPR. 

However, 

anonymised 

summaries of the 

data are included 

in the project 

deliverables] 

 

WP5 / 

T5.2 

EI-JKU, NTNU, 

ROMA3, IUE, 

UBB, SIN, NSR 

Focus group Responses of key 

informants/ citizens in 

focus group 

discussions 

Focus group interviews with the 

strategically selected informants/ citizens, 

who are involved in interventions, were 

conducted pre and post-intervention as 

part of WP5 in some pilots. 

Individuals belonging to each group were 

selected by taking into account the 

features of each case intervention. 

N 

[interview raw 

data cannot be 

published in line 

with GDPR. 

However, 

summaries of the 

data are included 

in the project 

deliverables] 

 

WP5 / 

T5.2 

EI-JKU, NTNU, 

ROMA3, IUE, 

UBB, SIN, NSR 
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Netno-

graphy 

Consumer social 

media use and the 

social dynamics 

triggered by the 

intervention 

campaigns 

By focusing on social interaction and 

internet behaviour, ENCHANT analysed the 

digital traces people leave when 

participating in social activities on the net 

(e.g., contributions to discussion forums, 

Facebook or Instagram entries, or tweets). 

The analyses focused on tracing the effects 

on energy use of the measures taken by 

Governments during the energy crisis. 

 

Y 

[after   

anonymisation; 

only data publicly 

accessible is used] 

WP3 / 

T3.1 & 

T3.4 

UBB, NTNU, 

ROMA3, IUE, 

EI-JKU, SIN, 

NSR 

Workshop Responses of 

workshop participants 

Views of relevant experts, user-partners 

and stakeholders during workshops with 

academic and non-academic partners fed 

into the design of the intervention package. 

Y 

[in the form of 

brief reports] 

WP2 / 

T2.3 

WP4 / 

T4.1 

WP5 / 

T5.4 

NTNU, IUE, EI-

JKU, NSR, 

ROMA3, UBB, 

SIN,  

Decision 

making 

architecture 

Historical and primary 

data sources, i.e., data 

from the pilots 

provided by 

ENCHANT’s WP5 and 

data from secondary 

sources provided by 

ENCHANT’s WP3, and 

other relevant data 

from ENCHANT’s WP2 

and WP4 

Relevant data sources from ENCHANT’s 

WP2, WP3, WP4, and WP5 are transformed 

to be suitable for designing the high-level 

architecture of the decision-making tool. 

This includes a normalization process and 

checking data quality to be able to better 

utilise, exploit the data for the resulting AI 

algorithm, and identifying the relationships 

among the interventions and users. 

Y WP6 / 

T6.2 

SIN, NTNU, 

ROMA3, IUE, 

EI-JKU, UBB, 

NSR 
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3. Partner Responsibilities   

The data collections and data processing each WP is responsible for are described in this 

section. For a complete overview of data collection responsibilities, see Annex I (constantly 

updated during the project). WP1 is not directly included in any data collection or 

processing but defines the overarching procedures, which is why it is mentioned in the 

following paragraph.  

3.1 WP1 (NTNU) 

In the ENCHANT project, informing all other WPs on an overarching level, NTNU (WP1 lead 

beneficiary) is responsible for ensuring that the project is methodologically and ethically 

sound. ENCHANT will use a large amount of existing data and data collected specifically 

for the project. This data needs to be integrated, monitored, securely stored, and made 

available for analysis within and beyond the project. Even though data collection, curation, 

analyses, and exploitation is conducted in WPs 2 – 6, WP1 has the overall responsibility to 

secure the compliance of the data collection and handling with data protection laws 

(national and GDPR) and the open data pilot regulations.  

Amongst other things, WP1 took charge of this data management plan (DMP), with the 

contribution from all other project partners. All procedures for the data collection 

methodology and standards, data coding, referencing, and processing, exploitation of the 

data during the project and beyond, data protection regulations, and open access to data 

are included in the DMP. The elaboration of a DMP according to scientific standards and 

the principles of accuracy, correctness, currency, completeness, and relevance is, 

therefore, part of the methodological approach of WP1. The DMP will also assure that the 

gender dimension and the perspective on vulnerable energy consumers are correctly built 

into surveys and data collection in general, paying specific attention to aspects such as 

income inequality, time use and preferences/values, which are areas one can expect to 

find the major differences related to gender. 

3.2 WP2 (ROMA3) 

Methodologically, the first phase of the ENCHANT was concerned with identifying and 

developing the intervention packages, for which ROMA3 (WP2 lead beneficiary) had the 

main responsibility. WP2 identified key factors affecting the impact of interventions on 

energy behaviour, designed the intervention packages, and defined the main 

independent variables for the experimental design. It further defined the protocols for 

standardized interventions for behavioural change, to make the interventions replicable 

and suitable for upscaling and comparability. To do so, WP 2 used a range of 

methodological approaches producing the data that is used in WP2, including conducting 

a comprehensive review of existing behavioural interventions, through published studies, 

reviews, and meta-analytical synthesising the relevant body of literature. In the process, 
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WP2 further identified good and bad practices affecting interventions, as well as major 

contextual boundary conditions for more successful and for less successful practices (i.e., 

Task 2.1). WP2 also defined a set of standardized procedures and protocols to conduct 

effective behavioural interventions (i.e., Task 2.2). WP2 arranged a series of participatory 

co-construction workshops to select and define the ENCHANT intervention matrix 

together with WP4. These workshops addressed various types of user-partners to discuss 

and identify practical implications, main infrastructures and existing or potential policy 

schemes (i.e., Task 2.3). In this first part of the project, the RCT procedure, as well as 

research protocols for intervention evaluation (WP5), were defined, alongside the 

definition of outcome indicators assessing the success of the interventions (i.e., Task 2.4).  

3.3 WP3 (UBB) 

The first phase of the ENCHANT – identifying and developing the intervention packages – 

was also informed by work in WP3, which is led by UBB. WP3 made an inventory of all 

relevant data sets and conduct a data review in order to inform the development of the 

intervention packages and their implementation. There are several challenges regarding 

existing datasets on citizens’ energy consumption patterns. The main concerns are to 

which extent the data is reliable, accurate, statistically significant, replicable, etc. 

Methodological concerns are raised by the fact that large-scale data collection is usually 

done by non-academic parties (e.g., energy providers and NGOs), at various levels, and 

for a variety of purposes. The collection methodology is largely informed by the initial goal 

of the data collection, which might make it hard to use large data sets for comparative 

analytical purposes. Moreover, the data collection level varies greatly; in some countries, 

it is systematically collected at the national level, while in other countries it is only collected 

through local smaller-scale research projects. Finally, behavioural analysis is only 

conducted in some countries, while such data is unavailable in the majority of EU member 

states. This data heterogeneity makes structured comparison difficult, and thus limits our 

potential for inference, and necessitates the ENCHANT comparative assessment. 

To address these issues, WP3 not only collected relevant data on the topic of energy 

efficiency and consumer behaviour from user-partners and previous projects but also 

allows for triangulation of data using datasets generated the ENCHANT project and 

through this, better usage of ENCHANT’s datasets making data relevant for ENCHANT 

topics. Based on the consolidated data set of previous projects, the re-analysis of the 

existing data will necessitate efforts to integrate and process the disparate empirical 

sources, and then to deploy a descriptive and inferential statistical analysis. To this end, it 

will build upon and feed into the literature review performed by WP2. The curation 

procedures of the data sets follow two main steps: first, the data repository from previous 

studies and projects was catalogued and processed to be operational and accessible (i.e., 

Task 3.1). Second, the descriptive and inferential analysis informed a data review of 

energy consumption behaviour to date presented as a report (i.e., Task 3.3). In order to 
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achieve a consolidated dataset from ENCHANT’s interventions, data collection within the 

consortium, data sorting and processing, and data analysis was performed (Task 3.4). 

3.4 WP4 (IUE) 

As of the central part of ENCHANT, i.e., the second phase, IUE coordinated and 

implemented the intervention packages (i.e., Task 4.2), which were developed in WPs 2–3 

based on experimental design and the guidelines / operational plan developed in Task 

4.1, using RCT. The intervention packages were developed and tested during the project 

to unlock an energy efficiency potential. As the efficiency and impact of a particular 

intervention depend on a multitude of factors, which types of interventions will be 

grouped in intervention packages is one of the main determinants. 

In this process, the intervention packages were fine-tuned with the development of 

operational plans and the establishment of monitoring mechanisms for impact 

assessment. The operational plan for implementation is based on a matching of the 

intervention packages with the user-partners and the associated communication 

channels. The development of guidelines considered technical compatibility, geographical 

fit, and the likelihood of attaining the expected impact. The operational implementation 

plan also considered adopting and improving the intervention packages in order to 

ensure sufficient variety, which may enhance the replicability and reproducibility of 

interventions during the project, and beyond the project lifetime. The monitoring and 

follow-up mechanisms relied on the key performance indicators (i.e., KPIs that were 

established in WP5 Task 5.1) developed for the preparation, pilot, and post-

implementation stages of the interventions, along with targets for the developed KPIs. 

Potential setbacks and problems identified during the implementations were handled 

through coordination with project partners through workshops. 

3.5 WP5 (EI-JKU) 

The third phase of the project, i.e., evaluating the interventions implemented in WP4, is 

led by EI-JKU. For each ENCHANT’ intervention, Task 5.1 of WP5 established key 

performance indicators (KPIs) related to the impact categories. Quantitative and 

qualitative KPIs, with which the outcomes of the interventions are evaluated, are defined 

ex-ante in Task 5.1 to provide a set of (measurable) performance indicators for the 

project’s overall efficacy in achieving its objectives. These KPIs in terms of energy efficiency 

enhancement, energy (and monetary) savings, greenhouse gases emissions reduction, 

and well-being impact etc., will not only be used for external evaluation but also serve as 

an internal reference throughout the project. The elicitation of these success indicators, 

including those addressing the effectiveness of the respective interventions, followed a 

hierarchical process: first, indicators were formulated verbally, in order to identify the 

necessary measurements without the need of a mathematical background (so that 

discussions are not hampered by algorithmic complication). In the next step, the hitherto 
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formulated indicators were then translated into mathematical formulae by scientific 

partners. For each of the indicators, the thresholds are defined for the category’s success, 

promising, and missed the target and displayed separately in accordance with the 

indicators using a traffic light methodology for ease of interpretation. Using these KPIs, 

the impact of the interventions is calculated (i.e., Task 5.2). The related data collection 

process will also allow the thorough assessment of their replicability and up-scalability as 

well as the limitations and barriers encountered (i.e., Task 5.3). Finally and in close 

cooperation with all other WPs, WP5 will provide a guidebook on how to transfer the best 

practice interventions identified and will develop a policy instrument matrix (matching the 

intervention matrix) for standardised interventions towards behavioural change (i.e., Task 

5.4). 

3.6 WP6 (SIN) 

Building on the work from WPs 2–5, WP6 designed a decision-making tool for 

policymakers, energy providers, NGOs, and municipalities. It will also implement this tool 

as a web-based, easy-access interface. In doing so, it will transfer the data from WPs 2–5 

(i.e., Task 6.1), and supplement the quantitative analyses in WPs 3 and 5, for the purpose 

of designing a recommender system (i.e., Task 6.2). The system will use an algorithm that 

will be developed and trained in WP6 (i.e., Tasks 6.3). The tool will be adjusted, with strong 

involvement from user-partners, to meet the needs of the specific user groups, and 

validated by tests in the pilot environment (i.e., Task 6.4). 

The decision-making tool’s basis is an adaptation of a recommender system, which is a 

technology-based on machine learning that identifies patterns within large data sets and 

matches desired states (in ENCHANT, it is substantial changes in energy efficiency) with 

behavioural or demographic patterns in the population. The structure of the 

recommender system envisioned for ENCHANT is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 Framework of the ENCHANT recommender system 
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A machine learning system like the recommender system needs substantial data input to 

provide reliable and useful output. Therefore, the main purpose of Step 1, depicted in 

Figure 2, is to prepare the necessary data sources and information for the learning stage. 

Data from WP2, WP3, WP4 and WP5 is harvested and transformed to fit the requirements 

of the following steps 2 and 3. Analyses conducted in WP3 and WP5 are complemented 

with additional analyses of primary and secondary data tailored to feed into the 

recommender system process to figure out the key factors and their relations. Clustering 

techniques are used to define homogenous user groups. A regression-based 

methodology is used to match user profiles, intervention profiles, and intervention 

effects. 

The main task of Step 2 is to implement and train the recommender systems. Two 

recommender systems – a content-based recommender and a collaborative filtering 

recommender – will be the starting point in this step. The content-based recommender 

aims to suggest the intervention packages that are similar to the ones that yielded the 

best results in terms of energy efficiency improvements and user well-being in the past 

for specific user-groups. The similarity of the interventions is determined depending on 

the similarity of profiles of the compared interventions for the user group. For instance, if 

a user from a specific user group has responded well to an intervention in the past which 

is including a discount of energy-efficient household appliances, the program can learn to 

suggest other interventions from this category for this user. A Collaborative Filtering 

recommender is a popular technique for a recommender system that bases its 

recommendations on the ratings of other users in the system. This system learns to use 

the past ratings of users to predict or recommend a new intervention that an individual 

user will like, based on the similarity of the user profiles and intervention packages. The 

similarity between users or between interventions is expressed as a function of 

agreement between past ratings or preferences. Four parameters will be analysed and 

used as measuring factors to provide the recommendations: 

• User similarities: Determine user similarities based on clustering in rating patterns 

in the survey and energy use patterns within the target user group. Then use this 

information to estimate predictions and recommendation for similar user groups. 

• Intervention similarities: Analyse the clustering among the interventions and 

produce predictions based on conclusions made from related intervention 

techniques. 

• Cosine similarities: Identify the similarity between two interventions that are 

considered as vectors in the user group space. This means that similarity of 

interventions is assessed based on the response patterns they create across 

different user-groups, thus being a higher-order assessment of similarity as 

compared to the similarity measures described in the first two bullet points. 

• Pearson or Spearman correlations: Assess the relationship between two user 

responses, two intervention profiles or between (degrees of) interventions and 
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user response ratings through correlational analysis. The stronger the correlation, 

the more closely related the two concepts are. 

Step 3 is based on the results obtained from Step 2. The trained algorithm will be able to 

provide the most relevant recommendations of interventions for specific given target 

groups to energy decision-makers. The recommendations will be a set of interventions or 

intervention packages, which provides different options to the decision-makers to choose 

the best strategy to implement according to the customers/companies’ situation. In this 

final step, the decision-making tool will be implemented as a web-based dialogue system, 

where the decision-maker will be able to define the target groups for the intervention and 

will be provided with the recommended list of most likely successful interventions. The 

more information the user of this web-tool can provide, the more accurate this 

recommendation process will work. However, well-trained recommender systems have 

been shown to work relatively well already with limited input. 

The design of the recommender system in ENCHANT will be closely coordinated with the 

user-partners so that it will be adjusted in terms of user feedback. Issues about data 

privacy related to the data handled in the recommender system will be addressed in WP1 

before the data handing in Step 1. The maintenance of this tool after the project is part of 

the business plans developed in the exploitation strategy in WP7. 

3.7 WP7 (NSR) 

WP7 derived a multimedia platform for presenting ENCHANT throughout the project 

period, and beyond. It also derives a strategy for effective dissemination and exploitation 

of the ENCHANT results to all relevant users of the web-based tool. WP7 is essential for 

raising the project’s impact on policy, business, and citizen initiatives in promoting energy 

efficiency. It has to guarantee that the valuable knowledge and new data on individual 

and collective engagement in the energy field are transferred to those actors who can 

convert it into tangible actions and new projects in the field of energy efficiency. WP7 

relies on the results to be delivered by WP 2-5 for its execution, plus their interpretation 

with regard to policy relevance in WP5. Methodologies to be applied are limited to a sound 

dissemination and communication plan, with clear target audiences and effective ways of 

reaching them. Furthermore, it proposes a lean methodology for elaborating business 

plans for those outputs of the project, for which commercial and non-commercial 

exploitation is possible, not the least the web-tool and the intervention platform which 

will require a maintenance concept for the time after the project. 

The dissemination activities will consider the perspective of gender in accordance with 

the European Council (EC) strategy on gender equality in research and innovation. During 

ENCHANT’s dissemination activities, WP7 will consider the perspective of gender in the 

following ways: during the visual design of the dissemination material, web page and 

other components of the dissemination activities, a positive relationship between female 
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characters and energy will be established; a gender-neutral language will be sought; 

gender-relevant findings of the project will be tagged as such on the project website and 

in press releases and other communications. 
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4. Data Management 

This chapter describes the procedures applied in ENCHANT for the different steps of 

data collection, management, storage, and publication in detail. 

4.1 Formal ethical approval 

The compliance with national and European regulations is embedded in the concept and 

activities of ENCHANT. Ethical and societal dimensions as well as national and 

international regulations will be considered at all stages of the ENCHANT project. All 

proposed ENCHANT tasks are permissible under the applicable laws and regulations, 

given proper observance of requirements. All project beneficiaries have existing and 

operational policies regarding potential ethics issues. Table 3 identifies the data 

protection officer or national agency responsible for the approval of every data collection 

activity or inquiry for secondary data of the partners. Their opinion will be guiding for how 

ENCHANT handles the different types of data. The necessary actions will be taken by the 

project management and all beneficiaries to ensure compliance with applicable European 

and national regulations and professional codes of conduct relating to personal data 

protection. This will include, in particular, Directive 95/46/EC regarding data collection and 

processing, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR, 2016/679) that entered into 

effect in May 2018, and respective national requirements, ensuring legal and regulatory 

compliance. 

NTNU confirms that the Data Protection Officer (DPO) has been appointed and the contact 

details of the DPO will be made available to all data subjects involved in the research. For 

beneficiaries not required to appoint a DPO under the GDPR, a detailed data protection 

policy for the project will be kept on file and submitted to the EC services upon request. 

Each beneficiary will submit a confirmation within this respect to the coordinator. 

In order to fully comply with the research ethics requirements, the following sections 

address ethical aspects relevant for ENCHANT’s planned research activities, which involve 

human participants, personal data collection and processing, and involvement of non-EU 

countries. 

4.1.1 Involvement of human participants 

ENCHANT involved the voluntary participation of adult participants within WP4 and WP5 

activities. Dedicated surveys, interviews, and questionnaires were implemented within 

tasks 4.3 and 5.1. With respect to mandatory ethical requirements, the consortium 

implemented the following steps concerning these activities: 

• Submited procedures and criteria described below that will be used to identify 

potential research participants, also as a separate deliverable (D1.7). 
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• Delivered the informed consent procedures that will be implemented for the 

participation of humans described below, also as a separate deliverable (D1.7). 

• Prepared templates of the Informed Consent Forms and Information Sheets, in 

national languages whenever necessary, covering the voluntary participation and 

data protection issues in terms intelligible to the participants. The templates will 

be submitted to the EC services upon their request. 

Table 3 Data protection officer or national agency per partner 

Name of partners Short 

name 

Data protection officer / National 

agency (responsible for the approval 

of data collection/use/inquiry) 

Norges teknisk-

naturvitenskapelige universitet 

NTNU Norwegian Centre for Research Data 

(NSD) 

Universita degli studi Roma Tre ROMA3 Ing. Alessandro Masci 

Izmir Ekonomi Universitesi IUE Prof. Dr. Yusuf Hakan Abacıoğlu (Rector) 

Universitatea Babes Bolyai UBB Dr. Raul-Ciprian Dăncuță 

Energieinstitut an der Johannes 

Kepler Universitat Linz Verein 

EI-JKU Marie Holzleitner 

Smart Innovation Norway AS SIN Norwegian Agency for Shared Services 

in Education and Research (SIKT), 

previously referred to as Norwegian 

Centre for Research Data (NSD) 

NTNU Samfunnsforskning AS NSR Ragnhild B. Overland 

Izmir Buyuksehir Belediyesi IBB Güler Sağıt (Head of the Department of 

Information Technologies in IBB) 

Gediz Elektrik Perakende Satis 

AS 

GDZ Ece Işık 

Energie Kompass GmbH EKG Michael Niederkofler 

Norges Naturvernforbund NNF Sahar Arazi 

Viken fylkeskommune Viken Guro Hegna Svendsen 

Fondazione Roffredo Caetani 

onlus 

FONDA Not required to designate the DPO 

pursuant to the UE 2016/679 regulation  

Energia Positiva Società 

Cooperativa 

ENPOS To be identified 

Electrica Furnizare SA EFSA Ionut Claudiu Anghel 

Municipul Cluj-Napoca MCN Alina Nițulescu (Law department – Cluj 

Napoca City Hall) 

Asociatia Centrul pentru Studiul 

Democratiei 

ACSD Melania Lese 

Badenova AG & CO KG BDNV Verena Sameith 

The consortium will ensure that all necessary procedures are followed, particularly with 

regard to the signing and collation of all necessary Informed Consent Forms prior to the 

collection of any data and storing the forms after the data collection. These Informed 
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Consent Forms were applied also for anonymous/online data collection, e.g., 

questionnaires where consent was given by clicking “start” in the online survey. All 

involved stakeholders and users were informed in detail about measures and the 

consortium obtained free and fully informed consent. Details of recruitment, inclusion, 

and exclusion criteria, and informed consent procedures were prepared ahead of the 

start of any proposed measures. 

4.1.1.1 Details on the criteria and procedures used to identify/recruit 

research participants 

The following were NOT involved in the project activities of ENCHANT: 

▪ Children and/or adults unable to give informed consent. 

▪ Vulnerable groups/individuals. 

Participants to the primary quantitative data surveys were recruited from already 

registered members/customers/citizens of the user partners, members of national or 

local web-panels, or they were specifically recruited by the subcontracted survey 

companies or the user partners. Only survey companies complying with the regulations 

formulated in this DMP were subcontracted. The participants were sampled to be 

representative for each user case where possible. Participants should be 18 years or older 

and must be able to give informed consent (see point 4.1.1.3 below for 

consent/information sheet templates). They were informed about the aim of the study, 

the collected data, if relevant the aim of connecting the survey data with secondary 

datasets (such for example energy consumption data) via a pseudonymised key table. The 

participants were also informed about data handling, storage and pseudonymisation and 

anonymisation procedures as well as the publication of the anonymised data and its 

inclusion in the Open Data Pilot. This was done, in accordance with GDPR, in simple 

language, easy to understand for the participants. In cases the data collection will be 

conducted online, by following the link to participate, they explicitly gave their consent to 

participate. If participants were recruited from existing survey panels, they earned points 

in the point system of their panel operator as a reward for their participation. If they were 

recruited specifically for this study, they participated in a lottery of rewards for their 

participation in some pilots. Participants were also informed that they could withdraw 

their consent until the data is anonymised, without any disadvantages and without having 

to give a reason. A contact (telephone and e-mail) was provided where they can request 

to be informed about all data that is stored about them in the project. From the point of 

anonymising the data is no longer personal information. 

For the other empirical studies, such as in-depth personal interviews, focus groups and 

workshops, information was presented in written form when participants were recruited. 

It was repeated immediately before the data collections started and the consent form was 

signed by the participant before the interview, focus group or workshop. Participants 

were also informed that they can withdraw their consent until the data is anonymised 
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without any disadvantages and without having to give a reason. A contact (telephone and 

e-mail) was provided where they could request to be informed about all data that is stored 

about them in the project. From the point of anonymisation, the data is no longer personal 

information. Participants of this part of the empirical work were recruited locally from the 

general population of customers/citizens/members of the user partners, who are older 

than 18 years and able to give informed consent. Participants were recruited through 

personal contact by the user case representatives, mailing lists, newspaper 

advertisement, snowball systems, posters, or the like. For the netnography, content in 

public fora is considered public information that can be analysed in an anonymised form. 

4.1.1.2 Informed consent procedures 

Before participation in an online survey, participants were invited to the survey via e-mail 

through the survey panel provider, the user partner who has access to the mail addresses, 

or communication campaigns through social and other media. E-mail addresses will not 

be shared within or outside the consortium. In the e-mail, the information from the 

informed consent form was presented and a link to the survey will be included. The 

participants will be instructed that by clicking the link they consent to participate in the 

study as described in the information included in the e-mail. A contact (telephone and e-

mail) was provided where they can request to be informed about all data that is stored 

about them in the project. From the point of anonymisation, the data no longer includes 

personal information. 

To the extent that interviews are conducted by project researchers, respondents were 

informed before being interviewed and asked for their consent. The principles of written 

informed consent were applied. Their participation in research activities (e.g., interviews, 

focus groups, workshops) was entirely voluntary. They could give notice of their 

withdrawal from research activities at any time. Participants are also informed that they 

could withdraw their consent until the data is anonymised without any disadvantages and 

without having to give a reason. 

When applying automized digital data-tracking (e.g., in the form of keeping track of the 

overall number of clicks or visualizations on a specific web link, or responses in apps, 

social media, homepages or similar) as means of verifying intervention impact, both the 

user and the owner of the digital platform were informed beforehand, and their consent 

was sought. ENCHANT did not use this data collection option other than for tracking the 

effectiveness of communication campaigns for the intervention platform (by tracking how 

many mails were opened, how many of the facebook posts were read, how many clicked 

the link, etc.). 

4.1.1.3 Informed consent forms and information sheet 

The information sheets and consent forms were based on the standard form provided by 

the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD – Norwegian organization acting as Data 
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Protection Officer concerning GDPR for social science research organizations, now 

referred to as SIKT) and were in line with national regulations. Annex II documents all 

consent forms. 

4.1.2 Data collection and processing 

Three significant steps must be followed related to Data Collection and Processing: 

• Copies of opinion or confirmation by the competent Institutional Data Protection 

Officer and/or authorization or notification by the National Data Protection 

Authority (whichever applies according to the GDPR and the national law) must be 

submitted from the partner collecting the data to the coordinator for archiving. 

• If the position of a Data Protection Officer is established, their 

opinion/confirmation that all data collection and processing will be carried out 

according to EU and national legislation should be submitted from the partner 

collecting the data to the coordinator for archiving. 

• Detailed information must be provided from the partner collecting the data to the 

coordinator for archiving on the procedures that will be implemented for data 

collection, storage, protection, retention, and destruction, and confirmation that 

they comply with national and EU legislation. 

4.1.2.1 Copies of opinion/confirmation by the Institutional Data Protection 

Officer/Authority 

All partners of the consortium that collect and process data agreed that they will do so 

according to the GDPR and the national law. All confirmations by the institutional or 

national data protection officers regarding the conduction of data collections in ENCHANT 

in accordance with EU and national legislation are collected in Annex III of the DMP.  

4.1.2.2 Information on the procedures for data collection, storage, 

protection, retention, and destruction 

This DMP provides information on the procedures that will be implemented for data 

collection, storage, protection, retention, and destruction in ENCHANT (see 4.2 – 4.8 

below). All procedures are in accordance with the principles of the “Guidelines on Data 

Management in Horizon 2020”. 

4.1.3 Involvement of non-EU countries 

ENCHANT has the coordinator not situated in the European Union but Norway. There are 

also partners from Turkey involved. Due to the ENCHANT project nature and its activities, 

the data might be transferred from a non-EU country to the EU and vice versa to allow for 

joined analyses and storage of all data in the common database. With regards to this, the 
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consortium confirms that such transfers comply with the laws of the country in which the 

data was collected, and such transfers are in accordance with Chapter V of the General 

Data Protection Regulation 2016/679. All data transferred between project partners 

(within or outside the EU) will be restricted to pseudonymised or anonymised data and 

the transfer will only be made in encrypted form via secured channels. 

4.2 Data collection procedures 

In order to achieve quality assurance, quality control, and consistency throughout the 

project, specific data collection procedures will be added to the DMP as they are 

developed by the involved partners ahead of the different data collections. All procedures 

will be developed to meet general scientific quality criteria for data collections as indicated 

in the following: 

• Accuracy: 

Is the data collected correct and complete? 

Are the data entry procedures reliable? 

• Efficiency: 

Are the resources used to collect data the most economical available to achieve 

those objectives?  

• Effectiveness: 

Have the objectives been achieved? 

Have the specific results planned been achieved? 

• Feasibility and timeliness: 

Can data be collected and analysed cost-effectively? 

Can it provide current information in a timely manner?   

• Relevance: 

What is the relevance of the data/information/evidence for primary stakeholders? 

Is data collection compatible with other efforts? Does it complement, duplicate, or 

compete?    

• Security: 

Is the confidentiality/privacy and protection of the data ensured? 

• Utility: 

Does data provide the right information to answer the questions posed? 

4.2.1 Literature search 

The literature search was conducted in WP2. In line with the overall stated goals of 

ENCHANT, in the early phases of the project (and of WP2 in particular), we analysed 

published studies, systematic reviews and meta-analyses, that were identified as useful 

to provide a synthesis of this literature body. In reviewing this broad corpus of studies, 

our purpose was also to identify and discuss the good and bad practices that might affect 

the efficacy and the success of practical interventions aimed at steering the behaviours of 

individuals, groups, and communities in the direction of a sustainable energy transition, 

as well as the major contextual boundary conditions that are linked to successful 
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practices. Relevant literature was identified through search with the key terms’ “energy” 

or “energy efficiency” and the following seven intervention techniques: 

1. Feedback on own consumption 

2. Social norms  

3. Information including simplification 

4. Monetary incentives 

5. Commitment 

6. Competition 

7. Collective vs. individual framing 

 

4.2.2 Document study 

In WP3, a document study was conducted. The methodology applied for this data 

collection was informed by three elements: The ENCHANT grant proposal, the WP2 

literature review output and a description of data needs delivered by WP6. The WP3 team 

performed a rigorous reading of the grant proposal to identify all relevant elements that 

support the initial research design. This reading fed into an initial analytical table 

containing the projects assessment criteria. The table categories were extended or 

merged during analysis to reflect the availability of data. A first table column was created 

to list the projects to be assessed. These were selected in a two-step process: the review 

of the CORDIS website, where topic-related projects have been selected on an 

implementation-year basis. To limit the number of projects under review and to secure 

for their conceptual relevance, we decided to admit into the analysis tool projects that 

were not older than 2018 (including in the process of implementation). A second step was 

a consultation process with the rest of the consortium, where partners were admitted 

into the working document and invited to add other relevant projects to the list, or to add 

to the analytical criteria. Based on this tool, the project review was performed. We 

assessed all major project deliverables, data sets and academic outputs in order to fill-in 

the assessment tool. The assessment criteria and list of projects was continuously revised 

in the process to exclude projects that, at a deeper analysis, proved not to fit the interest 

area of ENCHANT.  

4.2.3 Meta-analysis 

Relevant studies and datasets for the meta-analytic analysis have been identified in the 

document study outlined under 4.2.2. The data is analysed to calculate pooled effect sizes. 

4.2.4 Re-analysis of existing data 

WP3 further prepared the re-analysis of existing data. From a methodological point of 

view, this step builds upon the work performed by WP2 and published in deliverable D2.1. 
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which had selected publications resulting from behavioural interventions, through a 

highly complex search method. WP3 made important use of this database to perform its 

work. WP3 performed a systematic analysis of these articles based on the methodology 

developed in D3.1. Without going into the details of this methodology, which was 

described thoroughly in our first report (D3.1), it is sufficient to say that it is ties between 

ENCHANT objectives as described in the grant proposal, the conclusions of the WP2 

literature review and a very detailed a description of data needs delivered by WP6. Based 

on the assessment, only the most relevant academic articles have been kept for a more 

detailed review. This procedure not only ensured consistency with previous project 

outputs, but also it made sure that conclusions and results are relevant for the work of 

ENCHANT. Available datasets for re-analysis were identified in this step. 

Likely, the reanalysis of existing data was restricted to anonymised datasets, thus the data 

does not fall under the GDPR.  

4.2.5 Surveys 

Surveys were conducted in the following pilots: 

a) Transnational Intervention and survey platform: The platform included a 

starting survey and six weekly surveys (see Annex VI). It was translated into six 

languages and implemented in Norway, Germany, Austria, Italy, Romania, and 

Türkiye. At the point of delivery of this document, the study was ended in Norway 

and Germany. Participants were recruited through the communication channels 

of all user partners. Additional recruitment from survey platforms like prolific will 

happen over the summer to supplement the data in countries with low response 

rates. Documentation of the opinion of the data security officer and NSD/SIKT can 

be found in Annex III). 

b) Norway: A study of users of the two existing online energy efficiency counselling 

websites “energismart.no” and “energiportalen.no”. These platforms offer an 

interactive online counselling about improvements to the energy efficiency of the 

vistors’ houses and provide information on contractors who could implement. The 

platforms also give assessments of potential monetary savings. On both platforms, 

a pop-up invitation to answer a survey was placed from December 2021 to 

December 2022. People were invited to answer an online survey (see Annex VI). 

This survey was a repetition of a similar survey which was conducted by NTNU on 

representative national samples of houseowners earlier. The data from these 

surveys was used as a comparison group for the data coming from the users of 

the websites. 

c) Germany: In addition to participation in the transnational platform, the user 

partner badenova implemented a number of surveys: (a) in a pilot evaluating 

experiences with the pontos water monitoring system, pilot users were surveyed 

before, right after, and a couple of months after the implementation of the system. 
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See Annex VI for the survey questions (the questions were mostly open ended). (b) 

Together with their network partners CO2COMPASS and the City of Freiburg, they 

conducted a quantitative online survey (see Appendix VI). Consent forms can be 

found in Annex II. 

d) Italy: In Italy, two studies including surveys were conducted: (a) Visitors of the 

Ninfa gardens were surveyed on site in two waves (spring and autumn 2022). The 

surveys can be found in Annex VI, consent forms in Annex II, and the opinion of 

the data protection officer in Annex III. (b) Customers of Energia Positiva were 

invited to an experiment with a pre- and post-survey (see Annex VI). The consent 

form can be found in Annex II and the opinion of the data protection officer in 

Annex III. 

e) Romania: Two surveys have been performed in the Electrica pilots as follows: one 

inception survey addressing the Electrica online customer pool based on which the 

pilots were designed; a second survey was applied with the online pilots as a 

follow-up with clients; no survey was applied in the offline pilot. Additional 

quantitative data collection was performed during the focus groups performed by 

Electrica. All these surveys were performed based on the individual contracts that 

Electrica customers have with the company, which include GDPR provisions and a 

data collection regime and also based on dedicated consent forms included at the 

beginning of each online survey performed. The focus groups were conducted 

following European GDPR requirements by communicating consent. 

f) Austria: To evaluate the effects of the energy communities pilot implemented by 

the Austrian user partner Energiekompass, surveys with pilot customers of 

Regional Energy Community services were conducted (see Annex VI). The consent 

form can be found in Annex II and the opinion of the data protection officer in 

Annex III.. 

g) Türkiye: Other than participating in the transnational intervention platform, no 

surveys were conducted in Türkiye. 

4.2.6 Quantitative experiments 

Experiments were implemented in all countries: 

a) Transnational intervention platform: In the Platform, six interventions 

(information, competition, social norms, collective framing, feedback, 

commitment) were randomly assigned individually and in theoretically derived 

combinations to 12 experimental groups. The participants reported their electricity 

use data for a period of five weeks (6 measurements). Two control groups were 

implemented (one with measurements every week and one with measurements 

only in week 1 and 6). The design of the study and the interventions can be found 

in Annex VI. The consent form can be found in Annex II and the opinion of the data 

protection officer in Annex III. 
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b) Norway: The study on the energy counselling platforms had a quasi-experimental 

design comparing the site users with a comparison group of representative 

households surveyed earlier. The intervention studied here are financial incentives 

and information. The consent form can be found in Annex II and the opinion of the 

data protection officer in Annex III. 

c) Germany: In Germany, the experimental interventions were restricted to the 

transnational intervention platform. 

d) Italy: Italy conducted two experiments. In the Ninfa gardens study, effects of 

information and monetary incentives provided through information boards in the 

gardens close to the antique water-power turbine were compared against days 

without the information boards. In an experiment with the customers of Energia 

Positiva, a randomized experiment with social norm communication was tested 

against a control group. 

e) Austria: In Austria, a real world implementation of energy communities was rolled 

out, but not in an experimental design. 

f) Romania: In Romania, three experiments were conducted: (a) A quasi-

experimental real-world test of financial incentives to increase public 

transportation use, where public transportation was free on Fridays in the 

intervention period. Effects were compared against days with normal prices. (b) a 

pilot for the large-scale Electrica experiment was conducted with the customers 

subscribed to the company’s online communication (app users). Different 

communications based on social norms, financial incentives, and information were 

sent randomly to the users and effects on energy consumption were evaluated. (c) 

the most effective communication from (b), namely the monetary intervention, 

was used in a large-scale roll out where the same interventions were sent through 

a leaflet in the energy bill to Electrica consumer households in Romania, which 

were then compared in an aggregated form to the aggregated national 

consumption patterns during the intervention months. Also, the consumption 

patterns of a representative sample of the intervention households were 

compared to their own consumption patterns manifested in the same months of 

the previous two years prior to intervention. 

g) Türkiye: Two interventions were conducted in Türkiye: (a) a series of posters with 

social norm and information-based messages encouraging public transportation 

use were placed near randomly selected bus, tram, and ferry lines in Izmir. Effects 

of the poster intervention were comparted to lines without this intervention. (b) 

The customers of Gediz were sent short communications to promote electricity 

saving based on social norms and information through their electricity bills in 

randomly selected districts, which were compared against districts without the 

communication in the bill.  
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4.2.7 Online data tracking 

To a limited degree, ENCHANT used online data tracking. This was done as part of the 

evaluation of the recruitment strategies for the transnational intervention platform. 

Where possible, information was collected for online recruitment efforts to detect reading 

/ opening rates of facebook posts, tweets, e-mails, etc. The platform itself also tracks the 

number of unique visitors and the opening/reading of the e-mail communication sent 

through the platform. All of these statistics are anonymized. 

4.2.8 Energy and mobility use data 

In some pilots, objective energy use and mobility data is used based on data user partners 

shared access to: 

a) Romania: In Romania, three experiments were conducted: (a) A quasi-

experimental real-world test of financial incentives to increase public 

transportation use, where public transportation was free on Fridays in the 

intervention period. Effects were compared against days with normal prices. (b) a 

pilot for the large-scale Electrica experiment was conducted with the customers 

subscribed to the company’s online communication (app users). Different 

communications based on social norms, financial incentives, and information were 

sent randomly to the users and effects on energy consumption were evaluated. (c) 

the most effective communication from (b), namely the monetary intervention, 

was used in a large-scale roll out where the same interventions were sent through 

a leaflet in the energy bill to Electrica consumer households in Romania, which 

were then compared in an aggregated form to the aggregated national 

consumption patterns during the intervention months. Also, the consumption 

patterns of a representative sample of the intervention households were 

compared to their own consumption patterns manifested in the same months of 

the previous two years prior to intervention.  

b) Türkiye: (a) Aggregated electricity use data was shared by Gediz for the 

intervention and control districts of the experiment before, during, and after the 

interventions. (b) Public transportation data was shared by Izmir Metropolitan 

Municipality for the intervention and control stations of the experiment before, 

during, and after the interventions. 

c) Italy: Electricity use data of the participants in the Energia Positiva intervention 

was shared by the company before, during and after the intervention.  

d) Austria: Electricity use and sharing of the participants in the energy communities 

was monitored in aggregate for the whole user base. Electricity use on individual 

level has not been tracked.  
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4.2.9 Interviews 

Interviews were conducted in the following countries (mostly as online interviews): 

a) Norway: Online interviews were conducted with users of the energy counselling 

websites. The interview guide can be found in Annex VI. The consent form can be 

found in Annex II and the opinion of the data protection officer in Annex III. 

b) Italy: Interviews were conducted with customers of Energia Positiva. The interview 

guide can be found in Annex VI. The consent form can be found in Annex II and the 

opinion of the data protection officer in Annex III. 

c) Transnational: Interviews were conducted internally in ENCHANT with user 

partners and scientific partners to capture the experiences with the project. The 

interview guide can be found in Annex VI. The consent form can be found in Annex 

II and the opinion of the data protection officer in Annex III. 

4.2.10 Focus Group 

Focus groups were conducted online in Italy to explore the effects of the interventions in 

Energia Positiva further. The interview guide can be found in Annex VI, the consent form 

can be found in Annex II and the opinion of the data protection officer in Annex III. Six 

focus groups were also conducted by Electrica in Romania in order to follow up on some 

of the pilot findings. The interview guide can be found in Annex VI, the consent form can 

be found in Annex II and the opinion of the data protection officer in Annex III. 

4.2.11 Netnography 

Currently, a netnography is conducted by researchers from UBB, Roma3 and NSR. The 

focus is on effects of the energy crisis on energy saving and energy use. Social media 

sources (Facebook and Instagram) are used in this netnography as relevant for each 

national context. The ethical clearance for the Netnography can be found in Annex III  

4.2.12 Workshop 

Workshops were conducted in WP4 to prepare the intervention packages together with 

the user partners. Furthermore, the partner badenova conducted a series of workshops 

to stimulate participation in the transnational intervention platform and to discuss ideas 

for energy innovations locally. The agenda for these workshops can be found in Annex II. 

The consent form can be found in Annex II and the opinion of the data protection officer 

in Annex III. 
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4.2.13 Decision making architecture 

In WP6, a decision-making architecture is developed, procedures are defined in D6.1, 

which is submitted in parallel. 

4.3 Data documentation 

All collected data shall include a metafile when stored on ENCHANT’s secure storage 

solution and/or ENCHANT’s SharePoint server accessible through the TEAMS frontend. 

The file will later be made available for external users of the data. This metafile shall 

include metadata concerning the kind of data included, involved personnel, date and 

duration of the data collection, variable names/labels, recruiting procedures, response 

rates, whether it is anonymised, related WPs and tasks, and finally a summary. Annexe IV 

provides two templates for such metafiles for qualitative and quantitative data sets that 

will be adapted during ENCHANT. 

4.4 Data storage and curation 

All personal data will be stored and protected on ENCHANT’s encrypted server space for 

secure data storage, as described in 4.4.1. WP1 (NTNU) and WP3 (UBB) are responsible 

for the curation of all data collected in ENCHANT and its safe storage. The storage 

solutions for personal raw-data and anonymised data include daily backup routines to 

prevent data loss. The underlying (aggregated) data will be made available as 

supplemental information, in a thematic repository or on the Zenodo platform, and will 

be mentioned in the main text of the publication. 

4.4.1 Protection of personal data 

The ENCHANT consortium agrees that any Background, Results, Confidential Information 

and/or all data and/or information that is provided, disclosed or otherwise made available 

between the beneficiaries during the implementation of the Action and/or for any 

Exploitation activities (“Shared Information”), shall not include Personal Data as defined 

by the General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 hereinafter referred to as the Data 

Protection Legislation. By exception to the principle described above, the beneficiaries 

may share Personal Data of individuals involved in the project to execute the Consortium 

Agreement or the Grant Agreement including but not limited to; names, job titles, e-mail 

addresses, and other related tele-contact information (“Business Contact Information”). 

The beneficiaries agree that the Business Contact Information will be only processed to 

the limited extent required to manage the business relationship between the members. 

Each beneficiary, its affiliated entities, and its contractors may, wherever they do business, 

store and otherwise process such Business Contact Information. Where notice to or 

consent by the individuals is required for such processing, each beneficiary, as applicable, 

will provide notice or obtain such consent as applicable. 
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The ENCHANT project implies collecting different personal data from numerous 

individuals (i.e., personal data of the third parties) during the project’s implementation. 

The ENCHANT consortium will pay dedicated attention to whether and how well the 

processes and procedures have been applied when processing different personal data to 

the project data sets. 

The non-anonymised raw-data and the key tables for anonymised data will be stored on 

secure server solutions, such as NTNU’s own solution NICE-1, which comply with the 

Norwegian regulation regarding individual privacy. Each contact partner (including user 

partner and scientific partners) for the data collection tasks is responsible for storing 

these data and anonymising the datasets for the work in ENCHANT on storage locations 

with the following security standards. ENCHANT’s server solutions comply with the 

regulations set by the TSD. Backup is performed through a regular backup system with 

the addition of encryption. The encryption key is only available on the dedicated terminal 

server with a copy stored in safes on two separate locations. Data transfers 

(import/export) to and from the services is handled by a special purpose file staging 

service and the project administrator controls access rights for all project members. By 

default, all project members are able to transfer data in, but only the project administrator 

can do a data transfer out. For security reasons the infrastructure is accessible only with 

a 2-factor login, i.e., the username, password and electronically generated secure code 

(like in internet banking applications). Connecting to the system is first done by accessing 

a login server via an encrypted SSH tunnel. From the login server, users will connect to 

project VMs via PCoIP (Windows)/ThinLinc (Linux). The login procedure requires a one-

time password that is received through a smartphone/Yubikey. 

The project has engaged beneficiaries from Norway and Turkey. Therefore, the personal 

data might be transferred from a non-EU country to the EU and vice versa. With regards 

to this, the ENCHANT consortium confirms that such transfers will comply with the laws 

of the country in which the data was collected, and such transfers are in accordance with 

Chapter V of the General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679. In accordance with Section 

5.1.2 Humans, the templates of the informed consent forms and information sheets (in 

language and terms intelligible to the participants) will be submitted to the EC services 

upon their request. 

4.4.2 Data anonymisation 

All data collection and processing done during ENCHANT was carried out according to 

national legislation and the EU General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 

2016/679). The ENCHANT project respected the privacy of all stakeholders and users and 

seeked free and fully informed consent where personally identifiable data is collected and 

processed, implementing suitable data handling procedures and protocols to avoid 

potential identification of individuals by anonymising and aggregating data. This included 

participants’ data in activities that use techniques such as questionnaires, interviews, 
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workshops, or data tracking. Where necessary, the data will be anonymised at the earliest 

possible point in time. The mapping of the anonymised ID and the person will be 

safeguarded and will not be available to persons other than the ones working with the 

data. Results may be used in anonymised or aggregated forms of analysis and may 

subsequently be published in project reports and scientific papers. All beneficiaries will 

handle all material with strict care for confidentiality and privacy in accordance with the 

legal and regulatory requirements, without any harm to participants, stakeholders, or any 

unknown third parties. At the end of the project, all data will be anonymised, and the key 

tables for the mapping of the anonymised ID and the person will be deleted. 

Anonymised data will be stored at the ENCHANT’s SharePoint solution in an encrypted 

and password-protected form (see Section 4.4.4). ENCHANT partners have access to this 

solution through personal logins provided by NTNU. The overall folder structure is based 

on the ENCHANT WP structure; each WP folder includes a data subfolder, and these will 

include folders for the specific kinds of data produced. 

4.4.3 Data minimisation 

All collected data are relevant to the ENCHANT project and were exclusively limited to the 

purposes of the successful implementation of the action. The type of data collected and 

data collection processes are in accordance with the ‘data minimisation principle. The 

data collection and processing were done to serve the closely engaged stakeholders' 

interests and society overall. 

4.4.4 Technical and organizational measures (TOMs) 

The technical and organisational measures (TOMs) that will be implemented to safeguard 

the rights and freedoms of the data subjects/research participants and a description of 

the security measures that are recommended to be implemented by the beneficiaries to 

prevent unauthorised access to personal data or the equipment used for processing are 

described in Annex V. 

The following measures were implemented: 

• clear definition of roles and responsibilities regarding data processing operations 

(including collection, storage, access, sharing, protection, destruction), as part of 

the data management process. 

• clear definition of the purposes of the processing and no further processing 

without specific new consent of data subjects or their legal representatives. 

• notification of the data processing to relevant national protection authorities, if 

applicable. 

• security of data and their processing (hardware, networks and physical businesses 

security, confidentiality agreements with employees through which authorised 
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persons will notably commit to using the data for the strict purpose of the project, 

access control and log records). 

• clear separation, each time it will be possible, between the different categories of 

data according to their degree of accuracy or reliability, particularly between data 

based on facts and data based on personal or technological assessments. 

• enhanced protection of personal data. 

• mechanisms ensuring data deletion when they are not anymore necessary to the 

purposes for which they were processed. 

• no transfer of personal data to another party without a specific consent given by 

data subjects and their legal representatives; no transfer to third parties that do 

not ensure the same level of personal data protection. 

• set up of procedures to ensure the efficiency of data subjects' rights, including their 

right of access, communication, rectification, erasure and to object. 

4.4.4 Use of secondary data 

ENCHANT will not only collect new data but also reanalyse existing data sources, such as 

datasets provided by the user partners. All these secondary data sources contained 

already anonymised datasets or were anonymised by the user partners before analysis, 

which did not allow identifying individuals directly or indirectly as a default. In cases where 

past energy use data was accessed on a personal level, the respective households need 

to give consent to that. Data was then pseudonymised for matching with primary data 

recorded in the project. 

4.4.5 Tracking and observations 

ENCHANT will apply automized digital data-tracking as means of verifying intervention 

impact. This was implemented in the form of keeping track of the overall number of clicks 

or visualizations on a specific web link, or responses in apps, social media, homepages or 

similar during the recruitment for the pilots. This was done only when consent was given 

by the user and the owner of the digital platform. 

All collection and handling of personal data through tracking and observations was done 

following Directive 95/46/EC regarding data collection and processing, the General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR, 2016/679), and respective national requirements, ensuring 

legal and regulatory compliance. Data will be anonymised (see 4.4.2 Data anonymisation). 

4.4.6 Encryption standards and procedures 

All data files will be transferred via secure connections and in an encrypted and password-

protected form (for example with the open-source 7-zip tool providing full AES-256 

encryption: http://www.7-zip.org/ or the encryption options implemented in MS 

Windows). Passwords will not be exchanged via e-mail but in personal communication 

http://www.7-zip.org/
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between the partners. The encryption solutions will be chosen in accordance with the 

ENCHANT partners’ IT supports departments. 

4.4.7 Filename standards 

The filename shall always consist of document number, document title and issue (in this 

order). Underscore shall be used between document number, issue number and 

document title. There shall be no open spaces in the document title. Logical short versions 

of words can be used in the document title part of the filename to shorten the filename. 

If the document is a draft version, this is indicated by “DR” after Issue# and underscore. 

For example, in the Data Management Plan document, the first issue will be named 

ENCHANT-D1.4_DMP_1. 

Table 4 Name standards of ENCHANT 

XXX XXX explanation YYY ZZZ 

D Deliverable Report 1, 2, 3, etc. 

MAN Management 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2 etc. 1, 2, 3, etc. 

DAT Data files 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2 etc. 1, 2, 3, etc. 

DOC Data documentation file 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2 etc. 1, 2, 3, etc. 

NOT Notes 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2 etc. 1, 2, 3, etc. 

MOM Minutes of meeting 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2 etc. 1, 2, 3, etc. 

PRE Presentations 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2 etc. 1, 2, 3, etc. 

PAP Journal paper manuscript 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2 etc. 1, 2, 3, etc. 
* XXX:  Identifies which main category the document belongs to. In order to always easily identify the files, 

the project name ENCHANT - shall be included as a prefix to all document categories. YYY:  Will always be 

a number assigned subsequently for each new doc in the XXX category and WP. ZZZ:  Issue number. 

To ensure that data files as well as any other file in ENCHANT have a clear name identifying 

the content, the following file name standards are used. All documents shall be numbered 

by their type of document, and the assigned subsequent numbering within each WP (first 

deliverable of WP1: D1.1, first deliverable of WP 2: D2.1).  

The type of deliverable should be indicated using one of the following codes: 

• R   Document, report 

• DEM   Demonstrator, pilot, prototype 

• DEC   Websites, patent fillings, videos, etc. 

• ETHICS  Ethics requirement 

• ORDP   Open Research Data Pilot 

• DATA   data sets, microdata, etc. 

• OTHER 
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4.5 Open access to ENCHANT’s data 

Data based on the empirical results (e.g., data and information collected via a web-based 

survey(s), workshops, and site visits etc.) from this project will be stored in an open-access 

database (e.g., Zenodo or EUDAT platforms). This database will be used to grant access to 

anonymised quantitative data after the project is ended. Qualitative raw data (e.g., 

recordings of interviews), however, will not be made open access because even after 

anonymisation identification might be possible through an in-depth analysis of speech 

patterns. The researchers have a duty of transparency to fully inform how the data will be 

used and to what purpose the data collected is for. Thus, the ethically compliant data 

collection will be guided by proportionality and follow the legal safeguards (described in 

WP1 and WP3) to minimise any risks related to the unauthorised release of personal and 

private information. The empirical work of WP4 and WP5 will be coordinated (for data 

management issues) by WP1 and then transferred into the database created by WP3, 

which is responsible for the collection of existing data and curation of ENCHANT data sets. 

Furthermore, ENCHANT will, in WP6, provide a decision-making support tool utilizing the 

data curated and collected in the project. Secondary data will only be made available to 

open access if the licensing with the owners of the data allows for that. 

4.6 Deletion of data 

Identifying personal data and key tables will be retained for a maximum of 1 year after 

collection completion to allow for thorough quality control. All such data will thus be 

deleted by September 2024 at the latest. At this point, all data will be anonymised. 

Anonymised data will not be deleted but stored and made available for future use through 

the Open Data Pilot. 

4.7 Open data pilot 

Wherever possible, ENCHANT thoroughly complies with the Open Research Data Pilot of 

the European Commission regarding research data generated by Horizon 2020 projects 

(see https://www.openaire.eu/what-is-the-open-research-data-pilot). ENCHANT 

beneficiaries will also check that the metadata of the publications is adequate for 

interoperability/reusability. The underlying (aggregated) data, where publication of the 

data does not collide with copyrights of the initial data providers, will be made available 

as supplemental information, in a thematic repository or on the Zenodo platform, and 

mentioned in the main text of the publication using ENCHANT data. ENCHANT provides 

access to all quantitative primary data (after anonymisation) collected (qualitative data 

will not be made available open access for GDPR reasons). Data will be made available as 

soon as ENCHANT primary research and publication interests are fulfilled. No embargo 

period is implemented once the ENCHANT publications are finished and no restrictions 

are foreseen to be put on the re-use of the data at this point. WP1 and WP3 are 

responsible for providing open access to the data. 

https://www.openaire.eu/what-is-the-open-research-data-pilot
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4.7.1 General principles 

All data in ENCHANT shall be open access if no other important principles stand against it 

(such as restrictions on secondary data or GDPR restrictions). In this respect, the Grant 

Agreement is binding, especially ARTICLE 25 — ACCESS RIGHTS TO BACKGROUND and 

ARTICLE 31 — ACCESS RIGHTS TO RESULTS are relevant for determining the potential 

need for access restriction to ENCHANT data. 

4.7.2 Size of the data 

The size of the data files is not fully determined at this point of the ENCHANT project yet. 

Given that ENCHANT will test evidence-based intervention packages using RCT approach 

combined with a participatory approach involving stakeholders and user partners of 

millions of European consumers, the data, which is collected through various data 

collection methods ranging from energy use data to self-report data, is expected to be 

large for conventional storage media such as portable hard drives.  

4.7.3 Target group for the data use 

The data provided in ENCHANT will be of interest to policymakers, businesses in the 

energy sector, stakeholder groups in the energy market and communities, and other 

researchers. They will be documented and presented in a way that makes them as easily 

accessible as possible. 

4.7.4 Access procedures 

The data made available through the open data pilot will be fully accessible without any 

restrictions (if exploitation benefits do not require an embargo period). 

4.7.5 Documentation procedures  

All data files provided by ENCHANT include metadata on the content of the data file and 

the context in which the data was collected. It is important to ensure the usefulness of the 

data for researchers and analyst not foreseen in the data collection. The documentation 

procedures will be constantly updated during the ENCHANT project.  

4.7.6 Securing interoperability  

For social science data, it is essential to document the use and source of theoretical 

concepts leading to data collections to ensure interoperability across different user 

groups. Sources for theoretical concepts and variables measures will be documented to 

ensure comparability with previous and future use. For quantitative data, the 

psychometric performance of the variables will be documented. The use of theoretical 
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concepts will be standardized within ENCHANT and with previous use of the variables and 

concepts wherever possible. 

4.7.7 Search keywords and data identification  

Each data set will be assigned a unique and persistent Digital Object Identifier (DOI) to 

make it identifiable when stored in a data repository. Each file will be tagged with 

keywords for search purposes: ENCHANT is always a keyword, furthermore, keywords 

describing the type of the data (e.g., “energy use data”, “focus group”, etc.), the participants 

(e.g., “energy consumer”, “stakeholder”, etc.), the type of topics included (e.g., “energy 

use”, “feedback”, etc.). 

4.7.8 File types  

Each data file in ENCHANT will be made available with accompanying documentation of 

its content. Quantitative data will be made available in standard data formats for popular 

statistical program packages to make reuse as easy as possible (e.g., csv, sav, or R with 

popular character encoding such as ASCII or UTF-8 without BOM). Qualitative data such 

as interview transcripts will be made available internally in its entirety in the form of text 

documents (e.g., in .pdf, .txt, .rtf or .docx format) in their original language. Besides, 

excerpts of transcripts and other qualitative data will be made available in English.  
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Annex I: Complete summary of all data collections and responsibilities 

Annex II:  Documentation of consent forms 
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Annex VI: Surveys and interview guides 
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Annex I: Complete summary of all data collections and responsibilities 
The following table presents a complete summary of all data collections in ENCHANT with the responsibilities indicated. The table will be 

constantly updated during the project as soon as data collections are started. 

Data 

Collection 

Source Data When Format Data Flow Responsible 

for Data 

Production 

& 

Monitoring 

Responsible for 

Data 

Preparation 

(transcription, 

data cleaning) 

Responsible 

for Storage / 

Anonymisation 

Responsible 

for Transfer 

to Long-term 

Storage 

Data 

to Be 

Used 

by 

Literature 

search 

Published 

studies, 

reviews, 

meta-analysis 

Relevant body 

of literature on 

behavioural 

interventions 

M1-

M10 

Text files WP2 collected 

publications on 

previous cases of 

intervention 

implementations; 

WP3 identified 

other datasets; 

WP5 collected 

literature on KPIs 

WP2, WP3, 

WP5 

WP2, WP3, 

WP5 

WP2, WP3, 

WP5 (no 

anonymisation 

necessary) 

WP2, WP3, 

WP5, WP1 

WP4,  

WP5, 

WP6, 

WP7 

Document 

study 

Documents 

published by 

relevant 

stakeholders 

Existing data 

and records 

from previous 

studies and 

research 

projects about 

interventions 

M1-

M10 

Text files WP2 collected 

publications on 

previous cases of 

intervention 

implementations; 

WP3 identified 

other datasets; 

WP5 collected 

literature on KPIs 

WP2, WP3, 

WP5 

WP2, WP3, 

WP5 

WP2, WP3, 

WP5 (no 

anonymisation 

necessary) 

WP2, WP3, 

WP5, WP1 

WP4,  

WP5, 

WP6, 

WP7 

Meta-

analysis 

Published 

studies, 

reviews, and 

meta-

analytical 

syntheses on 

existing 

behavioural 

interventions 

Data from both 

user-partners 

and previous 

projects on 

energy 

efficiency and 

consumer 

behaviour 

M6-

M13 

Effect size data 

from other studies 

(extracted from 

papers or reports 

or requested from 

authors of these 

papers where not 

published) 

Based on the 

input from the 

literature search 

and the document 

study, meta-

analyses will be 

conducted 

WP2, WP3 WP2, WP3 WP2, WP3 WP2. WP3, 

WP1 

WP4. 

WP5, 

WP6, 

WP7 
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Re-analysis 

of existing 

data 

Existing data 

sets, and 

studies on the 

topic of 

energy 

efficiency and 

consumer 

behaviour 

The 

consolidated 

data set of 

previous 

projects 

M3-

M13 

Secondary data 

from published or 

unpublished 

studies (scientific or 

user partner) 

Data was collected 

and curated for 

the analyses in 

ENCHANT and 

new analyses 

were conducted 

on these data. 

WP3 WP3 WP3 WP3, WP1 WP4, 

WP5, 

WP7 

Surveys Questionnaire Participants’ 

responses to 

questionnaire(s) 

M10-

M24 

Primary data 

collections with 

quantitative 

surveys on 

participants in the 

pilots 

The survey data 

was collected pre 

and post-

intervention and 

then analysed in 

WP5 and WP6 

WP5, WP6 WP5, WP6 WP5, WP6, 

WP3 

WP5, WP6, 

WP3, WP1 

WP5, 

WP6, 

WP7 

Quantitative 

experiments 

Experiments Responses of 

experimental 

participants 

M10-

M19 

WP4 implements 

RCT based 

experiments and 

collects indicators 

in alignment with 

WP5 and WP6 

The data collected 

fed into the 

analyses in WP5 

and WP6 

WP4, WP6 WP4, WP6 WP4, WP6, 

WP3 

WP4, WP6, 

WP3, WP1 

WP5, 

WP6, 

WP7 

Online data 

tracking 

Digital 

information 

Digital track of 

energy 

consumers 

M10-

M24 

Use data of the 

implemented 

internet 

platforms/apps will 

be collected 

The user data will 

be used in WP5 to 

evaluate the 

range of the used 

communication 

strategies 

WP5 WP5 WP5, WP3 WP5, WP3, 

WP1 

WP5, 

WP7 

Energy use 

data 

Energy 

providers 

Energy use 

estimates of 

consumers 

M10-

M24 

Energy use data will 

be obtained from 

energy providers or 

assessed based on 

self-reports 

The energy use 

data feeds into 

the evaluation 

activities in WP5 

and the tool 

development in 

WP6 

WP5 WP5 WP5, WP3 WP5, WP3, 

WP1 

WP5, 

WP6, 

WP7 

Interviews Stakeholders 

interviews 

Responses of 

key informants 

and 

stakeholders 

M8-

M24 

Personal interviews 

with selected 

participants will be 

conducted 

especially early in 

the implementation 

phase of the 

interventions to 

The data from the 

interviews was 

used to adjust the 

implementation of 

the interventions 

in WP4 and feeds 

into the 

evaluation 

WP5 WP5 WP5, WP3 WP5, WP3, 

WP1 

WP5, 

WP6, 

WP7 
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assess barriers and 

facilitators 

activities in WP5 

and the tool 

construction in 

WP6 

Focus group Focus group 

discussions 

Responses of 

focus group 

participants 

M8-

M24 

Focus group 

interviews with 

selected 

participants will be 

conducted 

especially early in 

the implementation 

phase of the 

interventions to 

assess barriers and 

facilitators 

The data from the 

focus groups was 

be used to adjust 

the 

implementation of 

the interventions 

in WP4 and feeds 

into the 

evaluation 

activities in WP5 

and the tool 

construction in 

WP6 

WP5 WP5 WP5, WP3 WP5, WP3, 

WP1 

WP5, 

WP6, 

WP7 

Netnography Social media Information on 

consumers’ 

social media 

use and social 

dynamics 

M6-

M24 

Expressions of 

energy users in 

publicly accessible 

internet fora will be 

analysed (post, 

tweets, comments, 

etc.) 

The data will 

contribute to 

assessing the 

effects of the 

energy crisis in 

WP5  

WP3 WP3 WP3 WP3, WP1 WP5, 

WP6, 
WP7 

Workshops Workshop 

discussions 

Responses of 

workshop 

participants 

M2-

M21 

Co-creation 

workshops with the 

user partners will 

be conducted to 

design and adjust 

the intervention 

packages 

A series of 

national and joint 

workshops 

develop a 

common 

understanding of 

the intervention 

techniques and 

their adjustment 

to real-world 

conditions 

WP2, WP4 WP2, WP4 WP2, WP4 WP2, WP4, 

WP3 

WP4, 
WP7 

Decision-

making 

architecture 

The historical 

and primary 

data sources 

Data from 

secondary 

sources and 

data from 

ENCHANT 

M17-

M28 

The AI analyses will 

build on primary 

and secondary 

quantitative data 

collected in 

ENCHANT 

The AI algorithms 

will analyse 

primary and 

secondary 

quantitative data 

to define the 

WP6 WP6 WP6 WP6 WP6, 

WP7 
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decision support 

tool. The tool will 

be a major part of 

the exploitation 

plan. 
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Annex II: Documentation of consent forms 

This Annex collects all Consent Forms and Information Sheets used in ENCHANT. 

The first included document is the template for ENCHANT information sheets based on 

the general template provided by the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD), now 

referred to as SIKT. The following are copies of Information Sheet and Consent forms used 

in data collection activities. 
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NSD Template 

This is a template for informed consent when processing personal data in research projects. 

It can be used for surveys, observation, interviews, sound recordings, etc. 

Please delete the text in italics and insert your own text 

NB! The information must be concise and easily understandable for the reader. 

Use clear and simple language, headings, and bullet points, active (not passive) language, 

avoid foreign words. 

 

Are you interested in taking part in the research project 

“(insert title of the project)”? 

This is an inquiry about participation in a research project where the main purpose is to 

[Insert a brief description of the project purpose]. In this letter, we will give you information 

about the purpose of the project and what your participation will involve. 

Purpose of the project 

Describe the purpose of the project in more detail and indicate the scope of the project. 

Briefly outline the project’s objectives/research questions  

Indicate whether it is a research project, a doctoral thesis, a bachelor’s/master’s thesis, other 

student projects etc. 

If you or others will use the collected personal data for other purposes (e.g., teaching or other 

research projects), describe these other purposes. 

Who is responsible for the research project?  

[Insert name of the institution(s)] is the institution responsible for the project.  

If applicable, provide names and describe the cooperation with other institutions, external 

entities etc. 

Why are you being asked to participate?  

Describe how the sample has been selected (population, selection criteria and how many 

people have been asked to participate) so that it is clear why the person is receiving this 

inquiry 

If applicable, indicate whether you have received the person’s contact details from another 

(and indicate any approval/permission obtained in order to do this), or whether another has 

sent out this information letter on your behalf.  

What does participation involve for you? 
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Describe the methods (online/paper-based survey, interview, observation, etc.), the scope, 

what type of information will be collected and how the information will be recorded 

(electronically, on paper, sound/video recording), e.g., 

• « If you chose to take part in the project, this will involve that you fill in an online 

survey. It will take approx. 45 minutes. The survey includes questions about (describe 

the most important questions/topics). Your answers will be recorded electronically» 

 If applicable, indicate that you also will collect information about the participant from other 

sources – such as registers, records/journals, educational records, other project participants, 

etc., e.g.: 

•  «I will also ask your teacher to provide information about you in an interview. It will 

be information about (describe the most important questions/topics). I will record the 

interview and will take notes» 

If children will participate, provide information that parents/guardians may on request see 

the survey/interview guide etc. in advance. 

If there are multiple groups of participants, be clear about what participation will involve for 

each group or give a separate information letter to each group.  

Participation is voluntary  

Participation in the project is voluntary. If you chose to participate, you can withdraw 

your consent at any time without giving a reason. All information about you will then be 

made anonymous. There will be no negative consequences for you if you chose not to 

participate or later decide to withdraw.  

Expand on this if the person being asked to participate is in a situation where they are 

dependent on the person asking. E.g., «It will not affect your treatment at the hospital / your 

relationship with your school/teacher, place of work/employer etc.(..)»  

Your personal privacy – how we will store and use your personal data  

We will only use your personal data for the purpose(s) specified in this information 

letter. We will process your personal data confidentially and in accordance with data 

protection legislation (the General Data Protection Regulation and Personal Data Act).  

• Describe who, in connection with the institution responsible for the project, will have 

access to the personal data (e.g., the project group, student and supervisor, etc.)   

• Describe which measures you will take to ensure that no unauthorized persons are 

able to access the personal data, e.g., «I will replace your name and contact details 

with a code. The list of names, contact details and respective codes will be stored 

separately from the rest of the collected data», you will store the data on a research 

server, locked away/encrypted, etc.  

If applicable, indicate: 

• the name of the data processor that will collect/work with/store data, e.g., online 

survey provider or transcription service 
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• that persons from other institutions will be given access to the personal data, name 

the institutions, indicate the number of people and what type of information they will 

have access to (e.g., whether they will have access to data that can be directly linked to 

individual participants, or to collect data that has been de-identified) 

• that personal data will be processed outside the EU (e.g., fieldwork, analysis, cloud 

computing, conferences), name the institution and country, describe security 

measures.  

Describe whether participants will be recognizable in publications or not, and to what extent. 

If applicable, indicate what type of personal information will be published (e.g., name, age, 

occupation etc.).  

What will happen to your personal data at the end of the research project?  

The project is scheduled to end [insert date]. Describe what will happen to the personal 

data, including any digital recordings, at the end of the project.  

If the collected data will not be anonymised at the end of the project: indicate the purpose of 

further storage/use of personal data (e.g., verification, follow-up studies, archiving for future 

research), indicate where the personal data will be stored, who will have access to it, and the 

date for anonymisation (or, if applicable, specify that the personal data will be stored 

indefinitely and give a reason for this). 

Your rights  

So long as you can be identified in the collected data, you have the right to: 

- access the personal data that is being processed about you  

- request that your personal data is deleted 

- request that incorrect personal data about you is corrected/rectified 

- receive a copy of your personal data (data portability), and 

- send a complaint to the Data Protection Officer or The Norwegian Data 

Protection Authority regarding the processing of your personal data 

What gives us the right to process your personal data?  

We will process your personal data based on your consent.  

Based on an agreement with [insert name of the institution responsible for the project], 

NSD – The Norwegian Centre for Research Data AS has assessed that the processing of 

personal data in this project is in accordance with data protection legislation.  

Where can I find out more? 

If you have questions about the project or want to exercise your rights, contact:  

• [Insert name of the institution responsible for the project] via [insert name of the 

project leader]. For student projects, you must include contact details for the 

supervisor/the person responsible for the project, not just the student. 

• Our Data Protection Officer: [insert name of the data protection officer at the 

institution responsible for the project] 
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• NSD – The Norwegian Centre for Research Data AS, by email: 

(personverntjenester@nsd.no) or by telephone: +47 55 58 21 17. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Project Leader    Student (if applicable) 

(Researcher/supervisor) 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Consent form 

Consent can be given in writing (including electronically) or orally. NB! You must be able to 

document/demonstrate that you have given information and gained consent from project 

participants i.e., from the people whose personal data you will be processing (data subjects). 

As a rule, we recommend written information and written consent.  

- For written consent on paper, you can use this template 

- For written consent, which is collected electronically, you must choose a procedure 

that will allow you to demonstrate that you have gained explicit consent (read more 

on our website) 

- If the context dictates that you should give oral information and gain oral consent 

(e.g., for research in oral cultures or with people who are illiterate) we recommend 

that you make a sound recording of the information and consent. 

If a parent/guardian will give consent on behalf of their child or someone without the capacity 

to consent, you must adjust this information accordingly. Remember that the name of the 

participant must be included.  

Adjust the checkboxes in accordance with participation in your project. It is possible to use 

bullet points instead of checkboxes. However, if you intend to process special categories of 

personal data (sensitive personal data) and/or one of the last four points in the list below is 

applicable to your project, we recommend that you use checkboxes. This because of the 

requirement of explicit consent. 

I have received and understood information about the project [insert project title] and 

have been given the opportunity to ask questions. I give consent:  

 to participate in (insert method, e.g., an interview)  

 to participate in (insert other methods, e.g., an online survey) – if applicable 

 for my/my child’s teacher to give information about me/my child to this project 

(include the type of information)– if applicable 

mailto:personverntjenester@nsd.no
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 for my personal data to be processed outside the EU – if applicable 

 for information about me/myself to be published in a way that I can be recognised 

(describe in more detail)– if applicable 

 for my personal data to be stored after the end of the project for (insert purpose of 

storage e.g., follow-up studies) – if applicable 

I give consent for my personal data to be processed until the end date of the project, 

approx. [insert date]  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

(Signed by participant, date) 
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Information Sheet and Consent forms used in data collection activities with Viken county 

and Naturvernforbundet, Norway, 2021/2022 
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Information Sheet and Consent forms used in data collection activities with Nifsa 

gardens, Fondazione Caetani and Energia Positiva, Italy, 2021/2022 
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Information Sheet and Consent forms used in data collection activities with Cluj-Napoca 

municipality and Echipa Electrica Furnizare, Romania, 2021/2022 
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Information Sheet and Consent forms used in data collection activities with Izmir 

municipality and Gediz, Turkey, 2021/2022  

* Only anonymized data were be collected through Izmir municipality and Gediz. Therefore, 

no informed consent procedures are prepared.  
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Information Sheet and Consent forms used in data collection activities with 

Pontos/Grohe & Climatequarter Waldsee, Germany, 2021/2022 

Intervention 1 – Pontos/hansgrohe – Online survey - Information and Declaration of 

consent 
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Intervention 1 – Pontos/hansgrohe – Pre-survey Interview – Information and Declaration 

of consent 
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Intervention 1 – Pontos/hansgrohe – Post-survey Interview – Information and 

Declaration of consent 
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Intervention 1 – Pontos/hansgrohe – Interview – Declaration of consent 
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Intervention 2 – Climatequarter Waldsee – Information and Declaration of consent  
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Information Sheet and Consent form used in the survey and intervention platform. This 

was provided in all national languages through the platform, as well as the privacy policy 

of the platform. 

Are you interested in taking part in the research project "Energy Efficiency in 

Norwegian Households"? 

This is an inquiry about participation in the ENCHANT research project funded by 

European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (project number 

957115). The project aims to investigate measures for increasing energy efficiency in 

European households. In this letter, we will give you information about the purpose of 

the project and what your participation on our intervention platform will involve. 

Purpose of the project 

The research project “Energy Efficiency through behaviour Change Transition Strategies 

(ENCHANT)” tests established tools to inspire energy saving in real-life conditions. These 

tools have been developed, fitted, and are now tested to help households to save 

electricity (and thereby also costs and emissions) in different regions in Europe in 

collaboration with local user partners. 

For this purpose, ENCHANT’s research team in Norway collaborates with Viken county 

and Naturvernforbundet to test how different types and combinations of these tools 

work. Therefore, we have programmed the electricity saving platform that you are now 

on. Through the platform, we ask you to report your weekly electricity use for six weeks 

and answer a short questionnaire once a week which helps us understand your 

motivations and how they change. We will send you useful information about your 

electricity consumption and tips for how you can reduce it and save money (at the same 

time releasing pressure from the energy system).   

Who is responsible for the research project? 

The Department of Psychology at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology 

(NTNU) is responsible for conducting the project’s survey and the data processing. The 

software company NRG surf (https://www.nrgsurf.de/en/) has programmed the platform 

and assists in processing of the non-personal data. Viken county and 

Naturvernforbundet are responsible for spreading the invitation to participate in the 

project through their communication channels but do not have access to the data. 

Why are you being asked to participate?  

You are invited to participate in the ENCHANT saving platform because you are living in 

Viken county, are a member of Naturvernforbundet, or have been following their 

communication campaigns. If you are 18 years or older, you can participate. It is not 
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necessary, that you live in Viken or are connected to Naturvernforbundet. The only 

restriction is that you need to live in Norway.  

What does participation involve for you? 

The participation in this electricity saving campaign and research project means that you 

first answer a short online questionnaire which takes about 5-10 minutes. Starting a 

couple of days later, we will ask you once a week for six weeks to read your electricity 

meter and report the number you find there. If you have access to your hourly 

consumption data through your electricity net provider (either on their website or 

through an app that most energy net providers offer for download), we also ask you 

report the hour on one of the days last week with the highest electricity consumption 

and how much that was to get an idea, when during the day you use most energy. 

Furthermore, we ask you to answer a very short questionnaire once a week (3-5 

minutes). We will randomly place participants into different groups during the 

campaign. Depending on which group you are in, we send you different types of 

information about your electricity use, and we will give you tips for how you can reduce 

your electricity use and energy bill. If you miss a weekly survey, we will send you one 

reminder.  

Participation is voluntary 

Participation in the project is voluntary. If you chose to participate you can withdraw 

your consent at any time without giving a reason. In the electricity saving platform, you 

can end your participation in the campaign, delete all data we collected from you, 

and/or delete your user account. There will be no negative consequences for you if you 

chose not to participate or later decide to withdraw. 

Your personal privacy – how we will store and use your personal data  

To be able to communicate with you during the campaign, we need your e-mail address 

(please use an e-mail address you check frequently). This is the only identifying 

information we are going to collect from you. The mail addresses are stored on a 

different server environment separated from the consumption and survey data. No 

other identifying data will be recorded in the project. 

We will only use your personal data for the purpose(s) specified in this information 

letter. The data is collected for research within the ENCHANT project, which includes 

publication in scientific journals, presentations on conferences, and policy advice. Only 

anonymised data will be used for this purpose. Only the research team at NTNU has 

access to the mail addresses (also the software company does not have access to the 

mail server). All data is stored and processed on Servers provided by Digital Oceans in 

the Netherlands, following European data protection regulations.  
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We will process your personal data confidentially and in accordance with data protection 

legislation (the General Data Protection Regulation and Personal Data Act).  

The NTNU research team is responsible for gathering and processing the data. 

Only the NTNU research team will have access to the personal data (e-mail addresses). 

NRG surf has developed the software for data collection. They have access to the survey 

and electricity use data, but not the e-mail addresses. By contract, they are bound to 

follow strict data protection rules and treatment of the data in line with GDPR. 

No unauthorized persons can access the personal data. 

After the data collection is ended, the data material will be encrypted and stored on 

NTNU's server 

Data that can be directly linked to individual participants (e-mail adresses) will be stored 

separately from rest of the data and deleted as early after the data collection as possible 

ENCHANT’s project partners have access to the anonymised data, which will be shared 

by the NTNU research team. 

Data that can be directly linked to individual participants will NOT be shared with project 

partners and others. 

With your permission, data from the survey will be used for a detailed analysis. The 

results of the study will be published in the form of reports and academic articles. The 

anonymized dataset will be made available open access after the end of the project in 

line with the open data regulations of the EU. All personal information you provide is 

considered completely confidential. Your e-mail address or name will be removed from 

the final dataset and will not appear in any thesis or report resulting from this survey. 

What will happen to your personal data at the end of the research project?  

The ENCHANT project is scheduled to end 31.10.2023. The data collected in this 

campaign, however, will be anonymised at the earliest point of time (i.e., latest 

31.12.2023) so that the answers cannot be traced back to the individual. 

Your rights  

As long as you can be identified in the collected data, you have the right to: 

• request that your personal data is deleted (this can be done in the platform) 

• access the personal data that is being processed about you  

• request that incorrect personal data about you is corrected/rectified 

• receive a copy of your personal data (data portability), and 
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• send a complaint to the Data Protection Officer or The Norwegian Data 

Protection Authority regarding the processing of your personal data 

What gives us the right to process your personal data?  

We will process your personal data based on your consent. Registering for the campaign 

after you have read this information is considered as consent to participate. Based on 

an agreement with the Department of Psychology, NTNU,NSD – The Norwegian Centre 

for Research Data AS has assessed that the processing of personal data in this project is 

in accordance with data protection legislation. 

Where can I find out more? 

You can find more information here GDPR [link to the privacy declaration which can be 

found below] 

If you have questions about the project or want to exercise your rights, contact:  

Project leader: Prof. Christian A. Klöckner, Department of Psychology, NTNU, by email: 

(enchant@ips.ntnu.no) or by telephone: +47 73 59 19 77. 

Data Protection Officer: Thomas Helgesen, Director Organization, NTNU, by email: 

(thomas.helgesen@ntnu.no)or by telephone: +47 930 79 038. 

NSD – The Norwegian Centre for Research Data AS, by email: 

(personverntjenester@nsd.no) or by telephone: +47 55 58 21 17. 
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Privacy Policy 

1. An overview of data protection 

General information 

The following information will provide you with an easy to navigate overview of what will happen 
with your personal data when you visit this website. The term “personal data” comprises all data that 
can be used to personally identify you. For detailed information about the subject matter of data 
protection, please consult our Data Protection Declaration, which we have included beneath this 
copy. 

Data recording on this website 

Who is the responsible party for the recording of data on this website (i.e., the “controller”)? 

The data on this website is processed by the operator of the website, whose contact information is 
available under section “Information about the responsible party (referred to as the “controller” in 
the GDPR)” in this Privacy Policy. 

How do we record your data? 

We collect your data as a result of your sharing of your data with us. This may, for instance be 
information you enter into our contact form. 

Other data shall be recorded by our IT systems automatically or after you consent to its recording 
during your website visit. This data comprises primarily technical information (e.g., web browser, 
operating system, or time the site was accessed). This information is recorded automatically when 
you access this website. 

What are the purposes we use your data for? 

A portion of the information is generated to guarantee the error free provision of the website. Other 
data may be used to analyze your user patterns. This website was developed as part of the European 
research project ENCHANT (Project Number 957115), funded by the European Research and 
Development Program Horizon 2020. For more information about the research activities in the 
ENCHANT project, please visit https://www.enchant-project.eu and read our consent form. 

What rights do you have as far as your information is concerned? 

You have the right to receive information about the source, recipients, and purposes of your archived 
personal data at any time without having to pay a fee for such disclosures. You also have the right to 
demand that your data are rectified or eradicated. If you have consented to data processing, you 
have the option to revoke this consent at any time, which shall affect all future data processing. 
Moreover, you have the right to demand that the processing of your data be restricted under certain 
circumstances. Furthermore, you have the right to log a complaint with the competent supervising 
agency. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us at any time if you have questions about this or any other data 
protection related issues. 

  

Analysis tools and tools provided by third parties 

There is a possibility that your browsing patterns will be statistically analyzed when your visit this 
website. Such analyses are performed primarily with what we refer to as analysis programs. For 
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detailed information about these analysis programs please consult our Data Protection Declaration 
below. 

  

2. Hosting and Content Delivery Networks (CDN) 

External Hosting 

This website is hosted by an external service provider (host). Personal data collected on this website 
are stored on the servers of the host. These may include, but are not limited to, IP addresses, contact 
requests, metadata and communications, contract information, contact information, names, web 
page access, and other data generated through a web site.  

The host is used for the purpose of fulfilling the goals of our research activities in the project 
ENCHANT. If appropriate consent has been obtained, the processing is carried out exclusively on the 
basis of Art. 6 (1)(a) GDPR and § 25 (1) TTDSG, insofar the consent includes the storage of cookies or 
the access to information in the user's end device (e.g., device fingerprinting) within the meaning of 
the TTDSG. This consent can be revoked at any time. 

Our host will only process your data to the extent necessary to fulfil its performance obligations and 
to follow our instructions with respect to such data. 

We are using the following host: DigitalOcean, 101 6th Ave New York, NY 10013, ATTN: Legal. The 
server on which the website and all collected data is stored is located in Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands. 

Data processing 

We have concluded a data processing agreement (DPA) with the above-mentioned provider. This is a 
contract mandated by data privacy laws that guarantees that they process personal data of our 
website visitors only based on our instructions and in compliance with the GDPR. 

Cloudflare 

We use the “Cloudflare” service provided by Cloudflare Inc., 101 Townsend St., San Francisco, CA 
94107, USA. (hereinafter referred to as “Cloudflare”). 

Cloudflare offers a content delivery network with DNS that is available worldwide. As a result, the 
information transfer that occurs between your browser and our website is technically routed via 
Cloudflare’s network. This enables Cloudflare to analyze data transactions between your browser 
and our website and to work as a filter between our servers and potentially malicious data traffic 
from the Internet. In this context, Cloudflare may also use cookies or other technologies deployed to 
recognize Internet users, which shall, however, only be used for the herein described purpose. 

  

The use of Cloudflare is based on our legitimate interest in a provision of our website offerings that is 
as error free and secure as possible (Art. 6(1)(f) GDPR). Data transmission to the US is based on the 
Standard Contractual Clauses (SCC) of the European Commission. Details can be found 
here: https://www.cloudflare.com/privacypolicy/. For more information on Cloudflare’s security 
precautions and data privacy policies, please follow this link: 
https://www.cloudflare.com/privacypolicy/. 

Data processing 

https://www.cloudflare.com/privacypolicy/
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We have concluded a data processing agreement (DPA) with the above-mentioned provider. This is a 
contract mandated by data privacy laws that guarantees that they process personal data of our 
website visitors only based on our instructions and in compliance with the GDPR. 

  

3. General information and mandatory information 

Data protection 

The operators of this website and its pages take the protection of your personal data very seriously. 
Hence, we handle your personal data as confidential information and in compliance with the 
statutory data protection regulations and this Data Protection Declaration. 

Whenever you use this website, a variety of personal information will be collected. Personal data 
comprises data that can be used to personally identify you. This Data Protection Declaration explains 
which data we collect as well as the purposes we use this data for. It also explains how, and for which 
purpose the information is collected. 

We herewith advise you that the transmission of data via the Internet (i.e., through e-mail 
communications) may be prone to security gaps. It is not possible to completely protect data against 
third-party access. 

Information about the responsible party (referred to as the “controller” in the GDPR) 

The data processing controller on this website is: 

NTNU - Norwegian University of Science and Technology Postboks 8900, 

NO-7491 Trondheim, Torgarden, Norway 

Phone: (+47) 73 59 50 00 

E-mail:  postmottak@ntnu.no 

The controller is the natural person or legal entity that single-handedly or jointly with others makes 
decisions as to the purposes of and resources for the processing of personal data (e.g., names, e-mail 
addresses, etc.). 

  

Storage duration 

Unless a more specific storage period has been specified in this privacy policy, your personal data will 
remain with us until the purpose for which it was collected no longer applies. If you assert a justified 
request for deletion or revoke your consent to data processing, your data will be deleted, unless we 
have other legally permissible reasons for storing your personal data (e.g., tax or commercial law 
retention periods); in the latter case, the deletion will take place after these reasons cease to apply. 

  

General information on the legal basis for the data processing on this website 

If you have consented to data processing, we process your personal data on the basis of Art. 6(1)(a) 
GDPR or Art. 9 (2)(a) GDPR, if special categories of data are processed according to Art. 9 (1) DSGVO. 
In the case of explicit consent to the transfer of personal data to third countries, the data processing 
is also based on Art. 49 (1)(a) GDPR. If you have consented to the storage of cookies or to the access 
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to information in your end device (e.g., via device fingerprinting), the data processing is additionally 
based on § 25 (1) TTDSG. The consent can be revoked at any time. If your data is required for the 
fulfillment of a contract or for the implementation of pre-contractual measures, we process your 
data on the basis of Art. 6(1)(b) GDPR. Furthermore, if your data is required for the fulfillment of a 
legal obligation, we process it on the basis of Art. 6(1)(c) GDPR. Furthermore, the data processing 
may be carried out on the basis of our legitimate interest according to Art. 6(1)(f) GDPR. Information 
on the relevant legal basis in each individual case is provided in the following paragraphs of this 
privacy policy. 

Designation of a data protection officer 

We have appointed a data protection officer for our company.  

Thomas Helgesen, Director Organization, NTNU 

Postboks 8900, 

NO-7491 Trondheim, Torgarden, Norway 

Phone: +47 930 79 038 

E-mail: thomas.helgesen@ntnu.no 

  

Information on data transfer to non-EU countries 

ENCHANT has the coordinator not situated in the European Union but Norway. There are also 
partners from Turkey involved. Due to the ENCHANT project nature and its activities, the data might 
be transferred from a non-EU country to the EU and vice versa to allow for joined analyses and 
storage of all data in the common database. With regards to this, the consortium confirms that such 
transfers comply with the laws of the country in which the data was collected, and such transfers are 
in accordance with Chapter V of the General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679. All data 
transferred between project partners (within or outside the EU) will be restricted to pseudonymised 
or anonymised data and the transfer will only be made in encrypted form via secured channels. 

Revocation of your consent to the processing of data 

A wide range of data processing transactions are possible only subject to your express consent. You 
can also revoke at any time any consent you have already given us. This shall be without prejudice to 
the lawfulness of any data collection that occurred prior to your revocation. 

  

Right to object to the collection of data in special cases; right to object to direct advertising (Art. 21 
GDPR) 

IN THE EVENT THAT DATA ARE PROCESSED ON THE BASIS OF ART. 6(1)(E) OR (F) GDPR, YOU HAVE 
THE RIGHT TO AT ANY TIME OBJECT TO THE PROCESSING OF YOUR PERSONAL DATA BASED ON 
GROUNDS ARISING FROM YOUR UNIQUE SITUATION. THIS ALSO APPLIES TO ANY PROFILING BASED 
ON THESE PROVISIONS. TO DETERMINE THE LEGAL BASIS, ON WHICH ANY PROCESSING OF DATA IS 
BASED, PLEASE CONSULT THIS DATA PROTECTION DECLARATION. IF YOU LOG AN OBJECTION, WE 
WILL NO LONGER PROCESS YOUR AFFECTED PERSONAL DATA, UNLESS WE ARE IN A POSITION TO 
PRESENT COMPELLING PROTECTION WORTHY GROUNDS FOR THE PROCESSING OF YOUR DATA, 
THAT OUTWEIGH YOUR INTERESTS, RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS OR IF THE PURPOSE OF THE 
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PROCESSING IS THE CLAIMING, EXERCISING OR DEFENCE OF LEGAL ENTITLEMENTS (OBJECTION 
PURSUANT TO ART. 21(1) GDPR). 

IF YOUR PERSONAL DATA IS BEING PROCESSED IN ORDER TO ENGAGE IN DIRECT ADVERTISING, YOU 
HAVE THE RIGHT TO OBJECT TO THE PROCESSING OF YOUR AFFECTED PERSONAL DATA FOR THE 
PURPOSES OF SUCH ADVERTISING AT ANY TIME. THIS ALSO APPLIES TO PROFILING TO THE EXTENT 
THAT IT IS AFFILIATED WITH SUCH DIRECT ADVERTISING. IF YOU OBJECT, YOUR PERSONAL DATA 
WILL SUBSEQUENTLY NO LONGER BE USED FOR DIRECT ADVERTISING PURPOSES (OBJECTION 
PURSUANT TO ART. 21(2) GDPR). 

  

Right to log a complaint with the competent supervisory agency 

In the event of violations of the GDPR, data subjects are entitled to log a complaint with a 
supervisory agency, in particular in the member state where they usually maintain their domicile, 
place of work or at the place where the alleged violation occurred. The right to log a complaint is in 
effect regardless of any other administrative or court proceedings available as legal recourses. 

Right to data portability 

You have the right to demand that we hand over any data we automatically process on the basis of 
your consent or in order to fulfil a contract be handed over to you or a third party in a commonly 
used, machine readable format. If you should demand the direct transfer of the data to another 
controller, this will be done only if it is technically feasible. 

Information about, rectification and eradication of data 

Within the scope of the applicable statutory provisions, you have the right to at any time demand 
information about your archived personal data, their source and recipients as well as the purpose of 
the processing of your data. You may also have a right to have your data rectified or eradicated. If 
you have questions about this subject matter or any other questions about personal data, please do 
not hesitate to contact us at any time. 

Right to demand processing restrictions 

You have the right to demand the imposition of restrictions as far as the processing of your personal 
data is concerned. To do so, you may contact us at any time. The right to demand restriction of 
processing applies in the following cases: 

In the event that you should dispute the correctness of your data archived by us, we will usually need 
some time to verify this claim. During the time that this investigation is ongoing, you have the right 
to demand that we restrict the processing of your personal data. 

If the processing of your personal data was/is conducted in an unlawful manner, you have the option 
to demand the restriction of the processing of your data in lieu of demanding the eradication of this 
data. 

If we do not need your personal data any longer and you need it to exercise, defend or claim legal 
entitlements, you have the right to demand the restriction of the processing of your personal data 
instead of its eradication. 

If you have raised an objection pursuant to Art. 21(1) GDPR, your rights and our rights will have to be 
weighed against each other. As long as it has not been determined whose interests prevail, you have 
the right to demand a restriction of the processing of your personal data. 
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If you have restricted the processing of your personal data, these data – with the exception of their 
archiving – may be processed only subject to your consent or to claim, exercise or defend legal 
entitlements or to protect the rights of other natural persons or legal entities or for important public 
interest reasons cited by the European Union or a member state of the EU. 

  

SSL and/or TLS encryption 

For security reasons and to protect the transmission of confidential content, such as purchase orders 
or inquiries you submit to us as the website operator, this website uses either an SSL or a TLS 
encryption program. You can recognize an encrypted connection by checking whether the address 
line of the browser switches from “http://” to “https://” and also by the appearance of the lock icon 
in the browser line. 

If the SSL or TLS encryption is activated, data you transmit to us cannot be read by third parties. 

  

4. Recording of data on this website 

Cookies 

Our websites and pages use what the industry refers to as “cookies.” Cookies are small text files that 
do not cause any damage to your device. They are either stored temporarily for the duration of a 
session (session cookies) or they are permanently archived on your device (permanent cookies). 
Session cookies are automatically deleted once you terminate your visit. Permanent cookies remain 
archived on your device until you actively delete them, or they are automatically eradicated by your 
web browser. 

In some cases, it is possible that third-party cookies are stored on your device once you enter our site 
(third- party cookies). These cookies enable you or us to take advantage of certain services offered by 
the third party (e.g., cookies for the processing of payment services). 

Cookies have a variety of functions. Many cookies are technically essential since certain website 
functions would not work in the absence of the cookies (e.g., the shopping cart function or the 
display of videos). The purpose of other cookies may be the analysis of user patterns or the display of 
promotional messages. 

Cookies, which are required for the performance of electronic communication transactions, or for 
the provision of certain functions you want to use (e.g., for the shopping cart function) or those that 
are necessary for the optimization (required cookies) of the website (e.g., cookies that provide 
measurable insights into the web audience), shall be stored on the basis of Art. 6(1)(f) GDPR, unless a 
different legal basis is cited. The operator of the website has a legitimate interest in the storage of 
required cookies to ensure the technically error free and optimized provision of the operator’s 
services. If your consent to the storage of the cookies and similar recognition technologies has been 
requested, processing occurs exclusively on the basis of the consent obtained (Art. 6(1)(a) GDPR and 
§ 25 (1) TTDSG); this consent may be revoked at any time. 

You have the option to set up your browser in such a manner that you will be notified any time 
cookies are placed and to permit the acceptance of cookies only in specific cases. You may also 
exclude the acceptance of cookies in certain cases or in general or activate the delete function for 
the automatic eradication of cookies when the browser closes. If cookies are deactivated, the 
functions of this website may be limited. 
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In the event that third-party cookies are used or if cookies are used for analytical purposes, we will 
separately notify you in conjunction with this Data Protection Policy and, if applicable, ask for your 
consent. 

Consent with Cookie Notice & Compliance 

Our website uses the consent technology of Cookie Notice & Compliance for GDPR to obtain your 
consent for the archiving of certain cookies on your device or for the use of certain technologies and 
for the data protection compliant documentation of the former. 

Cookie Notice & Compliance for GDPR is installed locally on our servers so that a connection with 
third party servers does not occur. Cookie Notice & Compliance for GDPR stores a cookie in your 
browser to be able to allocate the granted consent and their revocation to you. The cookie stays 
active for 1 month. Your data is stored until you ask us to delete it, delete the consent cookie 
yourself or the purpose of data archiving is no longer valid. This does not affect mandatory statutory 
retention periods. 

Cookie Notice & Compliance for GDPR is being used to obtain the consent for the use of cookies 
required by law. The legal basis is Art. 6(1)(c) GDPR. 

Server log files 

The provider of this website and its pages automatically collects and stores information in so-called 
server log files, which your browser communicates to us automatically. The information comprises: 

• The type and version of browser used 

• The used operating system 

• Referrer URL 

• The hostname of the accessing computer 

• The time of the server inquiry  

• The IP address 

This data is not merged with other data sources. 

This data is recorded on the basis of Art. 6(1)(f) GDPR. The operator of the website has a legitimate 
interest in the technically error free depiction and the optimization of the operator’s website. In 
order to achieve this, server log files must be recorded. 

  

Contact form 

If you submit inquiries to us via our contact form, the information provided in the contact form as 
well as any contact information provided therein will be stored by us in order to handle your inquiry 
and in the event that we have further questions. We will not share this information without your 
consent. 

The processing of these data is based on Art. 6(1)(b) GDPR, if your request is related to the execution 
of a contract or if it is necessary to carry out pre-contractual measures. In all other cases the 
processing is based on our legitimate interest in the effective processing of the requests addressed to 
us (Art. 6(1)(f) GDPR) or on your agreement (Art. 6(1)(a) GDPR) if this has been requested; the 
consent can be revoked at any time. 

The information you have entered into the contact form shall remain with us until you ask us to 
eradicate the data, revoke your consent to the archiving of data or if the purpose for which the 
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information is being archived no longer exists (e.g., after we have concluded our response to your 
inquiry). This shall be without prejudice to any mandatory legal provisions, in particular retention 
periods. 

  

Request by e-mail, telephone, or fax 

If you contact us by e-mail, telephone or fax, your request, including all resulting personal data 
(name, request) will be stored and processed by us for the purpose of processing your request. We 
do not pass these data on without your consent. 

These data are processed on the basis of Art. 6(1)(b) GDPR if your inquiry is related to the fulfillment 
of a contract or is required for the performance of pre-contractual measures. In all other cases, the 
data are processed on the basis of our legitimate interest in the effective handling of inquiries 
submitted to us (Art. 6(1)(f) GDPR) or on the basis of your consent (Art. 6(1)(a) GDPR) if it has been 
obtained; the consent can be revoked at any time. 

The data sent by you to us via contact requests remain with us until you request us to delete, revoke 
your consent to the storage or the purpose for the data storage lapses (e.g. after completion of your 
request). Mandatory statutory provisions - in particular statutory retention periods - remain 
unaffected. 

Registration on this website 

You have the option to register on this website to be able to voluntarily participate in our research 
activities. We shall use the data you enter only for the purpose of using the respective offer or 
service you have registered for. The required information we request at the time of registration must 
be entered in full. Otherwise, we shall reject the registration. 

To notify you of any important changes to the scope of our portfolio or in the event of technical 
modifications, we shall use the e-mail address provided during the registration process. 

We shall process the data entered during the registration process on the basis of your consent (Art. 
6(1)(a) GDPR). 

The data recorded during the registration process shall be stored by us as long as you are registered 
on this website. Subsequently, such data shall be deleted. This shall be without prejudice to 
mandatory statutory retention obligations. 

  

5. Newsletter 

Newsletter data 

If you would like to receive the newsletter offered on the website, we require an e-mail address from 
you as well as information that allows us to verify that you are the owner of the e-mail address 
provided and that you agree to receive the newsletter. Further data is not collected or only on a 
voluntary basis. For the handling of the newsletter, we use newsletter service providers, which are 
described below. 

This website uses Sendinblue for the sending of newsletters. The provider is the Sendinblue GmbH, 
Köpenicker Straße 126, 10179 Berlin, Germany. 
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Sendinblue services can, among other things, be used to organize and analyze the sending of 
newsletters. The data you enter for the purpose of subscribing to the newsletter are archived on 
Sendinblue’s servers in Germany. 

Data analysis by Sendinblue 

Sendinblue enables us to analyze our newsletter campaigns. For instance, it allows us to see whether 
a newsletter message has been opened and, if so, which links may have been clicked. This enables us 
to determine, which links drew an extraordinary number of clicks. 

  

Moreover, we are also able to see whether once the e-mail was opened or a link was clicked, any 
previously defined actions were taken (conversion rate). This allows us to determine whether you 
have made a purchase after clicking on the newsletter. 

Sendinblue also enables us to divide the subscribers to our newsletter into various categories (i.e., to 
“cluster” recipients). For instance, newsletter recipients can be categorized based on age, gender, or 
place of residence. This enables us to tailor our newsletter more effectively to the needs of the 
respective target groups. 

If you do not want to permit an analysis by Sendinblue, you must unsubscribe from the newsletter. 
We provide a link for you to do this in every newsletter message. Moreover, you can also 
unsubscribe from the newsletter right on the website. For detailed information on the functions of 
Sendinblue please follow this link: https://www.sendinblue.com/newsletter-software/. 

Legal basis 

The data is processed based on your consent (Art. 6(1)(a) GDPR). You may revoke any consent you 
have given at any time by unsubscribing from the newsletter. This shall be without prejudice to the 
lawfulness of any data processing transactions that have taken place prior to your revocation. 

Storage period 

The data deposited with us for the purpose of subscribing to the newsletter will be stored by us until 
you unsubscribe from the newsletter or the newsletter service provider and deleted from the 
newsletter distribution list after you unsubscribe from the newsletter. Data stored for other 
purposes with us remain unaffected. 

After you unsubscribe from the newsletter distribution list, your e-mail address may be stored by us 
or the newsletter service provider in a blacklist, if such action is necessary to prevent future mailings. 
The data from the blacklist is used only for this purpose and not merged with other data. This serves 
both your interest and our interest in complying with the legal requirements when sending 
newsletters (legitimate interest within the meaning of Art. 6(1)(f) GDPR). The storage in the blacklist 
is indefinite. You may object to the storage if your interests outweigh our legitimate interest. 

For more details, please consult the Data Protection Regulations of Sendinblue at: 
https://de.sendinblue.com/datenschutz-uebersicht/. 

Data processing 

We have concluded a data processing agreement (DPA) with the above-mentioned provider. This is a 
contract mandated by data privacy laws that guarantees that they process personal data of our 
website visitors only based on our instructions and in compliance with the GDPR. 
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Information Sheet and Consent form used in the Italian pilots. 
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Consent form used in the Austrian pilot. 
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Annexe III: Confirmations by Data Protection Officers 

All confirmations regarding the conduction of data collection in accordance with national 

and international law, especially the General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 

2016/679) will be collected in this Annex as soon as they are available. Further copies of 

declarations from the ethical committees and data protection officers or authorities will 

be included in the updated DMP. 
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Opinion of the DPO regarding data collection activities in Viken county, Norway, 

2021/2022 
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Opinion of the DPO regarding data collection activities in Ninfa gardens, Fondazione 

Caetani and Energia Positiva, Italy, 2021/2022 

[Request for approval: Ethics Commission – Enchant Dialogues] 
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Opinion of the DPO regarding data collection activities in Ninfa gardens, Fondazione 

Caetani and Energia Positiva, Italy, 2022/2023 
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Regulations of Izmir municipality and Gediz energy company regarding data collection 

activities, Turkey, 2021/2022 

Izmir Metropolitan Municipality Policy on Processing and Protection of Personal 

Data  

(Translated from the Turkish version in the Municipality Website. Available at:  

https://www.izmir.bel.tr/tr/kisisel-verilerin-islenmesi-ve-korunmasi-politikasi/531/3209 Date 

Accessed:  18.11.2021) 

Introduction 

This Policy sets out the principles to be adopted by the Izmir Metropolitan Municipality 

and to be taken into account in practice, regarding the processing and protection of 

personal data. 

Our Institution attaches importance to the legal processing and protection of personal 

data in accordance with the Law on the Protection of Personal Data No. 6698 (“Law”) and 

acts in accordance with the Law in planning and services. 

The most important part of this issue; Processing and protecting the personal data of our 

citizens, employees, employee candidates, visitors, institutions we cooperate with and 

third parties. 

In this context, necessary administrative and technical measures are taken by our 

Institution for the protection of personal data processed in accordance with the relevant 

legislation. 

Definitions 

Explicit Consent: Consent on a specific subject, based on information and expressed with 

free will, 

Anonymization: Making the data previously associated with a person incapable of being 

associated with an identified or identifiable natural person in any way, even by matching 

with other data, 

Personal Data: Any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person, 

Processing of Personal Data: Obtaining, recording, storing, preserving, changing, 

rearranging, disclosing, transferring, taking over, making available the Personal Data by 

fully or partially automatic or non-automatic means if it is a part of any data recording 

system, all kinds of operations carried out on the data, such as the classification or 

prevention of its use, 

Personal Data Owner / Relevant Person: Persons whose personal data are processed by 

the Institution, 

https://www.izmir.bel.tr/tr/kisisel-verilerin-islenmesi-ve-korunmasi-politikasi/531/3209
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Institution / Data Officer: Izmir Metropolitan Municipality, 

KVK Law 5/ Law: Law No. 6698 on the Protection of Personal Data, 

KVK Board / Board: Personal Data Protection Board, 

Special Quality Personal Data: Data related to race, ethnicity, political opinion, 

philosophical belief, religion, sect or other beliefs, dress, association, foundation or union 

membership, health, sexual life, criminal conviction and security measures, and biometric 

and genetic data, means.  

Purpose and Scope 

This Policy is a guide for our Institution to implement the rules set forth by the KVK Law 

and the relevant legislation. 

The main purpose of the policy is to make explanations regarding the processing and 

protection of personal data in accordance with the Law and to provide transparency by 

informing people about the personal data processed by our Institution. In this way, it is 

aimed to ensure full compliance with the legislation in the processing and protection of 

personal data carried out by our Institution and to protect all the rights of personal data 

owners arising from the legislation regarding personal data. 

This Policy relates to all personal data of our citizens, employees, employee candidates, 

visitors, institutions we cooperate with, and third parties that are processed automatically 

or non-automatically, if they are part of any data recording system. 

Principles 

The actions and measures taken by our institution to ensure "data security" in accordance 

with the KVK Law are listed below. 

In the deletion, destruction and anonymization of personal data, technical and 

administrative measures to be taken within the scope of the Law, provisions of the 

relevant legislation and Board decisions are followed. 

All transactions regarding the deletion, destruction and anonymization of personal data 

are recorded by our Institution. 

Unless a contrary decision is taken by the Board, the appropriate method of ex officio 

deletion, destruction or anonymization of personal data is determined in accordance with 

the legislation we are subject to. 

 

5 KVK Law refers to “Personal Data Protection Law” in this official document obtained from the 

official web page of Izmir Metropolitan Municipality. 
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The processing conditions of personal data in the law are regulated within the framework 

of the legislation. In case the Related Person applies to our Institution in this regard; 

Requests submitted are finalized within 30 (thirty) days at the latest and the Related 

Person is informed, 

In case the data subject to the request has been transferred to third parties, this situation 

is notified to the third party to which the data is transferred, and necessary actions are 

taken before the third parties. 

Based on the KVK Law and other laws (657, 5510 etc.) to which the employees are subject; 

They are legally liable for not being able to unlawfully disclose the personal data they have 

learned to others, not to use them other than for the purpose of processing, and that this 

obligation will continue even after they leave their job. 

The legal, administrative and technical obligations that our Institution has to comply with 

while processing personal data, as the data controller, are imposed on the contractors by 

a confidentiality agreement. 

Our institution takes the necessary technical and administrative measures to store 

personal data in secure environments and to prevent their destruction, loss or alteration 

for unlawful purposes. 

Our Institution, in accordance with the KVK Law, carries out the necessary inspections 

within its own body or has it done. The results of these audits are reported to the relevant 

units and managers and necessary activities are carried out to improve the measures 

taken. 

Processing Personal Data 

Our institution processes personal data within the scope of the laws it is subject to while 

fulfilling its obligations and responsibilities. 

Personal data cannot be processed without expressly stated in the applicable laws or 

without the explicit consent of the data owner. The express consent of the personal data 

owner is only one of the legal bases that makes it possible to process personal data in 

accordance with the law. Apart from express consent, personal data may also be 

processed in the presence of one of the other conditions listed below. 

Our Institution may process the Personal Data of Personal Data Owners in cases expressly 

stipulated by the laws, even without express consent. For example, processing the identity 

information of the Bidder Company Official in accordance with the Public Procurement 

Law. 

Personal Data may be processed without explicit consent in order to protect the life or 

bodily integrity of the person or another person who are unable to express their consent 
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due to actual impossibility or whose consent cannot be validated. For example, 

transmitting the identity card information of the unconscious visitor to the doctors by the 

security officer of the Institution. 

Personal Data of the parties to the contract can be processed, if it is directly related to the 

establishment or performance of a contract by the Institution. For example, obtaining the 

account number information of the creditor for the payment of the money pursuant to a 

signed contract. 

The Institution may process the Personal Data of Personal Data Owners if it is necessary 

to fulfill its legal obligations. For example, submission of information requested by court 

order to the court. 

Personal Data made public by the Personal Data Owners by the Institution can be 

processed. e.g; Publishing the contact information of the employee candidate on websites 

that allow job applications. 

If data processing is necessary for the establishment, exercise, or protection of a right, the 

personal data of the data owner may be processed. For example, storing demonstrative 

data (for example, an invoice) and using it as and when necessary. 

The Institution may process the Personal Data of Personal Data Owners without seeking 

explicit consent in cases where data processing is necessary for the exercise or protection 

of a legally legitimate right. For example, camera recording for security purposes in the 

buildings and facilities of the institution. 

Our institution does not process Sensitive Personal Data without the express consent of 

the person concerned, except for the cases expressly stipulated in the laws. 

While our institution processes Personal data. 

In the processing of personal data, it acts in accordance with the principles brought by 

legal regulations and the general rule of trust and honesty. In this context, it considers the 

proportionality requirements in the processing of personal data and does not use 

personal data for any other purpose. 

The personal data processed by considering the fundamental rights of the personal data 

owners and their own legitimate interests. 

Purposes of Processing Personal Data 

Our institution processes your personal data for the following purposes. 

• To use it in the services to be provided by our institution within the scope of the law and 

relevant legislation, 

• To carry out our municipal services, to determine the information to determine the owner and 

addressee of all kinds of works and transactions, 
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• To prepare information and documents that will be the basis for works and transactions to be 

carried out on paper or electronically, 

• To comply with the information retention, reporting and information obligations stipulated by 

the judicial and administrative authorities in accordance with the relevant legislation, 

• Planning and execution of corporate sustainability activities, 

• Event management, 

• Management of relations with corporation companies and contractors, 

• Execution of personnel procurement processes, 

• Execution/follow-up of financial reporting and risk management transactions, 

• Execution/follow-up of legal affairs 

• Planning and execution of corporate communication activities, 

• Execution of corporate governance activities, 

• HIM and Information Request, complaint management, 

• Giving information to authorized institutions based on legislation, 

• Creating and tracking visitor records, 

• Developing the services offered from WEB Sites and Applications, 

• Providing free and wireless internet services, 

In case the processing activity performed outside of the aforementioned purposes does 

not meet any of the conditions stipulated under the KVK Law, the Authority provides the 

explicit consent of the personal data owner regarding the relevant processing process. 

Classification of Personal Data 

In line with the legitimate and lawful personal data processing purposes of our institution, 

the personal data in the following categories are processed by informing the relevant 

persons in accordance with the Law, in compliance with all obligations set forth in the 

Law. It is also stated in this section that the personal data processed in these categories 

are related to which data owners are regulated within the scope of this Policy. 

Personal Data Explanation 

Identity Information Documents including Name-Surname, Identity 

number, nationality information, mother's name and 

father's name, place of birth, date of birth, gender 

such as driver's license, identity card and passport; 

and information such as tax number, identity 

number, nationality information, , tax number, Social 

Security Institution number, signature information, 

vehicle registration plate information, etc. 

Contact Information Information such as phone number, address, e-mail 

address, fax number, IP address, etc. 

Location Data Information that determines the location of the 

personal data owner, within the framework of the 
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services carried out by the Institution or as a result of 

the services provided by the institutions we 

cooperate with; GPS location, address information, 

etc. 

Citizen Data As a result of the responsibilities of our institution 

and the services carried out by our units in this 

framework, the information obtained and produced 

about the person concerned, etc. 

Family Members and Relatives’ 

Information 

Information about the family members (e.g., spouse, 

mother, father, child) and relatives of the personal 

data owner, custody information, emergency contact 

information, etc., regarding the services provided by 

our institution or in order to protect the legal and 

other interests of the personal data owner. 

Physical Space Security 

Information 

Personal data regarding the records and documents 

taken at the entrance to the physical space, during 

the stay in the physical space; camera recordings and 

recordings taken at the security point, etc. 

Financial Information Personal data, bank account number, IBAN number, 

credit card information, and personal data processed 

for information, documents and records showing all 

kinds of financial results created according to the 

type of legal relationship established by the 

institution with the personal data owner, income 

data etc. 

Audio/Visual Information Photographs and camera recordings (excluding the 

recordings included in the Physical Space Security 

Information), audio recordings and data contained in 

documents that are copies of documents containing 

personal data, etc. 

Personal Information All kinds of personal data processed for obtaining the 

information that will be the basis for the formation of 

the employee's personal rights, etc. 

Special Qualified Personal Data Data specified in Article 6 of the KVK Law, etc. (e.g., 

health data including blood group) 

Transaction Security 

Information 

Personal data, etc., processed to ensure our 

technical, administrative, and legal security while 

carrying out our activities within the scope of our 

responsibilities 
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Legal Process and Compliance 

Information 

Determination and follow-up of our legal receivables 

and rights, performance of our debts, and personal 

data processed within the scope of compliance with 

our legal obligations and the Institution's policies, 

etc. 

Service Information Personal data processed for the service reception 

habits, tastes and needs of the personal data owner 

of our services, and reports and evaluations created 

according to the results of this processing, etc. 

Request/Complaint 

Management Information 

Personal data regarding the receipt and evaluation of 

all kinds of requests or complaints directed to the 

Institution, and reports and evaluations created 

according to the results of this processing, etc. 

 

Data Processing in Buildings and Facility Entrances, and Inside Buildings and 

Facilities 

To ensure security by our Institution, personal data processing activities are carried out 

in the buildings and facilities of our Institution for monitoring with security cameras and 

the tracking of guest entries and exits. These activities are carried out by using security 

cameras, obtaining identity cards and recording guest entries and exits. 

Monitoring and recording with the camera carried out by our institution is carried out in 

accordance with the Law on Private Security Services and the relevant legislation. 

In accordance with Article 12 of the KVK Law, our institution takes the necessary technical 

and administrative measures to ensure the security of personal data obtained because of 

camera monitoring. 

Internet access can be provided by our Institution to our Visitors who request it during 

their stay in our Buildings and Facilities. In this case, the log records of your internet access 

are recorded in accordance with the Law No. 5651 and the mandatory provisions of the 

legislation arranged according to this Law; These records are only processed when 

requested by authorized public institutions and organizations or to fulfill our legal 

obligations in the audit processes to be carried out within the Institution. 

Website and Application Visitors 

In the websites and applications owned by our institution; It records the visits of the 

people who visit these sites in order to ensure that they carry out their visits in accordance 

with the purposes of their visit. 
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Detailed explanations on the processing and protection of personal data regarding these 

activities carried out by our Institution on WEB sites and applications are included in the 

Privacy Policy under the heading "Protection of Personal Data" on the Institution's WEB 

site. 

Sharing of Personal Data 

Personal data held by our institution with persons, institutions and/or organizations 

required/permitted by the laws, other laws and other legislation to which we are bound; 

with district municipalities in order to carry out the services offered to the citizens; It can 

be transferred to third parties from whom services are received to carry out our activities 

such as universities, public institutions and municipalities, within the scope of the 

applicable laws or by obtaining approval from the Izmir Metropolitan Municipality Council, 

within the framework of legal restrictions. 

Personal Data Storage Period 

Our institution keeps personal data for the period specified in these legislations if it is 

stipulated in the relevant laws and regulations. 

If a period of time is not regulated in the legislation regarding how long personal data 

should be stored, Personal Data is processed for the period that requires processing 

depending on the activity carried out while processing that data. 

Deleting, Destroying and Anonymizing Personal Data 

Although our Institution has been processed in accordance with the provisions of the 

relevant law as regulated in Article 138 of the Turkish Penal Code and Article 7 of the KVK 

Law, personal data is deleted or destroyed upon the decision of the Institution or upon 

the request of the personal data owner, in case the reasons requiring processing are 

eliminated. or anonymized. 

In this context, our Institution takes the necessary technical and administrative measures 

within the Institution to fulfill its related obligation; trains, assigns and raises awareness 

of the relevant units in order to comply with these obligations. 

Anonymization of personal data means that personal data cannot be associated with an 

identified or identifiable natural person under any circumstances, even by matching them 

with other data. In accordance with Article 28 of the KVK Law; Anonymized personal data 

may be processed for purposes such as research, planning and statistics. 

Related Person Request Management 

In case personal data owners apply for their requests regarding their rights with the 

application methods under the title of "Protection of Personal Data" on the corporate 
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website of www.izmir.bel.tr; requests are concluded free of charge by our Institution 

within thirty days at the latest. 

The Relevant Person's request, including the necessary information and explanations 

identifying his/her identity, in order to exercise his/her rights; By filling out the Application 

Form at www.izmir.bel.tr, you can personally send a signed copy to the address of İzmir 

Metropolitan Municipality Registrar's Office Cumhuriyet Bulvarı No:1 Kat:3 Konak İZMİR 

with the documents identifying your identity, send it through a notary public or send the 

relevant form to izmirbuyuksehirbelediye@hs01.kep.tr with a secure electronic signature. 

Technical and Administrative Measures to Protect Personal Data 

Our Institution, in accordance with the Law, takes the necessary technical and 

administrative measures to prevent the illegal processing of the Personal Data it 

processes, to prevent illegal access to the data and to ensure the preservation of the data. 

These measures are stated below. 

Technical Measures 

a) Technical measures are taken in accordance with the developments in technology, the 

measures taken are periodically updated and renewed. 

b) Access authorizations are limited, and authorizations are reviewed regularly. 

c) The technical measures taken are periodically reported to the relevant person in accordance 

with the internal audit mechanism, the issues posing a risk are re-evaluated and the necessary 

technological solution is produced. 

d) Software and hardware including virus protection systems and firewalls are installed. 

e) Personnel knowledgeable in technical matters are employed. 

f) Security scans are regularly passed to detect security vulnerabilities in applications where 

Personal Data is collected. The gaps found are closed. 

g) Systems suitable for technological developments are used to store Personal Data in secure 

environments. 

h) Backup programs are used in accordance with the law to ensure that Personal Data is stored 

securely. 

i) Access to the data is restricted to the environments where Personal Data is kept, and only 

authorized persons are allowed to access this data, limited to the purpose of storing personal 

data, and inappropriate access or access attempts are communicated to the relevant persons 

by keeping track records of access to data storage areas where Personal Data is stored. 

Administrative Measures 

a) Employees are informed and trained about the law on the protection of Personal Data and the 

processing of Personal Data in accordance with the law. 

b) All the activities carried out by the institution are analyzed in detail, specific to all units, and as 

a result of this analysis, Personal Data processing activities are revealed, specific to the 

activities carried out by the relevant units. 

http://www.izmir.bel.tr/
http://www.izmir.bel.tr/
mailto:izmirbuyuksehirbelediye@hs01.kep.tr
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c) In order to meet the legal compliance requirements determined on a unit basis, awareness is 

created for the relevant unit and implementation rules are determined; Necessary 

administrative measures are taken to ensure the control of these issues and the continuity of 

implementation. 

d) Employees are trained on technical measures to be taken to prevent unlawful access to 

Personal Data. 

e) Access to Personal Data and authorization processes are designed and implemented within 

the Institution in accordance with the legal compliance requirements for Personal Data 

processing. 

f) In addition to the contracts concluded by the Institution with the persons to whom Personal 

Data are transferred in accordance with the law; A confidentiality agreement is signed stating 

that the persons to whom Personal Data are transferred will take the necessary security 

measures for the protection of Personal Data and ensure that these measures are complied 

with in their own organizations. 
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Gediz Energy Company General Clarification Text in accordance with Personal Data 

Protection Legislation 

(Translated from the Turkish version in Gediz Website. Available at:  

https://www.gediz.com/bilgi/kisisel-verilerin-korunmasi. Date Accessed:  18.11.2021) 

1. Identity of Data Controller 

As Gediz Elektrik Perakende Satış AŞ (“Gediz” or the “Company”), we show maximum 

sensitivity to the security and confidentiality of your personal data. With this awareness 

and within the responsibility of the data controller before the Law on the Protection of 

Personal Data No. 6698 (“Law”), we present the following matters for your information, 

within the scope of the disclosure obligation, in order to ensure that we act in accordance 

with the Law regarding the personal data we obtain: 

2. Processing of Personal Data and Purposes of Processing 

Although your personal data may vary in relation to the service and commercial activity 

offered by Gediz, it is processed by our Company to ensure that the services are provided 

in the best possible way. In this context. 

If you are a natural person customer/employee/contact person/partner/authority of legal 

person or real person merchant customers and in some cases a 

curator/guardian/representative, guarantor, potential customer of our company: 

Your personal data (identity, contact, customer transaction information) and sensitive 

personal data might be provided (in case of sharing by real person customers, health 

report in accordance with the Electricity Market Consumer Services Regulation, as well as 

religion, blood group information in identity documents indirectly through a copy of 

identity and/or driver's license). 

Execution of subscription contract processes, follow-up of after-sales support services, 

customer relationship management processes, customer satisfaction activities, legal, 

financial and accounting works, follow-up of requests / complaints, execution of activities 

in accordance with the Electricity Market Law and secondary legislation and other relevant 

legislation, carrying out advertisement/campaign/promotion/survey activities within the 

framework of marketing analysis, conducting/supervision of business activities, 

conducting audit activities, conducting business continuity activities, conducting risk 

management processes, conducting strategic planning activities, receiving and assessing 

suggestions for improvement of business processes, follow-up and execution of social 

responsibility and non-governmental activities, informing authorized persons, institutions 

and organizations upon request, conducting communication activities, carrying out 

storage and archiving activities, conducting information security processes may be finitely 

processed for the purposes of complying with the policies and procedures of the 

Company and the Aydem Holding group of companies to which the Company is affiliated. 
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If you are an employee/contact person/partner/authority of our legal or natural person 

merchants/suppliers/business partners/subcontractors: 

In case of sharing your personal data (identity, communication, financial, personal data), 

your sensitive personal data (health, criminal conviction data) can also be processed for 

the purposes of follow-up of contract processes, goods and service sales processes, 

follow-up of legal, finance and accounting works, execution of risk management 

processes, occupational health and safety, execution/audit of business activities, 

execution of performance evaluation processes,  providing information to authorized 

persons, institutions and organizations upon request, execution of communication 

activities, execution of information security processes. 

In addition, 

• If you visit our company's workplaces, your identity information, physical space security data, 

for ensuring physical space security, creating visitor records, and complying with Gediz policies 

and procedures, 

• If you visit our website, your transaction security data is kept in electronic environment to 

fulfill the obligations arising from the legislation in accordance with the Law No. 5651, to 

comply with Gediz policies and procedures, and to carry out information security processes, 

• If you log in to the wireless network system provided by our company free of charge, your 

personal data regarding identity, communication and transaction security can be processed in 

a limited and measured way in connection with its purposes of fulfilling the obligations arising 

from the legislation, preventing illegal and unethical use of the system, complying with Gediz's 

policies and procedures, and conducting information security processes.  

Your personal data can also be stored in both digital and physical environments by 

transferring them to physical archives and information systems. 

3. To Whom the Processed Personal Data Can Be Transferred and For What Purposes 

Your collected personal data, for the purposes described in Article 2 of this Clarification 

Text, within the scope of the Law and related legislation and depending on the reasons 

that require it to be transferred, and limited to these reasons; Execution and support of 

the systems and operational processes of companies providing information technology 

services in the country and abroad that we cooperate with and benefit from, including 

official institutions and organizations, independent audit companies, lawyers, law and 

mediation offices, banks, our business partners and suppliers may be transferred to our 

Company's domestic shareholders and group companies and to the databases used 

jointly with them. 

4. Method and Legal Justification for Personal Data Collection 

Your personal data, in accordance with the purposes described in article 2 of this 

Clarification Text and the basic principles stipulated in the Law, as specified in article 5 of 
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the Law; Based on and limited to the performance of the contract, the establishment, 

exercise or establishment of the right, the legitimate interest of the data controller and 

your express consent; Verbal or written information transmitted by your employer or you 

directly via our e-mail address, by automatic or non-automatic methods, can be collected 

through applications and software used within the scope of Company activities and 

camera circuit camera systems recordings. 

5. Your Rights Regarding the Protection of Personal Data 

Within the framework of personal data protection legislation, you have the right to learn 

whether your personal data is processed, to request information about it if it has been 

processed, to learn the purpose of the processing and whether it is used in accordance 

with these purposes by us, to learn the third parties to whom it has been transferred, in 

the country or abroad, to request that it be corrected if it is incomplete or incorrectly 

processed, and to notify the transferred third parties if it has been transferred, requesting 

that the processing conditions be deleted or destroyed and notified to the third parties if 

transferred, if you think that a result has arisen against you by analyzing the processed 

data exclusively through automatic systems, objecting to this situation, if you suffer a loss 

due to unlawful processing, and to demand the loss to be recovered.  

Your requests within the scope of Article 11 of the Law, which regulates the rights of the 

person concerned, can be submitted to Anadolu Cad. No:41 Megapol Tower K:19 Bayraklı, 

İzmir, in writing and by providing your identity confirmation, in person or via e-mail 

confirming your membership to the e-mail address kvk.gediz@aydemenerji.com.tr. 

Our company will finalize application requests within 30 (thirty) days at the latest, 

according to the nature of the request, in accordance with Article 13 of the Law. If the 

transaction requires cost, the tariff determined by the Personal Data Protection Board will 

be applied. If the request is rejected, the reason(s) for the rejection will be justified in 

writing or electronically. You can find detailed information on the evaluation process of 

application requests in our Company's Personal Data Protection and Processing Policy. 
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Opinion of the DPO regarding data collection activities with Pontos/Grohe & 

Climatequarter Waldsee, Germany, 2021/2022 
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Opinion of the DPO regarding the survey platform, Germany, 2022/2023 
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Opinion of the DPO regarding the sustainability survey, Germany, 2022 
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Opinion of the DPO regarding the qualitative interviews in Norway, 2023 
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Opinion of the DPO regarding the Intervention Platform in Norway, 2023 
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Ethical assessment of data management in netnography research in Norway, spring 2023 
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Ethical assessment of data management in individual interviews in Norway, spring 2023  
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Data protection regulations for Energiekompass, Austria, 2022/2023 
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Annex IV: Data documentation templates 
 

The following two templates shall be used to document the necessary background of the 

data files for internal and external use in ENCHANT. 

1) Data documentation template for qualitative data in ENCHANT 

2) Data documentation template for quantitative data in ENCHANT 

Data documentation forms from the partners will be included in the updated DMP. 
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1) Data documentation template for qualitative data in ENCHANT 

 

Name of the data set: ___________  Date the data set was finalized: 

_________________ 

 

Date/time period the data was collected: ____________ to ____________. 

 

Responsible partner for the collection of the data:  

 

_________________________________ (name) ____________________________(institution) 

 

Data produced in WP: ____________ Task: ____________ 

 

Data anonymised on (date): _______________ by __________________________ 

 

 

Information about the participants: 

 

Number: __________  Age: _________________  Sex: ___________________ 

 

Participants’ background: ____________________________________________________ 

 

Recruitment procedure: _____________________________________________________ 

 

 

Original language of the material: _____________________________________________ 

 

Data collected by (interviewer): _______________________________________________ 

 

Transcribed by: ___________________________________________________________ 

 

Transcription rules: ________________________________________________________ 

 

Translated to English by: ___________________________________________________ 

 

Ethically cleared by: _____________________________________ on (date): _______________ 

 

 

Interview guidelines (or the like): _______________________________________________________ 

 

Size of the data (e.g., number of words): _________________________________________________ 

 

Short summary: ______________________________________________  
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2) Data documentation template for quantitative data in ENCHANT 

 

Name of the data set: ___________  Date the data set was finalized: 

_________________ 

 

Date/time period the data was collected: ____________ to ____________. 

 

Responsible partner for the collection of the data:  

 

_________________________________ (name) ____________________________(institution) 

 

Data produced in WP: ____________ Task: ____________ 

 

Data anonymised on (date): _______________ by __________________________ 

 

 

Information about the participants: 

 

Number: __________  Age: _________________  Sex: ___________________ 

 

Participants’ representative for which population: -

__________________________________________ 

 

Recruitment procedure: _____________________________________________________ 

 

Response rate: ___________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Original language of the material: _____________________________________________ 

 

Translated to English by: ___________________________________________________ 

 

Ethically cleared by: _____________________________________ on (date): _______________ 

 

Variables in the dataset: 

Variable name Variable type Variable label Answering 

format/value 

labels 

Comments 

     

     

 

Variable types:  
- T = text 
- D = date / time 
- B = binary / dichotomous 
- C = categorical 
- O = ordered categorical / ordinal 
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- I = interval / ratio / Likert scales with 5 or more categories 

 

Short summary: ______________________________________________ 
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Annex V: Recommended technical and organizational measures 

(TOMs) 
 

1. General 

 Employees have demonstrably been trained in data protection law and data security. 

 All employees are demonstrably obliged to maintain data secrecy and, if applicable, 

telecommunications secrecy. 

2. Confidentiality (Article, 32 paragraph 1, point (b) GDPR) 

2.1 Physical access control 

Technical measures Organisational measures 

(Manual) locking system 
Visitors in company are accompanied by an 

employee 

 Safety lock Reception 

 Management of locking system 

 Care in the selection of cleaning staff 

2.2 Data access control 

Technical measures Organisational measures 

Auto-lock for display general data protection and/or security 

policy 

Anti-virus-software  Creation of user profiles  

VPN for remote access “Secure password” policy 

Firewall  

Management of user accesses and 

permission 

Login with username + password 

 

Mobile Device Management 

Encryption of notebooks/tablets  

 

2.3 Data usage control 

Technical measures Organisational measures 

Document shredder (in accordance with 

ISO/IEC 21964-1) 

The minimum necessary number of persons 

with administrative access 

External shredder (in accordance with 

ISO/IEC 21964-1) 

User rights/user profiles 

  

 Proper destruction of data carriers 
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 Administration of user rights by 

administrators 

 

3. Integrity (Article 32, paragraph 1, point (b) GDPR) 

3.1 Input control 

Technical measures Organisational measures 

Manual or automated control of the logs 

(depending on the application) 

Technical logging of the input, change and 

deletion of data (depending on the 

application) 

 

Traceability of input, change and deletion of 

data through individual usernames (not user 

groups) (depending on the application) 

3.2 Transfer control 

Technical measures Organisational measures 

Data provision via encrypted connections Personal handover with protocol 

Use of VPN Care in the selection of transport personnel 

and vehicles 

Optional Email encryption   

Establishment of leased lines or VPN tunnels  

Firewall: state-of-the-art firewall 

technologies have been implemented and 

are kept up to date 

 

 

4. Availability and resilience (Article 32, paragraph 1, point (b) GDPR) 

Availability Control 

Technical measures Organisational measures 

RAID system / hard disk mirroring Keeping of backup media in a safe place 

outside server room à Off-site-Backup 

 uninterrupted power supply (UPS) Formulated backup & recovery concept 

server room monitoring (temp./humidity) Separate partitions for operating system and 

data storage 

 No sanitary connections in or above the 

server room 

 Periodic data recovery testing and recording 

of results 
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5. Regular review, assessment and evaluation procedures (Article 32, paragraph 1, 

point (d) GDPR) 

5.1 Data Protection Management 

Organisational measures 

Assigned data protection officer 

Employees trained and committed to confidentiality 

Regular awareness-raising of employees (at least annually) 

The data protection impact assessment (DPIA) is carried out if necessary 

The organization complies with the information requirements according to Article 13 and 14 

GDPR 

Formalized process for processing information requests from those affected 

5.2 Incident-Response-Management 

Technical measures 

Use of firewall and regular update 

Use of virus scanners and regular updates 

Order control 

Organisational measures 

Selection of the contractor based on due diligence (with regard to data protection and data 

security) 

Conclusion of the necessary agreement for order processing or EU standard contractual 

clauses 

In the case of long-term cooperation: an ongoing review of the contractor's level of 

protection 

Control of the execution of the contract 

Regulation on maintenance (especially remote maintenance) 

Written instructions to the contractor 

Agreement on effective control rights towards the contractor 

The obligation of the contractor's employees to maintain data secrecy 

Existing agreements for order processing 

Prior examination of the security measures taken by the contractor and their documentation 
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Annex VI: Surveys and interview guides 
 

Interview guides for the qualitative interviews in the two Italian pilots. 

 

Qualitative interviews of Italian case studies - Interview track 

 

Case study 1 - Energia Positiva  

Interviews were administered to cooperative members that took part in the intervention  

Note: a different version of the questions, which is reported in italic below, was used for 

the participants of the control group 

 

1. What was your exposure to awareness campaigns on energy consumption reduction: 

what do you think about them? Do you remember any in particular? And why? 

2. What is the impact of these campaigns and role of EnPos: do you think that being a 

member of an energy cooperative affected your perception of these campaigns? 

3. Do you remember that EnPos in October-November 2022 launched a similar campaign? 

What do you remember about the intervention? / Has your consumption changed in 

recent months? Why? How? (for the control group) 

4. Did you change your energy consumption behaviour due to the intervention? / Do you 

think that if you had received these messages it could have encouraged you to pay more 

attention to your energy consumption? (for the control group) 

5. If your behaviour had changes, what made you change? 

6. In general, what kind of information was most effective from your point of view? 

7. What kind of suggestions do you come up with for future campaigns? 

8. In your opinion, what types of information are most effective for people to guide them 

to more appropriate energy saving behaviour? 

9. What are in your opinion the most reliable sources of information for energy saving 

campaigns aimed at the population? Who do people trust the most? 
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Case study 2 - Ninfa gardens  

Interviews were administered to representatives of the Fondazione Caetani and/or 

external collaborators that worked at the implementation of intervention  

 

 

1. In your experience, what was the participants’ perception of the intervention? What 

were their main reactions to the informational material panels exposed at the Ninfa 

gardens as part of the intervention? 

2. How do you rate or judge the participants’ interest for the research and intervention 

conducted and, more generally, for the specific themes target of the intervention? (e.g., 

renewable energies, sustainable energy choices, climate change) 

3. Do you think that there is a coherent nexus between the message of the ENCHANT 

project and its interventions (in particular the informational intervention carried out at 

Ninfa) and the garden visit? Do you think that the participants perceived a coherence 

between their experience of visiting the gardens and the core part of the ENCHANT 

field intervention? 

4. What would be your suggestions for a similar campaign or a similar intervention in the 

future? 
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Survey Klimaquartier Waldsee (badenova pilot). 
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Survey Pontos Pilot (badenova pilot). 
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Follow up Survey Pontos Pilot (badenova pilot). 
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Preregistration intervention platform (badenova). 
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Sustainability Survery (badenova pilot). 
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Workshop agendas for the workshops organized by badenova 
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Survey with customers of Electrica in Romania 

Sondaj privind comportamentul consumatorilor 

casnici pe piata de energie 
 

1) Dvs. decideti sau participati la decizia privind serviciile de energie folosite in gospodaria 

dumneavoastra?* 

( ) Da 

( ) Nu 

 

2) In ce masura sunteti sau nu de acord cu urmatoarele afirmatii?* 

 Dezacord 

total 
Dezacord Acord 

Acord 

total 

Incalzirea globala este o 

amenintare la adresa planetei. 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Incalzirea globala este o 

amenintare la adresa vietii. 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Incalzirea globala este o 

amenintare la adresa 

generatiilor viitoare. 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Modul in care ma comport in 

viata de zi cu zi are un impact 

asupra mediului inconjurator. 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

De vina pentru incalzirea 

globala sunt mai ales 

politicienii. 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

De vina pentru incalzirea 

globala sunt mai ales marile 

companii. 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

De vina pentru incalzirea 

globala sunt mai ales oamenii 

de rand. 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  
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Modul in care folosesc sursele 

de energie de la mine de acasa 

are un impact asupra mediului 

inconjurator. 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Guvernul ar trebui sa aloce mai 

multe resurse din bugetul 

national pentru ca toata lumea 

sa aiba acces la energie cu 

impact cat mai redus asupra 

mediului. 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Guvernul ar trebui sa aloce mai 

multe resurse din bugetul 

national pentru ca toata lumea 

sa aiba acces la energie cat mai 

ieftina. 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Companiile de energie ar 

trebui sa aloce mai multe 

resurse proprii pentru ca toata 

lumea sa aiba acces la energie 

cu impact cat mai redus asupra 

mediului. 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Companiile de energie ar 

trebui sa aloce mai multe 

resurse proprii pentru ca toata 

lumea sa aiba acces la energie 

cat mai ieftina. 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Sunt dispus sa platesc mai mult 

pentru energie mai curata. 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Consum energie intr-un mod 

responsabil in raport cu mediul 

inconjurator. 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Consumul meu de energie 

este, in general mai mic decat 

al altor persoane. 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  
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3) Gandindu-va la situatiile in care ati interactionat cu companiile de energie (gaz, electricitate, 

termoficare), in ce masura considerati ca ati fost tratat/a cu respect de catre acestea?* 

( ) Deloc 

( ) Mica masura 

( ) Mare masura 

( ) Foarte mare masura 

( ) Nu stiu 

 

4) Daca va ganditi la modalitatile obisnuite de incalzire ale gospodariilor, care credeti ca sunt 

principalele efecte asupra mediului inconjurator? 

Va rugam sa alegeti maxim 3 variante.* 

[ ] Cresterea CO2 din aer 

[ ] Schimbari meteo “agresive” 

[ ] Lipsa hranei 

[ ] Disparitia unor specii 

[ ] Cresterea ratei de imbolnaviri (boli respiratorii, boli cardio vasculare, cancer). 

[ ] Altele (va rog precizati): _________________________________________________* 

 

5) In ce masura vi se potrivesc urmatoarele afirmatii? 

Alegeti oricate variante vi se potrivesc.* 

[ ] Cumpar aparatura (electrocasnice, electronice) care consuma mai putin curent. 

[ ] Folosesc becuri economice. 

[ ] Am masina de spalat vase. 

[ ] Deconectez aparatura de la sursa de energie atunci cand nu o folosesc. 

[ ] Am in gospodarie contoare inteligente (cu autocitire). 

[ ] Am ales sa cumpar energie verde de la furnizorul meu. 

[ ] Am izolat locuinta pe exterior. 

[ ] Am izolat locuinta pe interior. 

[ ] Am panouri solare/fotovoltaice. 

[ ] Niciuna dintre variantele de mai sus 
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6) Pe care dintre urmatoarele comportamente intentionati sa le aplicati in urmatoarele 12 luni pentru a 

va optimiza/reduce consumul de energie in gospodarie? 

Alegeti oricate variante vi se potrivesc.* 

[ ] Renovarea/izolarea peretilor exteriori 

[ ] Inlocuirea geamurilor si a tamplariei ferestrelor 

[ ] Inlocuirea echipamentelor de incalzire 

[ ] Schimbarea unor echipamente/aparate electrice mai vechi cu unele mai noi 

[ ] Interventii la nivelul acoperisului sau planseului peste subsol 

[ ] Niciuna dintre acestea 

 

7) Va rugam sa ordonați de la 1 (foarte important) la 3 (mai putin important), in functie de cat de mult 

conteaza pentru dvs, urmatoarele aspecte legate de incalzirea gospodariei.* 

________Pretul, cat de mult ma costa energia 

________Confortul din gospodarie, sa pot consuma cata energie am nevoie 

________Impactul asupra mediului inconjurator 

 

8) Va rugam sa ordonati de la 1 (foarte important) la 3 (mai putin important) urmatoarele motive care 

stau la baza deciziei dvs. in ceea ce priveste schimbarea unui echipament/aparat in gospodarie. 

________Se strica sau e pe cale sa se strice 

________Vreau sa il inlocuiesc cu un aparat mai eficient energetic, care consuma mai putin 

________Vreau sa fiu in pas cu tehnologia 

 

9) In ce masura ati spune ca va monitorizati consumul de energie din locuinta?* 

( ) Deloc 

( ) Mica masura 

( ) Mare masura 

( ) Foarte mare masura 

 

10) Dispuneti de un sistem/sisteme de monitorizare a consumului de energie (de ex. termostate, 

senzori de miscare, prize inteligente, contoare inteligente) in locuinta ?* 

( ) Da 

( ) Nu 
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11) Daca va ganditi la cele aproximativ 20 de luni trecute de la inceputul pandemiei (martie 2020), 

comparativ cu perioada dinaintea pandemiei, care dintre urmatoarele afirmatii vi se potriveste cel mai 

bine?* 

( ) Am petrecut considerabil mai mult timp acasa in toata aceasta perioada. 

( ) Am petrecut considerabil mai mult timp acasa in primele luni de la inceputul pandemiei, 

după care am revenit la situatia de dinaintea pandemiei. 

( ) Am petrecut din cand an cand mai mult timp acasa, dar nu considerabil mai mult fata de 

perioada de dinaintea pandemiei. 

( ) Nu am petrecut mai mult timp acasa, situatia a fost similara fata de perioada dinaintea 

pandemiei. 

( ) Nu stiu / Nu pot aprecia. 

 

12) In ce perioada a zilei utilizati cel mai des energie in locuinta pentru nevoile casnice?* 

( ) In prima parte a zilei 

( ) Dupa amiaza 

( ) Seara 

( ) Toata ziua in egala masura 

 

13) Intentionati sa luati masuri de reducere a consumului de energie in locuinta, in urmatorii 2-3 ani?* 

( ) Da 

( ) Nu 

 

14) Iarna trecuta ati utilizat echipamente (aparate electrice) pentru a creste temperatura in locuinta 

pentru ca sistemul de incalzire pe care il aveti/de care dispuneti nu a fost suficient?* 

( ) Da 

( ) Nu 

 

15) Care dintre urmatoarele situatii vi se potriveste cel mai bine?* 

( ) Nu am deloc echipamentele necesare pentru a creste temperatura in locuinta. 

( ) Am unele echipamente, dar prefer sa nu le pornesc ca sa nu creasca pretul facturilor. 

( ) Am unele echipamente, dar prefer sa nu le pornesc ca sa nu poluez prea mult. 

( ) Am unele echipamente, dar simt ca nu ma incalzesc daca le pornesc. 

( ) Niciuna dintre cele de mai sus. 
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16) Dispuneti in locuinta de echipamente (de ex. aer conditionat, ventilator) pentru scaderea 

temperaturii VARA, daca in locuinta este prea CALD?* 

( ) Da 

( ) Nu 

 

17) Care dintre urmatoarele situatii vi se potriveste cel mai bine? 

  

( ) Nu am deloc echipamentele necesare pentru a cobori temperatura in locuinta. 

( ) Am unele echipamente, dar prefer sa nu le pornesc ca sa nu creasca pretul facturilor. 

( ) Am unele echipamente, dar prefer sa nu le pornesc ca sa nu poluez prea mult. 

( ) Am unele echipamente, dar simt ca nu ma racoresc daca le pornesc. 

( ) Niciuna dintre cele de mai sus. 

 

18) Daca ati dispune de toate echipamentele tehnice corespunzatoare pentru a cobori temperatura in 

locuinta, cum ati proceda?* 

( ) As da drumul la aer conditionat / aparat de ventilatie. 

( ) M-as imbraca mai subtire. 

( ) As deschide ferestrele. 

( ) Nu stiu 

 

19) Ati fi dispus/a sa fiti consiliat de o persoana din afara gospodariei, cu privire la modalitati de 

reducere a consumului de energie in locuinta?* 

( ) Da 

( ) Nu 

( ) Nu stiu/nu sunt decis/a 

 

20) Pe care dintre urmatoarele categorii de cheltuieli curente le considerati prioritare in gospodaria 

dvs.? 

Va rog să alegeți 3 variante care sunt cele mai importante pentru dvs.* 

[ ] Haine, incaltaminte 

[ ] Cheltuieli legate de intretinerea locuintei 

[ ] Carti, rechizite, cheltuieli scolare 

[ ] Plata facturii la gaz (daca detineti servicii de gaz cu contract cu un furnizor) 

[ ] Abonament la internet, cablu TV 

[ ] Chirie/rata pentru locuinta 
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[ ] Plata facturii la electricitate 

 

21) Gandindu-va la facturile la energie, care dintre afirmatii vi se potriveste cel mai bine?* 

( ) Ma intereseaza si inteleg toate informatiile de pe factura. 

( ) Ma intereseaza doar ce am de platit, dar nu si alte informatii de pe factura. 

( ) Inteleg cat am de platit, dar nu inteleg si celelalte informatii de pe factura. 

 

22) Va rog sa estimati suma totală (in RON) pe care o cheltuiti intr-o luna de IARNA in gospodarie, 

pentru fiecare dintre urmatoarele care vi se potriveste:* 

Electricitate:: _________________________________________________ 

Intretinere:: _________________________________________________ 

Gaz (daca detineti separat servicii de gaz cu contract de la un furnizor): 

_________________________________________________ 

Lemne (daca detineti o soba pe lemne in gospodarie): 

_________________________________________________ 

 

23) Va rog sa estimati suma totală (in RON) pe care o cheltuiti intr-o luna de VARA in gospodarie, 

pentru fiecare dintre urmatoarele care vi se potriveste:* 

Electricitate:: _________________________________________________ 

Intretinere:: _________________________________________________ 

Gaz (daca detineti separat servicii de gaz cu contract de la un furnizor): 

_________________________________________________ 

Lemne (daca detineti o soba pe lemne in gospodarie): 

_________________________________________________ 

 

24) Care a fost valoarea ultimei facturi (in RON) pentru:* 

Electricitate:: _________________________________________________ 

Intretinere:: _________________________________________________ 

Gaz (daca detineti separat servicii de gaz cu contract de la un furnizor): 

_________________________________________________ 

 

25) Gospodaria dvs. a avut facturi restante la utilitati in ultimul an (ultimele 12 luni)?* 

( ) Da 

( ) Nu 
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26) Care sunt motivele pentru care ati avut facturi restante la utilitati?* 

[ ] Am avut dificultati financiare (nu am avut bani sa platesc factura). 

[ ] Am primit o factura incorecta de la furnizor. 

[ ] Am uitat sa platesc factura. 

[ ] Am platit factura mai tarziu (nu am respectat termenul de plata). 

[ ] Am avut o disputa (reclamatie) cu furnizorul meu. 

[ ] Alta situatie (va rugam precizati).: 

_________________________________________________* 

 

27) Cum apreciati veniturile gospodariei dumneavoastra?* 

( ) Nu ne ajung nici macar pentru strictul necesar. 

( ) Ne ajung doar pentru strictul necesar. 

( ) Ne ajung pentru un trai decent, dar nu ne permitem sa cumparam unor lucruri mai scumpe. 

( ) Ne permitem cumpararea unor lucruri mai scumpe, dar cu restrangeri in alte domenii. 

( ) Ne permitem sa cumparam tot ceea ce ne dorim, fara restrictii. 

 

28) Care este tipul de incalzire utilizat in gospodaria dumneavoastra?* 

( ) Energie termica de la regia de termoficare 

( ) Centrala proprie pe energie electrica 

( ) Centrala proprie cu alt tip de combustibil (de ex pompa de caldura) 

( ) Centrala proprie pe gaze naturale 

( ) Centrala proprie pe lemne / paleti 

( ) Soba pe gaze naturale 

( ) Soba pe lemne / cărbuni 

( ) Fara sistem de incalzire 

( ) Nu stiu 

 

29) Care este tipul de combustibil folosit in gospodaria dvs. pentru GATIT?* 

[ ] Electricitate 

[ ] Gaz 

[ ] Lemne / carbuni / petrol 

[ ] Butelie 

[ ] Altul: _________________________________________________ 
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[ ] Nu stiu 

 

30) In ce an este fabricat frigiderul/combina frigorifica din gospodaria 

dumneavoastra?  

Dacă nu știți exact anul fabricatiei, va rugam sa ne indicați anul in care l-ati 

cumparat.* 

_________________________________________________ 

 

31) Locuiti la casa sau la bloc?* 

( ) Bloc 

( ) Casa 

 

32) Cate camere (de locuit) are locuinta dvs?  * 

( ) garsoniera 

( ) 2 camere 

( ) 3 camere 

( ) 4 camere 

( ) 5 camere 

( ) mai mult de 5 camere 

 

33) Din ce tip de material este construita cladirea in care locuiti?* 

( ) Beton 

( ) Piatra 

( ) Caramidă 

( ) BCA 

( ) Lemn 

( ) Paianta (amestec de lut cu paie din care se fac pereti) 

( ) Alt material (va rugam precizati….): 

_________________________________________________ 

( ) Nu stiu 
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34) Cat estimati ca este venitul total net in RON pe care familia dvs l-a incasat luna trecuta (toate 

persoanele cu care locuiti in aceeasi gospodarie avand un buget comun)?* 

( ) Sub 1500 lei 

( ) 1501 – 2000 lei 

( ) 2001 – 3000 lei 

( ) 3001 – 4000 lei 

( ) 4001 – 5000 lei 

( ) 5001 – 6000 lei 

( ) 6001 – 7500 lei 

( ) 7501 – 10000 lei 

( ) 10000-15000 lei 

( ) Peste 15000 lei 

( ) Refuz 

 

35) Cati membri are gospodaria dvs? * 

_________________________________________________ 

 

36) Sunteti...?* 

( ) Barbat 

( ) Femeie 

( ) Prefer sa nu spun. 

 

37) Care este ultima școală pe care ați absolvit-o?* 

( ) Scoala primara (1-4 clase) 

( ) Scoala gimnaziala (5-8 clase) 

( ) Scoala profesionala 

( ) Liceu 

( ) Scoală post-liceala sau colegiu 

( ) Studii universitare 

( ) Studii post-universitare 

 

38) Care este ocupatia dumneavoastra?* 

( ) Proprietar firma / Liber profesionist 

( ) Manager / Director / Angajat cu studii superioare 
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( ) Angajat cu studii medii 

( ) Student 

( ) Casnic(a) 

( ) Somer 

( ) Pensionar: _________________________________________________* 

( ) Altele (va rugam precizati): _________________________________________________ 

 

 

Acestea au fost toate intrebarile 
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Interview guide customers of Electrica in Romania 

 

GHID DE DISCUTIE/ FGDs 

Electrica Furnizare 

NPS - Satisfactia consumatorilor casnici 

consumatori casnici 

Aprilie 2023 

120 de minute 

 

PARCURSUL GENERAL AL DISCUTIEI    

Sectiuni si scurta descriere  
Durata   

(120 min) 

Sectiunea 1: INTRODUCERE GENERALA  5 min 

Sectiunea 2: INCALZIRE & PROFILARE CONSUMATORI 10 min 

Sectiunea 3: NEVOI & ATITUDINI FATA DE FURNIZORII DE ENERGIE 
ELECTRICA  

50 min 

Sectiunea 4: IMAGINEA BRANDURILOR/ FURNIZORILOR   40 min 

Sectiunea 5: SERVICII ADITIONALE & SUGESTII DE VIITOR 15 min 

 
 

1. INTRODUCERE GENERALA (5 min) 

MODERATOR: INCEPETI PRIN A SPUNE INVITATILOR NUMELE VOSTRU SI NUMELE 
COMPANIEI PENTRU CARE LUCRATI (ISRA). EXPLICATI-I CA AU FOST INVITATI LA O 
DISCUTIE DESPRE NEVOILE FATA DE FURNIZORII DE ENERGIE SI GAZ. 
 
EXPLICATI-I ROLUL VOSTRU: LE VETI PROPUNE CATEVA TEME DE DISCUTIE. VOR 
DISCUTA LIBER PUNCTELE LOR DE VEDERE. 
 
SUBLINIATI CA VA FI O DISCUTIE LIBERA SI INFORMALA, APOI EXPLICATI CA 
DISCUTIA VA FI INREGISTRATA AUDIO SI VIDEO SI CA ACEASTA INREGISTRARE 
ESTE FOLOSITA DOAR IN SCOPURI DE CERCETARE. 
 
EXPLICATI FAPTUL CA RAPORTUL CARE VA FI REALIZAT SE VA BAZA DOAR PE 
CEEA CE VOR SPUNE, FARA A LI SE MENTIONA NUMELE. 

 

2. INCALZIRE & PROFILARE CONSUMATORI (10 min) 

 
Pentru inceput, as vrea sa ne cunoastem.  
Povestiti-mi in cateva cuvinte despre voi si familia dvs.  
Ce imi puteti spune despre locuinta dvs.? Locuiti la apartament/ casa? Aveti 
propria locuinta sau stati cu chirie? Care sunt placerile si neplacerile in a avea 
grija de o locuinta?  
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Moderator: urmareste daca se mentioneaza spontan relatia cu furnizorii de 
energie electrica/ gaz si eventuale dificultati legate de acestia (ex: facturi prea mari, 
lipsa facturare etc) 
 
Aproximativ, cate aparate electrocasnice aveti in locuinta? La cat estimati 
consumul dvs. lunar de energie electrica? Dar pe cel de gaze? 
S-a modificat ceva in consumul dvs. in ultima perioada? Daca da, ce anume? 
Moderator: urmareste daca se mentioneaza spontan reducerea consumului si, 
daca nu, verifica: 
 
Ati simtit nevoia sa reduceti consumul de energie/ gaz in gospodaria dvs.? 
Daca da, de ce? Cum ati procedat concret? Ce masuri/ strategii ati adoptat? Au 
functionat? 
V-au afectat in vreun fel aceste masuri viata de zi cu zi? In ce sens? 
Daca nu au redus consumul: luati in calcul sa reduceti consumul de energie 
electrica/ gaz in locuinta dvs.? Cum va ganditi sa faceti acest lucru? 
Moderator: urmareste diferente intre utilizatorii cu consum mare si cei cu 
consum mai mic. 
 
Moderator: verifica si intelege motivele pentru reducerea consumului: sunt 
legate doar de pret sau si de ideea de protectie a mediului? Daca sunt legate 
doar de pret, intelege de ce acesta constituie o prioritate in detrimentul 
motivelor ecologice. 
 

3. NEVOI & ATITUDINI FATA DE FURNIZORII DE ENERGIE ELECTRICA ( 50 min) 

 
PERCEPTII DESPRE PIATA DE ENERGIE ELCTRICA 

Cum ati descrie piata energetica actuala? Care au fost schimbarile aparute in 

ultimii 3 ani? In ce masura v-au impactat acestea? Cum v-ati adaptat la aceste 

schimbari? Ce schimbari/ strategii ati implementat? 

Moderator: exploreaza pe rand pentru legislatia privind liberalizarea pietei de gaze 

naturale si energie electrica, cresterea preturilor la energie electrica si gaz, 

COVID, razboiul din Ucraina, compensare, plafonare, praguri de plafonare, 

probleme de facturare in context de piata si exploreaza consecintele pentru 

consumatori si strategiile de adaptare. 

 

S-a schimbat in vreun fel gradul dvs. de informare cu privire la piata de energie 

electrica si gaze in aceasta perioada? Daca da, cum anume?  

Dar relatia cu furnizorul de energie si gaz? S-a modificat in vreun sens? Daca da, in 

care? 
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Moderator: la sfarsitul acestei sectiuni trebuie sa avem un raspuns clar privind ce 

s-a schimbat in comportamentul lor dupa COVID, liberalizarea pietei de energie 

si razboiul din Ucraina (ex: sunt mai atenti la pret, folosesc mai mult aplicatia 

etc). 

ASOCIERI SPONTANE FURNIZORI DE ENERGIE ELECTRICA 

Care sunt primele lucruri/ ganduri/ emotii/ cuvinte care va vin in minte cand auziti de 

<furnizori de energie electrica>? De ce tocmai acestea? 

ASTEPTARI DE LA FURNIZORII DE ENERGIE ELECTRICA 

As vrea in continuare sa facem o lista cu tot ce inseamna un furnizor de utilitati de 

calitate pentru voi. Incercati sa veniti cu cat mai multe exemple si povesti personale 

din experienta cu furnizorii pentru a face un tablou complet de nevoi si posibile 

solutii.  

Moderator: noteaza pe post-it-uri criteriile mentionate. Dupa epuizarea mentiunilor 

spontane, exploreaza pentru aspectele de mai jos, daca nu au fost mentionate.  

Pentru fiecare verifica: importanta, varianta preferata, multumiri/ nemultumiri 

actuale prin exemplificarea unei situatii pozitive/ negative per aspect. 

• Oferta - tipul de servicii, varietatea serviciilor (interventii pentru urgente, energie 

din surse regenerabile etc.) Care sunt serviciile care conteaza? Ce trebuie sa se 

regaseasca in pachet? Ce poate face diferenta? Ce face ca un pachet de 

beneficii sa fie competitiv? Daca toate pachetele disponibile la un moment dar 

ar fi la acelasi pret, ce ar face diferenta mai departe? Pentru ce ati fi dispusi sa 

platiti un pret mai mare? 

• Pretul - variabil/ fix pe o perioada mai lunga de timp/ diferentiat in functie de 

consum etc.; verifica si intelege de ce este pretul un factor decisiv 

• Interactiune - Care sunt etapele importante ale interactiunii cu un furnizor de 

servicii de electricitate/ gaze naturale?  

Moderator: exploreaza pe rand pentru negociere, incheiere contract, plata 

utilitatilor etc. si verifica pentru fiecare etapa: 

Care sunt asteptarile dvs legate de fiecare din aceste etape? Ce poate usura/   

simplifica interactiunea cu furnizorii de servicii in aceasta etapa? 

 

• Perioada de plata – Care este o perioada de plata optima pentru dvs.? 

• Discount-uri – care sunt tipurile de discount atractive? 

• Proces - modalitatea de incheiere a contractului, facturare & plata a facturii etc.  

• Calitatea serviciilor - Ce inseamna calitate cand vine vorba de serviciile de 

utilitati? In ce se reflecta cel mai mult calitatea? 

• Disponibilitatea altor servicii in pachet si a altor utilitati (ex. pachet care 

include si serviciile de gaze naturale) – Care este avantajul? In ce fel va ajuta? 

• Client service: Ce inseamna pentru dvs. o experienta placuta in relatie cu un 

furnizor de servicii de energie electrica? Ce sa se intample? Cum sa fiti tratat? 
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• Comunicare – cum sa se desfasoare comunicarea cu furnizorul? Prin ce 

canale? Cu ce fel de informatii va doriti sa fiti tinuti la curent? 

• Factura electronica sau tiparita? De ce astfel? 

• Modalitati de plata: Cum faceti plata facturilor de energie electrica si gaze 

naturale? De ce preferati aceasta metoda de plata? Mai sunt si alte modalitati 

prin care ati putea realiza plata catre furnizori? Daca da: Pe acestea de ce nu le 

luati in calcul? 

 

Care sunt cele mai importante aspecte? De ce sunt acestea importante? 

 

 

CRITERII DE ALEGERE A FURNIZORULUI DE ENERGIE. ANALIZA KANO. 

Cum alegeti un furnizor de energie electrica, in functie de ce criterii? Ce anume 

conteaza atunci cand alegeti serviciile de energie electrica? Care sunt lucrurile 

importante? 

 

Daca ati fi acum in situatia de a alege un furnizor de servicii de energie electrica, 

ce ati lua in calcul? Care ar fi criteriile la care s-ar uita in primul rand?  

 

Ce ar putea sa faca diferenta intre doi furnizori din punctul dvs. de vedere? (ex: 

produse/servicii in sine, pret, dar si relatie, suportul oferit, comunicare, servicii conexe 

etc).  

 

Ce anume poate influenta alegerea furnizorului de energie electrica? Cum ar putea 

o firma de energie electrica sa va convinga sa incepeti o colaborare? 

 

Moderator: noteaza pe post-ituri toate criteriile/ aspectele mentionate de consumatori 

si apoi roaga-i sa le ierarhizeze astfel 

Sa incercam acum sa ierarhizam aceste criterii despre care am discutat, cele in functie 

de care alegem furnizorul de energie.  

Care sunt acele aspecte fara de care nu ati lua un calcul un furnizor de energie 

(cele de baza)? De ce sunt ele atat de importante pentru dvs.? 

Care sunt acele aspecte care il fac sa fie mult mai bun decat ceilalti/care l-ar face o 

optiune de nerefuzat? De ce tocmai acestea? 

Care sunt acele aspecte care l-ar face special fata de ceilalti? Aspecte care nu sunt 

de maxima importanta, dar ar fi placut sa fie adaugate? 

Daca va ganditi la acele aspecte care va sunt indiferente in ceea ce priveste 

furnizorii de energie, ce anume va vine in minte? De ce tocmai acestea? 

 

4. IMAGINEA BRANDURILOR/ FURNIZORILOR  (40 min) 

NTU 
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PEISAJ COMPETITIV 

Care sunt furnizorii de energie pe care ii cunoasteti?  

Moderator: Notati pe flipchart pe rand denumirea furnizorilor de interes: 
Electrica Furnizare/ Enel/ E-on/ Cez/ Hidrolectrica. Realizati un laddering pentru 
fiecare dintre ele: pornind de la ATRIBUTE  de marca/ servicii → impactul/ 
importanta acestora pentru consumatori BENEFICII → CORE VALUES ale marcii, 
astfel: 

 
Care sunt principalele trasaturi/ atribute/ caracteristici care va vin in minte, atunci 

cand auziti de Electrica Furnizare/ Enel/ E-on/ Cez/ Hidrolectrica? Ce altceva? 

Moderator: repetati intrebarea pana in momentul in care consumatorii raspund <Nimic 

altceva>. 

Ce inseamna acest lucru pentru dvs.? De ce este acest lucru important ? 

 

 

 

Langa ce alte marci, indiferent de industrie, l-ati aseza pe acest furnizor? Cu ce 

branduri il asociati/ la ce alte marci va duce cu gandul?  

Prin ce anume se diferentiaza? Are ceva doar al lui? 

Care sunt punctele forte si punctele slabe? De ce acestea?  

Care sunt avantajele/ dezavantajele competitive? Cum evaluati oferta de produse 

si servicii a acestui furnizor? Ce va place/ nu va place la interactiunea cu acest 

furnizor?  

Ce anume credeti ca ar putea face astfel incat sa isi imbunatateasca oferta, 

serviciile, in general prestatia catre dvs.? Considerati ca este suficienta? Credeti ca ar 

mai trebui ceva? Ce anume? De ce? Care sunt capitolele la care ar trebui sa mai 

lucreze si in ce fel?  

Ce va inspira in termeni de spirit/personalitate fiecare dintre marcile de pe masa? 

Daca le-ati asocia cu persoane, ce fel de persoana ar fi fiecare?  

RELATIA CU FURNIZORUL ACTUAL DE ENERGIE 
Care este furnizorul cu care colaborati in prezent?  

 
Cum l-ati ales? Ce v-a determinat sa deveniti clientul acestui furnizor? De cata vreme 
lucrati cu acest furnizor?  
Cat de multumit sunteti de urmatoarele aspecte in colaborarea cu furnizorul dvs. 
de energie electrica? 
Moderator: daca nu s-a discutat deja pana ina acest punct verifica sau sumarizeaza 
pentru: 

• proces – modalitatea de incheiere/ reinnoire a contractului; Cum ati 
incheiat contractul (de ex in magazine, online etc) Cum a decurs acest 
proces? Ati intampinat ceva dificultati? 
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• servicii - sunteti multumiti de serviciile de care beneficiati? Daca DA, de ce 
anume? Daca NU – ce anume va face nemultumit/ ce lipseste? Lipsesc anumite 
beneficii? 

• pret – cat de multumit sunteti de preturile oferite de acest furnizor? 

• facturi & plata – ati experimentat probleme de facturare? Contextul pandemic 
actual a modificat ceva in obiceurile dvs. de plata? 

• interactiune – care sunt canalele prin care comunicati cu furnizorul dvs.? Cum 
ati caracteriza interactiunea cu acesta? Care sunt asteptarile pe care le aveti 
de la o firma de furnizare de energie electrica? 

 
In trecut, ati mai colaborat si cu alti furnizori? 
Daca DA: de ce ati schimbat furnizorul de servicii de energie electrica?  
Care au fost motivele/circumstantele care v-au facut sa apelati la alta firma? Care sunt 
avantajele si dezavantajele serviciilor oferite de actualul furnizor? Cum a fost 
procesul trecerii de la un furnizor la altul?  

 
Daca NU: In ce conditii ati intrerupe colaborarea cu firma de energie electrica cu 
care lucrati in prezent? Ce v-ar putea determina ca, la un moment dat, sa decideti sa 
nu mai fiti clientul acestei companii?  
Ce sa se intample astfel incat sa renuntati la serviciile lui? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5. SERVICII ADITIONALE & SUGESTII DE VIITOR (15 min) 

 
SERVICII ADITIONALE 
Gandindu-ne la viitor, cu ce solutii v-ati dori sa vina acesti furnizori? Ce ar trebui 
sa contina pachetele astfel incat sa fiti multumit? 
 
Dincolo de furnizarea de energie electrica/ gaze naturale, ce servicii aditionale v-ati 
dori? (de ex, panouri voltaice, aer conditionat, cumparare de bunuri/centrale 
termice).  
Moderator: daca se mentioneaza echipamente electrocasnice verifica ce i-ar face 
sa cumpere astfel de echipamente de la furnizorul de energie si nu din magazine 
de specialitate, de tip Altex. 
 
Ce ar putea face diferenta din punct de vedere al serviciilor aditionale oferite? Ce 
ar putea aduce nou un furnizor in materie de servicii suplimentare incluse in oferta?  
 
SUGESTII DE VIITOR 
Cum v-ar placea sa sune lista de beneficii care sa va fie incluse in pachet pentru 
viitor – cele care ar fi relevante pentru voi/ care v-ar capta atentia?  
 
Ce fel de aplicatii/ tool-uri online v-ati dori din partea furnizorului dvs.? In ce fel v-ar 
ajuta acestea? 
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Cand trageti linie, ce ar insemna o relatie foarte buna cu un furnizor de energie 
electrica/ gaze naturale, din punctul dvs de vedere?  
 
Cu ce ar putea sa se diferentieze un astfel de furnizor pentru a va retine atentia si 
a intra pe lista de interes? 
 
Ce sfat de final le-ati da furnizorilor de energie electrica? 
 
 

MULTUMESTE PENTRU PARTICIPAREA LA DISCUTIE SI INCHEIE 
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Interview guide customers of Electrica in Romania 

 
   

CHESTIONAR ENERGIE ELECTRICA 
COD PROIECT ISRA: 1779 

Mai 2023 
  

Buna dimineata/ ziua/ seara. Numele meu este …………………………………………...................................... si lucrez la ISRA Center, o companie 

independenta de cercetare de piata si sondare a opiniei publice.  

In prezent, realizam un studiu cu privire la satisfactia clientilor cu privire la furnizorii de energie electrica si gaze naturale. Va rog sa aveti 

amabilitatea sa completam impreuna un chestionar care va dura circa 20 minute.  Va multumesc!  

 

1. SELECTIE 

 

D1. Cine ia deciziile in gospodaria dvs. cu privire la serviciile de energie electrica?  
[Op: citeste afirmatiile; raspuns unic] 

1 Doar eu 
CONTINUATI 

2 Eu impreuna cu alti membri ai familiei 

3 Altcineva din familie  STOP INTERVIU 

 

D2. Dvs.sau unul din membrii familiei dvs/prietenii apropiati lucrati/ lucreaza intr-unul din 
urmatoarele domenii? [OP: raspuns unic] 

1 Cercetare de piata 

STOP INTERVIU 
2 Publicitate 
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3 Marketing/ Sociologie/ Psihologie 

4 Mass-media (radio, TV, presa) 

5 Industria de energie electrica/ gaze naturale 

6 Niciunul dintre cele de mai sus CONTINUATI 

 

D3. Gen [Op: incercuieste numarul corespunzator] 

1 Barbat 

2 Femeie 

 

D4. Ce varsta aveti? Varsta: ............ [OP: notati varsta exacta si incercuiti intervalul numarul 
corespunzator] 

0 Sub 18 ani STOP INTERVIU 

1 18-27 ani 

CONTINUATI 
STOP INTERVIU 

2 28-38 ani 

3 39-49 ani 

4 50-60 ani 

5 61-70 ani 

6 Peste 70 ani STOP INTERVIU 

 

 

2.  CUNOASTERE & UTILIZARE furnizori de energie 
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D5. Va voi citi acum o lista de furnizori de energie electrica. De care dintre acestia ati auzit? [raspuns 
multiplu] 

D6.  Pe care dintre acesti furnizori de energie electrica il utilizati in prezent in gospodaria dvs? Prin 
gospodaria dvs ne referim la domiciliul stabil, unde va petreceti cea mai mare parte a timpului. 
OP: Daca are mai multi furnizori, intreaba „Care este furnizorul  principal, acela pe care il folositi in 
cea mai mare masura” si bifeaza. [raspuns unic] 

 

 

Cunoscuti Furnizor actual 

1 CEZ 1 1 

2 Electrica 2 2 

3 Enel 3 3 

4 E.ON 4 4 

5 Engie 5 5 

6 
Digi Energy 
(RCS&RDS) 6 6 

7 Hidroelectrica 7 7 

8 Tinmar 8 8 

9 Alt furnizor. Care? 9 9 

10 Nu stiu/Nu raspund STOP STOP 

 

Daca nu se raspunde cu un cod intre 1-8 la „Furnizor actual”, STOP INTERVIU. 

 

D7. Ati schimbat furnizorul de energie electrica din gospodaria dvs in ultimii 2 ani? [raspuns unic] 

1 Da 

2 Nu 
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3 Nu stiu 

 

Daca furnizorul actual nu este cel corespunzator ariei traditionale si nu stie daca a schimbat furnizorul STOP INTERVIU 

 

Q3.a. [Daca a raspuns DA la D7] Ce furnizor de energie electrica aveati inainte ? [raspuns unic] 

1 CEZ 

2 Electrica Furnizare 

3 Enel 

4 E.ON 

5 Engie 

6 Digi Energy (RCS&RDS) 

7 Tinmar 

8 Alt furnizor. Care? 

9 Nu stiu/Nu raspund 

 

In continuare se evalueaza furnizorul ACTUAL de energie electrica.  EVALUARE GENERALA 

 

3.  EVALUAREA GENERALA a FURNIZORULUI ACTUAL DE ENERGIE ELECTRICA  

 

D8. Luand in considerare tot ceea ce stiti despre furnizorul dvs actual de energie electrica [PROG: Insereaza 
furnizorul evaluat], cat de probabil ar fi sa il recomandati persoanelor pe care le cunoasteti: membrii ai 
familiei, prieteni sau colegi? Va rog sa folositi o scala de la 0 la 10, unde 0 inseamna “cu siguranta nu voi 
recomanda” si 10 inseamna “ cu siguranta voi recomanda”. Puteti alege orice cifra intre 0 si10. [raspuns unic] 
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cu siguranta nu voi recomanda 
0 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
cu siguranta voi recomanda 

10 

 

D9. [Doar pentru 9-10 la Q10] Care sunt motivele pentru care ati oferit nota [PROG: Insereaza nota] pentru [Progr: 
furnizor]? Va rog detaliati. Mai sunt si alte motive?  [raspuns spontan] 

....................................... 

 

D10. [Doar pentru 7-8 la  Q10] Care sunt aspectele care ar trebui  imbunatatite pentru ca nota dvs. pentru 
[Progr: furnizor] sa fie 9 sau 10? Va rog detaliati. Mai sunt si alte aspecte?  [raspuns spontan] 

........................................ 

 

D11. [Doar pentru 0-6 la Q10] Care sunt aspectele care ar trebui sa fie imbunatatite pentru ca dvs. sa doriti sa 
recomandati  [Progr: furnizor] persoanelor pe care le cunoasteti? Va rog detaliati. Mai sunt si alte aspecte?  
[raspuns spontan] 

........................................ 

 

D13. Cat de multumit sunteti de furnizorul [PROG: Insereaza furnizorul evaluat], referitor la urmatoarele 
aspecte? Va rog sa folositi o scala de la 1 la 5, unde 1 inseamna “foarte nemultumit” si 5 inseamna “foarte 
multumit”. [raspuns unic pe linie]  

OP: Rotiti ordinea de citire a afirmatiilor! 

Foarte 
nemultumi

t 
1 

2   3   4  
Foarte 

multumit 
5 

NS/N
R 

99 

1 Raportul dintre calitatea serviciilor si pret 1 2 3 4 5 99 

2 Preturile practicate, in general, de furnizorul dvs 1 2 3 4 5 99 

3 
Oferte atractive care includ servicii de energie electrica 
si gaze naturale 

1 2 3 4 5 99 
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4 

Oferte atractive care includ energie electrica si servicii 
aditionale (de ex. asigurare de bunuri sau de viata, 
interventii tehnice) 

1 2 3 4 5 99 

5 Claritatea ofertelor  1 2 3 4 5 99 

6 
Produsele si serviciile actuale ale furnizorului de 
energie electrica 

1 2 3 4 5 99 

7 

Usurinta in schimbarea produsului/tarifului dvs,  
actualizarea datelor de contact, schimbarea conventiei 
de consum 

1 2 3 4 5 99 

8 
Functionarea servicului de energie electrica (fara 
intreruperi) 

1 2 3 4 5 99 

 

4.  EVALUAREA FURNIZORULUI ACTUAL DE ENERGIE ELECTRICA – TOUCHPOINTS – ULTIMELE 6 LUNI 

 

D14. Acum va rog să vă gândiţi la toate interactiunile pe care le-aţi avut in ultimele 3-6 luni cu [PROG: 
Insereaza furnizorul actual ].  Va citesc o lista de activitati si pentru fiecare, va rog sa imi raspundeti daca... 

    [raspuns unic pe linie]  

OP: Rotiti ordinea de citire a situatiilor! Da Nu 

1 
Ati vizitat un magazin/centru de relatii cu clientii 
[PROG: Insereaza furnizorul] 

1 2 

2 
Ati sunat la Serviciul de Relatii Clienti/Call Center 
[PROG: Insereaza furnizorul] 

1 2 

3 
Ati vizitat pagina de internet a furnizorului [PROG: 
Insereaza furnizorul] 

1 2 

4 
Ati folosit serviciul  de tip MyAccount/Contul meu (de 
ex. MyCez, MyEnel, My Electrica etc)  

1 2 
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5 

Ati vizitat vreuna din paginile [PROG: Insereaza 
furnizorul] pe diverse canale de Social Media precum 
Facebook, Youtube, Instagram etc. 

1 2 

6 
Ati reinnoit contractul cu furnizorul actual. 1 2 

7 
Ati schimbat furnizorul vechi si ati ales un furnizor nou 
cu care ati incheiat contract 

1 2 

8 
Ati contactat [furnizorul X] in legatura cu o reclamatie 1 2 

 

D15.  [Doar pentru D14_r2=1]  Vom discuta acum despre experienta cu call-center-ul [PROG: Insereaza 
furnizorul].  Cum evaluati experienta cu urmatoarele aspecte referitoare la Serviciul de Relatii cu Clientii/call 
center al [PROG: Insereaza furnizorul]? Va rog sa folositi o scala de la 1 la 5, unde 1 inseamna “foarte 
nemultumit” si 5 inseamna “foarte multumit”.  [raspuns unic pe linie]  

OP: Rotiti ordinea de citire a aspectelor! 

Foarte 
nemultumi

t 
1 

2   3   4  
Foarte 

multumit 
5 

NS/N
R 

99 

1 Experienta dumneavoastra cu call center-ul, in general 1 2 3 4 5 99 

2 
Robotul telefonic, in general 1 2 3 4 5 99 

3 
Timpul de asteptare necesar pentru a intra in legatura 
cu un consultant de la relatii cu clientii (call center) 

1 2 3 4 5 99 

4 Amabilitatea personalului de la call center 1 2 3 4 5 99 

5 
Claritatea informatiei primita de la personalul de la call 
center 

1 2 3 4 5 99 

6 
Rezolvarea problemei de la prima sesizare de catre 
personalul de la relatii cu clientii (call center) 1 2 3 4 5 99 

 

D15b. [Doar pentru D14_r2=1]  Care sunt motivele pentru care ati  sunat la Serviciul de relatii cu 
clientii/ Call Center ? [raspuns spontan] 
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D16. [Doar pentru D14_r1=1]  Cum evaluati experienta cu urmatoarele aspecte referitoare la magazinele/ 
centrele de relatii cu clientii ale [PROG: Insereaza furnizorul ]?  
Va rog sa folositi o scala de la 1 la 5, unde 1 inseamna “foarte nemultumit” si 5 inseamna “foarte 

multumit”. [raspuns unic pe linie]  

OP: Rotiti ordinea de citire a aspectelor! 

Foarte 
nemultumi

t 
1 

2   3   4  
Foarte 

multumit 
5 

NS/N
R 

99 

1 

Experienta dumneavoastra in magazinul/centrul de 

relatii cu clientii al [PROG: Insereaza furnizorul], in 

general 

1 2 3 4 5 99 

2 
Timpul de asteptare necesar pana v-a preluat un 
angajat 1 2 3 4 5 99 

3 

Priceperea consultantului din magazine/ centrele de 
relatii cu clientii in rezolvarea cererilor 
dumneavoastra 

1 2 3 4 5 99 

4 
Atitudinea prietenoasa a consultantului din magazine/ 
centrele de relatii cu clientii 

1 2 3 4 5 99 

5 

Personalul din magazine/ centrele de relatii cu 
clientii ofera informatii clare si complete despre 
produse si servicii 

1 2 3 4 5 99 

6 
Aspectul magazinului/centrului de relatii cu clientii, in 
general 

1 2 3 4 5  

 

D16a. [Doar pentru D14_r1=1]  Care sunt motivele pentru care ati  vizitat un magazin/centru de relatii 
cu clientii ? [raspuns spontan] 
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D17. [Doar pentru D14_r3=1]  Cum evaluati experienta cu urmatoarele aspecte referitoare la website/pagina 
de internet [PROG: Insereaza furnizorul]? 

Va rog sa folositi o scala de la 1 la 5, unde 1 inseamna “foarte nemultumit” si 5 inseamna “foarte multumit”.  

[raspuns unic pe linie]  

OP: Rotiti ordinea de citire a aspectelor! 

Foarte 
nemultumi

t 
1 

2   3   4  
Foarte 

multumit 
5 

NS/N
R 

99 

1 Claritatea informatiei de pe website-ul furnizorului… 1 2 3 4 5 99 

2 
Usurinta cu care ati gasiti informatiile pe care le cautati 
pe pagina de Internet (website) 

1 2 3 4 5 99 

4 
Aspectul și experiența de utilizare a website-ului/paginii 
de internet a [PROG: Insereaza furnizorul] 

1 2 3 4 5 99 

 

D17a. [Doar pentru D14_r4=1]  Ne-ati spus mai devreme ca ati utilizat serviciul MyAccount de la 
furnizorul [PROG. insereaza furnizorul]. Dvs. utilizati... ? [raspuns multiplu] 
1 My Account website 

2 My Account aplicatia de mobil 

3 Ambele variante 
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D18. [Doar pentru Q17a=2, 3]  Cum evaluati experienta din punctul de vedere al usurintei de  utilizare 
a aplicatiei mobile a... [Progr: insereaza furnizor]?  

Va rog sa folositi o scala de la 1 la 5, unde 1 inseamna “ Foarte nemultumit” si 5 inseamna “ Foarte 

multumit „. Puteti alege orice cifra intre 1 si 5. [raspuns unic] 

Foarte nemultumit    Foarte multumit NS/NR 

1 2 3 4 5 99 

 

D19. [Doar pentru Q17a=1, 3]  Cum  evaluati experienta din punctul de vedere al usurintei de utilizare a 
serviciului "My Account" / "Contul meu", sectiunea de pe site,  de la .... [Progr: insereaza furnizor]?  

Va rog sa folositi o scala de la 1 la 5, unde 1 inseamna “ Foarte nemultumit” si 5 inseamna “ cu siguranta 

da”. Puteti alege orice cifra intre 1 si 5. [raspuns unic] 

Foarte nemultumit    Foarte multumit NS/NR 

1 2 3 4 5 99 

 

D20. [Doar pentru D14_r5=1]  Aţi spus că aţi vizitat una dintre paginile [Progr: insereaza furnizor] de pe 
reţelele de socializare (Facebook, Instagram) în ultimele 3-6 luni. Cât de mulţumit(ă) sunteţi de 
informaţiile pe care [Progr: insereaza furnizor] le trasnsmite prin intermediul reţelelor de socializare?  
Va rog sa folositi o scala de la 1 la 5, unde 1 inseamna “ Foarte nemultumit” si 5 inseamna “ Foarte 

multumit”. Puteti alege orice cifra intre 1 si 5. [raspuns unic] 

Foarte nemultumit    Foarte multumit NS/NR 

1 2 3 4 5 99 

 

5.  EVALUAREA FURNIZORULUI ACTUAL DE ENERGIE ELECTRICA - RECLAMATII 

 

D24a. [daca D14_r8=1] Ati spus mai devreme ca ati contactat [furnizorul X] in legatura cu o reclamatie 

Care sunt motivele pentru care ati facut o reclamatie catre [furnizorul X]? 

1 Semnalare deranjamente/ avarii/ intreruperi in functionarea serviciului de energie electrica 
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2 Probleme cu factura (ex. gresita, prea mare, neclara etc. ) 

3 Nu am primit factura/ Factura a intarziat 

4 Pentru verificare/ confirmare de plata a facturii 

5 Estimarea consumului/ citirea indexului 

6 Semnalarea defectarii contorului/ panoului electric 

7 Semnalare fluctuatii de tensiune 

8 Nemultumiri legate de timpul indelungat de raspuns in call center 

9 Nemultumiri cu privire la atitudinea angajatilor 

10 Intarzierea bransarii 

11 A fost schimbat contractul fara consimtamanul meu 

12 Probleme intampinate cu schimbarea contractului 

13 Probleme cu aplicatia 

14 Neprezentarea/ intarzierea echipei de interventie 

15 Probleme cu stalpii de tensiune 

16 Obtinerea de informatii 

17 Deconectarea nejustificata de la retea 

18 Alt motiv 

19 Nu stiu/ Nu raspund 

 

D24b. [daca D14_r8=1] Va rog sa va ganditi la procesul de reclamatie, in general, indiferent de metoda de 

contact utilizata. Cum ati evalua [Furnizorul X] in legatura cu modul in care a raspuns reclamatiei dvs? 

 

Va rog sa folositi o scala de la 1 la 5, unde 1 inseamna “ Foarte nemultumit” si 5 inseamna “ Foarte 

multumit”. Puteti alege orice cifra intre 1 si 5. [raspuns unic] 

Foarte nemultumit    Foarte multumit NS/NR 

1 2 3 4 5 99 
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6.  EVALUAREA FURNIZORULUI ACTUAL DE ENERGIE ELECTRICA - CONTRACT 

 

D24e. [D14_r6=1] Ne-ati spus mai devreme ca ati reinnoit contractul cu actualul furnizor. Cand ati 

facut aceasta schimbare? 

1 Ultima luna 

2 Ultimele 3-6 luni 

3 Ultimele 6-12 luni 

4 Nu stiu [NU CITI]  

 

D14a. [D14_r6=1] Cum ati reinnoit contractul? [raspuns unic] 

1 In magazin/ la sediul furnizorului 

2 Pe email 

3 Online/ pe website-ul furnizorului [PROG: afiseaza doar pentru q14_r3=1] 

4 Un agent al furnizorului a venit acasa 

9 Alta modalitate (va rugam precizati...) 

 

D24c. [D14_r6=1] Acum va rog sa evaluati experienta reinnoirii contractului cu actualul furnizor 

pentru fiecare din urmatoarele afirmatii. [PROG: Afiseaza canalul selectat la D14a] 

Va rog sa folositi o scala de la 1 la 5, unde 1 inseamna “foarte nemultumit” si 5 inseamna “foarte 

multumit”. 

 [raspuns unic pe linie]  
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OP: Rotiti ordinea de citire a aspectelor! 
In magazin/ la 

sediul 
furnizorului 

Pe email 
Online/ pe 
website-ul 

furnizorului 

1 
Usurinta cu care ati incheiat Contractul cu 
actualul dvs furnizor de energie electrica 

1-5 NS/NR 99 1-5 NS/NR 

99 

1-5 NS/NR 99 

2 
Timpul necesar pentru incheierea contractului 
dvs 

1-5 NS/NR 99 1-5 NS/NR 

99 

1-5 NS/NR 99 

 

D282. In ultimele 3-6 luni ati primit prin posta/ e-mail materiale informative de la furnizorul dvs. de 

energie electrica? 

1 Da MERGI LA D283 

2 Nu 
MERGI LA  

3 Nu stiu 

 

D283. Cum ati evalua materialele informative primite de la furnizorul dvs de energie electrica? 

Va rog sa folositi o scala de la 1 la 5, unde 1 inseamna “foarte nemultumit” si 5 inseamna “foarte 

multumit”. [raspuns unic pe linie] 

  
1 foarte 
nemultumit 

2 3 4 
5 foarte 
multumit 

99 NS/NR 
 

        

2 Claritatea informatiilor 1 2 3 4 5 99 

3 
Informatii complete / 
suficiente 

1 2 3 4 5 99 
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7.  EVALUAREA FURNIZOR ACTUAL DE ENERGIE ELECTRICA – FACTURA  

 

D25. Vom discuta acum despre factura dvs. de la [Progr: insereaza furnizor]. 

Cum primiti factura de la [Progr: Furnizor]? [raspuns multiplu] 

1 In plic, livrata acasa prin posta/ curier 

2 Pe e-mail 

3 In aplicatia online/ Contul meu/MyAccount al furnizorului 

4 Altfel, va rugam specificati.... 

 

D26. Cat de mulţumit(ă) sunteţi de urmatoarele aspecte referitoare la factura de la [PROG: 

Insereaza furnizorul]? Va rog sa imi spuneti cum ati evalua experienta pe o scala de la 1 la 5, unde 

1 inseamna “foarte nemultumit” si 5 inseamna “foarte multumit”. 

 [raspuns unic pe linie]  

OP: Rotiti ordinea de citire a aspectelor! 

Foarte 
nemultumi

t 
1 

2   3   4  
Foarte 

multumit 
5 

NS/N
R 

99 

1 Primirea la timp a facturii 1 2 3 4 5 99 

2 Claritatea facturii 1 2 3 4 5 99 

3 Termenul de plata a facturii 1 2 3 4 5 99 
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4 Corectitudinea facturii 1 2 3 4 5 99 

 

TOTI RESPONDENTII: 

D26.1 Vi s-a intamplat sa nu primiti factura de energie electrica in ultimele 3-6 luni? 

1 Da 

2 Nu 

3 Nu stiu [NU CITI} 

 

D26.2 Ati sesizat daca in ultimele 3-6 luni ati beneficiat de compensarea facturii dvs. de energie 

electrica? 

1 Da 

2 Nu 

3 Nu stiu [NU CITI] 

 

 

8.  IMAGINEA FURNIZORULUI ACTUAL DE ENERGIE ELECTRICA 

 

D27. In ce masura sunteti de acord cu urmatoarele afirmatii despre [PROG: Insereaza furnizorul 

evaluat],?  

Va rog sa folositi o scala de la 1 la 5, unde 1 inseamna “deloc de acord” si 5 inseamna “in totalitate de 

acord”. [raspuns unic pe linie]  
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OP: Rotiti ordinea de citire a afirmatiilor! 
Deloc de 

acord 
1 

2 3 4  

In 
totalitate 
de acord 

5 

NS/N
R 
99 

1 
Sunt prompti in rezolvarea solicitarilor 1 2 3 4 5 99 

2 
Au o gama larga de oferte si servicii 1 2 3 4 5 99 

3 
Sunt orientati catre simplificarea vietii clientilor 1 2 3 4 5 99 

4 Sunt corecti si deschisi 1 2 3 4 5 99 

5 
Pot fi contactati cu usurinta (de ex. prin call-center, in 
magazine/centre de relatii cu clientii) 

1 2 3 4 5 99 

6 
Ofera servicii/pachete flexibile, care se potrivesc 
nevoilor mele 1 2 3 4 5 99 

7 Ofera solutii digitale care fac viata mai usoara 1 2 3 4 5 99 

        

9 
Serviciul de gaze naturale este stabil/ functioneaza fara 
intreruperi [DISPLAY ONLY FOR FURNIZOR GAZ 
FOLOSIT] 

1 2 3 4 5 99 

 

9.   INTENTIE SCHIMBARE FURNIZOR DE ENERGIE ELECTRICA 

 

D23c. Intentionati sa schimbati furnizorul de energie electrica in urmatoarele 3-6 luni? [raspuns unic] 

1 Da 

2 Nu 

3 Nu stiu 
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4 L-am schimbat deja 

 

D23d. [D23c=1] Care sunt motivele pentru care intentionati sa schimbati furnizorul? [raspuns multiplu] 

1 Pret mai bun 

2 Pachet de energie si gaz de la un singur furnizor 

3 O oferta cu mai multe beneficii (de ex asigurare, asistenta tehnica, echipamente in rate) 

4 Nemultumit de functionarea serviciului de energie electrica de la actualul furnizor 

5 Nemultumit de interactiunea cu actualul furnizor 

6 Alt motiv. Care ...? 

7 Niciunul dintre acestea 

 

10.  EVALUAREA FOSTULUI FURNIZOR (daca au schimbat recent furnizorul) 

 

In continuare vom discuta despre schimbarile pe care le-ati facut legat de furnizorul de energie electrica. 

 

D35a. [D14_r7=1 sau  D7=1 sau  D23c=1] Ne-ati spus mai devreme ca ati schimbat furnizorul vechi 

[furnizorul de la Q3a] si ati ales un furnizor nou [furnizorul de la D6] pentru energia electrica. Cand ati 

schimbat furnizorul? 

1 Ultima luna 

2 Ultimele 3-6 luni 

3 Ultimele 6-12 luni 

4 Intre 1-2 ani 
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5 Nu stiu [NU CITI] 

 

D24c1. [D14_r9=1] Acum va rog sa evaluati experienta incheierii contractului cu actualul furnizor 

pentru fiecare din urmatoarele afirmatii. [PROG: Afiseaza canalul selectat la D14b] 

Va rog sa folositi o scala de la 1 la 5, unde 1 inseamna “foarte nemultumit” si 5 inseamna “foarte 

multumit”. 

 [raspuns unic pe linie]  

OP: Rotiti ordinea de citire a aspectelor! 
In magazin/ la 

sediul 
furnizorului 

Pe email 
Online/ pe 
website-ul 

furnizorului 

1 
Usurinta cu care ati incheiat Contractul cu 
actualul dvs furnizor de energie electrica 

1-5 NS/NR 99 1-5 NS/NR 

99 

1-5 NS/NR 99 

2 
Timpul necesar pentru incheierea contractului 
dvs 

1-5 NS/NR 99 1-5 NS/NR 

99 

1-5 NS/NR 99 

 

11.  COMPORTAMENT DE CONSUM 

 

 

DD1. Care este consumul dvs. mediu lunar in kwh? [raspuns deschis] 

1 ..........kwh 

9
9 

NS/ NR 
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D40. Va rugam sa ordonati de la 1 la 3, in functie de cat de mult conteaza pentru dvs., urmatoarele 

aspecte legate de incalzirea gospodariei, unde 1 reprezinta cel mai important aspect, 2 reprezinta al 

2-lea aspect ca importanta etc. [raspuns unic] 

1  Pretul, cat de mult ma costa energia electrica 

 2  Confortul din gospodarie, sa pot consuma cata energie electrica am nevoie 

3  Impactul asupra mediului inconjurator 
 

D41. In ce masura ati spune ca va monitorizati consumul de energie electrica din locuinta?  

Va rog sa folositi o scala de la 1 la 5, unde 1 inseamna “Deloc” si 5 inseamna “In foarte mare 

masura”. Puteti alege orice cifra intre 1 si 5. [raspuns unic] 

Deloc In mica masura Nici, nici In mare masura 
In foarte mare 

masura 
NS/NR 

1 2 3 4 5 99 
 

D42. Intentionati sa luati masuri de reducere a consumului de energie electrica in locuinta, in 

urmatorii 2-3 ani? [raspuns unic] 

1  Da 

 2  Nu 
 

D43. In prezent luati masuri de reducere a consumului de energie electrica in locuinta? [raspuns unic] 

1  Da 

 2  Nu 
 

D44. Va rugam sa selectati din lista de mai jos afirmatiile care vi se potrivesc. Puteti selecta toate 

variantele care vi se potrivesc. [raspuns multiplu] 

1 Cumpar aparatura (electrocasnice, electronice) care consuma mai putin curent 

 2 Folosesc becuri economice 
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3 Am masina de spalat vase 

4 Deconectez aparatura de la sursa de energie atunci cand nu o folosesc 

5 Am in gospodarie contoare inteligente (cu autocitire) 

6 Am ales sa cumpar energie verde de la furnizorul meu 

7 Am izolat locuinta pe exterior 

8 Am izolat locuinta pe interior 

9 Am panouri solare/fotovoltaice 

10 Niciuna dintre variantele de mai sus 

 

9.  GAZE NATURALE 

 

DD2. Locuiti la casa sau la bloc? [raspuns unic] 

1 La casa 

2 La bloc 

 

D29a. Sunteti conectat la reteaua de gaze naturale? [raspuns unic] 

1 Da  

2 Nu 

 

D29. Aveti in gospodaria dvs gaze naturale cu contor si contract individual de la un furnizor de gaze 

naturale? [raspuns unic] 

1 Da  

2 Nu 
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D12. Stiti ca urmatorii furnizori sunt si furnizori de gaz?+ [raspuns multiplu] 
D13. Pe care dintre acesti furnizori de gaze naturale il utilizati in prezent in gospodaria dvs? Prin 
gospodaria dvs ne referim la domiciliul stabil, unde va petreceti cea mai mare parte a timpului. 
OP: Daca are mai multi furnizori, intreaba „Care este furnizorul  principal, acela pe care il folositi cel 
mai mult?” si bifeaza. [raspuns unic] 

 

 

Cunoscuti Furnizor actual 

1 CEZ 1 1 

2 Electrica 2 2 

3 Enel 3 3 

4 E.ON 4 4 

5 Engie 5 5 

6 Altul, care?.... 9 9 

9 Nu stiu/Nu raspund STOP STOP 

 

D45. Pe care dintre urmatoarele produse le folositi in gospodaria dvs? [raspuns multiplu] 

1 Aer conditionat 

 2 Centrala pe gaz 

3 Boiler apa calda menajera 

4 Purificatoare de aer 

5 Solutii de tip "smart-home" (de ex. sisteme inteligente de iluminat, sisteme inteligente de securitate) 

6 Calorifer electric 

7 Convector 

8 Incalzitor terasa 
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9 Radiator 

10 Semineu 

11 Termostate de ambient 

12 Rovinieta pentru autoturism 

13 Centrala pe peleti – afiseaza doar pentru DD2=1 

14 Cazan cu lemne – afiseaza doar pentru DD2=1 

15 Pompa de caldura – afiseaza doar pentru DD2=1 

16 
Panouri fotovoltaice (Fotovoltaice=panouri instalate pe acoperis pentru producerea energiei electrice) – 
afiseaza doar pentru DD2=1 

17 Panouri solare (pentru incalzire apa) – afiseaza doar pentru DD2=1 

 18 Niciuna dintre variantele de mai sus 

 

D46. [DD2=2] Ce surse de incalzire folositi in gospodaria dvs la bloc? [raspuns multiplu] 

   1 Incalzire centralizata 

 2 Soba 

3 Centrala pe gaz 

4 Convector 

5 Alta sursa de incalzire. Care? 

   6 Niciuna dintre variantele de mai sus 

 

 

D47. Pe care dintre urmatoarele servicii le utilizati, in prezent, in gospodaria dvs.? [raspuns multiplu] 

   1 
Asistenta tehnica de urgenta (interventia de urgenta unei echipe de tehnicieni pentru remedierea unor 
probleme/accidente din locuinta) 

 2 
Asistenta tehnica la cerere (interventia programata a unei echipe de tehnicieni pentru remedierea unor 
probleme din locuinta) 

3 Servicii de revizie/curatare/igienizare a echipamentelor de racire (aer conditionat) 
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4 Verificari/revizii periodice obligatorii pentru instalatia de gaze naturale 

5 Interventii de urgenta/programate pentru instalatia electrica si de incalzire 

6 Servicii de instalare electrocasnice mici si mari 

7 Asigurare de masina (RCA, CASCO) 

8 Asigurare de locuinta (PAD, facultativa) 

9 Asigurare de viata 

10 Asigurare pentru incapacitate de plata a facturilor de energie 

  11 Niciuna dintre variantele de mai sus 

 

D48. Pe care dintre produsele de mai jos le-ati lua in considerare/ le-ati achizitiona de la furnizorul de 

energie electrica/gaz (respectiv inlocui)? Produsele pot fi achizitionate in rate iar livrarea si montajul 

sunt asigurate de furnizor. * [raspuns unic pe linie] 

 
 Imediat (in 

urmatoarele 1-3 
luni) 

In urmatoarele 
3-6 luni 

In urmatoarele 
6-12 luni 

Nu intentionez sa 
achizitionez/ 
inlocuiesc 

   1 Aer conditionat  1 1 1 1 

 2 Centrala pe gaz  2 2 2 2 

3 Boiler apa calda menajera  3 3 3 3 

4 Purificatoare de aer 4 4 4 4 

5 
Solutii de tip "smart-home" (de ex. 
sisteme inteligente de iluminat, sisteme 
inteligente de securitate) 

5 5 5 5 

6 Calorifer electric 6 6 6 6 

7 Convector 7 7 7 7 

8 Incalzitor terasa 8 8 8 8 

9 Radiator 9 9 9 9 

10 Semineu 10 10 10 10 

  11 Termostate de ambient 11 11 11 11 
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 12 Rovinieta pentru autoturism 12 12 12 12 

13 
Pompa de caldura – afiseaza doar 
pentru DD2=1 

13 13 13 13 

14 
Panouri solare (pentru incalzire apa) – 
afiseaza doar pentru DD2=1 

14 14 14 14 

15 

Panouri fotovoltaice 
(Fotovoltaice=panouri instalate pe 
acoperis pentru producerea energiei 
electrice) – afiseaza doar pentru 
DD2=1 

15 15 15 15 

16 
Centrale pe peleti– afiseaza doar 
pentru DD2=1 

16 16 16 16 

17 
Cazan cu lemne– afiseaza doar pentru 
DD2=1 

17 17 17 17 

 

 

 

D49. Pe care dintre serviciile de mai jos le-ati lua in considerare / le-ati achizitiona de la furnizorul de 

energie electrica/gaz (respectiv inlocui)? [raspuns unic pe linie] 

 
 Imediat (in 

urmatoarele 1-3 
luni) 

In urmatoarele 
3-6 luni 

In urmatoarele 
6-12 luni 

Nu intentionez sa 
achizitionez/ 
inlocuiesc 

   1 

Asistenta tehnica de urgenta (interventia 
de urgenta unei echipe de tehnicieni 
pentru remedierea unor 
probleme/accidente din locuinta)  

1 1 1 1 

 2 
Interventii de urgenta/programate pentru 
instalatia electrica si de incalzire 

2 2 2 2 

3 
Servicii de instalare electrocasnice mici 
si mari 

3 3 3 3 

4 Asigurare de masina (RCA, CASCO) 4 4 4 4 

5 Asigurare de locuinta (PAD, facultativa) 5 5 5 5 

6 Asigurare de viata 6 6 6 6 
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7 
Asigurare pentru incapacitate de plata 
facturi de energie. 

7 7 7 7 

 

 

DEMOGRAFICE 

 

DD3. Ce suma platiti in medie pe factura lunara de energie electrica la domiciliul unde locuiti in cea mai 
mare parte a timpului de la [Progr: furnizor]? [raspuns unic] 

1 ..........RON 

9
9 

NS/ NR 

 

DD3a. Cum apreciati veniturile gospodariei dvs.? [raspuns unic] 

   1 Nu ne ajung nici macar pentru strictul necesar 

 2 Ne ajung doar pentru strictul necesar 

3 Ne ajung pentru un trai decent, dar nu ne permitem sa cumparam lucruri/ servicii mai scumpe 

4 Ne permitem cumpararea unor lucruri/ servicii mai scumpe, dar cu restrangeri in alte domenii 

5 Ne permitem sa cumparam tot ceea ce ne dorim, fara restrictii 

 

DD4. In afara de domiciliul dvs permanent actual mai detineti si alta locuinta unde beneficiati de 
energie electrica? [raspuns unic] 

1 Da. Cate?................. 

2 Nu 

3 Nu raspund 
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DD5. Cat estimati ca este venitul total net in lei – adica salarii si alte venituri – pe care familia dvs (toate 
persoanele cu care locuiti in aceeasi gospodarie avand un buget comun) l-a incasat luna trecuta? 
Ati spune ca venitul total net a fost …? [raspuns unic] 

1 Sub 1500 lei 

2 1501 – 2000 lei 

3 2001 – 3000 lei 

4 3001 – 4000 lei 

5 4001 – 5000 lei 

6 5001 – 6000 lei 

7 6001 – 7500 lei 

8 7501 – 10000 lei 

9 Peste 10000 lei 

1
0 

Refuz 

 

DD6. Din cate persoane (inclusiv dvs.) este alcatuita gospodaria dvs.? [raspuns unic] 
1 1 persoana 

2 2 persoane 

3 3 persoane 

4 4 persoane 

5 5 persoane sau mai multe 

6 Refuz 

 

DD7. Ce ocupatie aveti? [raspuns unic] 

1 Am un loc de munca permanent  
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2 Am un loc de munca temporar 

3 Patron/ Director 

4 Somer 

5 Pensionar   

6 Elev/ student 

7 Casnica 

8 Concediu de maternitate/ concediu platit 

9 Nu lucrez din alte motive 

1
0 

Refuz 

 

DD8. Care este ultima scoala absolvita de catre dvs.? [raspuns unic] 

1 Nicio scoala sau mai putin de 7 clase 

2 Scoala generala (7-8 clase)  

3 Primul nivel al liceului (9-10 clase) 

4 Scoala profesionalam 

5 Liceu (12 clase) 

6 Studii post-liceale sau colegiu 

7 Studii universitare 

8 Studii postuniversitare (master, doctorat) 

9 Refuz 
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Nume respondent.................................................................................../ Telefon......................................................................... 

Adresa respondent: ......................................................... 

E-mail respondent ............................................................................................................................................................. 

Data completarii interviului .............................  2023 

VA MULTUMESC PENTRU TIMPUL ACORDAT! 

 

NUMELE OPERATORULUI DE INTERVIU:  

TELEFONUL OPERATORULUI DE INTERVIU: 
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Interview guide for survey responders, Norway spring 2023 
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Interview guide for academic and user partners, Norway spring 2023 
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Survey used in the Austrian pilot, Autumn 2022/Spring 2023 
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Full documentation of the Intervention platform, International, Spring 2023 

 


